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APE CHRONICLES is back !
- This is our first new issue in 5 years
thickest issue ever / some color added
- stay faithful to the original format
- all back issues back in print
- first new issue of the 21st Century

- Our

I created Ape Chronicles in 1991 to help promote
POTA when there was lack of POTA news. As
news of Tim Burtons movie started to hit in 1999,
a new era of POTA started along with the internet
and I chose to put AC on hiatus. Now I feel its
time to come back and spread the word about
POTA once again now that the TV series and
merchandise celebrates its 30th anniversary!
A new approach! The internet has changed the
way we find and collect data. Everything is now
easily at our fingertips for free. That presents a
challenge of giving you the reader something
unique that the internet doesn’t easily offer.
First of all, I want to continue indexing and filing
tons of POTA related data in a easy to read
format that can be referenced back to at any time.
So I continue to compile the ultimate POTA
Encyclopedia of names, places and facts.
Yes, the internet offers so much information but I
wanted to find a way to compile it all together so
the data is found all in one place rather than all
over the world wide web.
I will be reprinting some materials from the
internet however in each issue and giving a link to
the original website. I do this because I find the
internet over a long period of time to be very
unreliable. Websites come and go, companies
go out of business, people continuously change
their email addresses and servers go down.
Some of the best material on the internet today
won’t be there tomorrow so I want to save that
data for us!

30th ANNIVERSARY TV SHOW
Contest Instructions and Rules
· This contest is open to the general public. Only
one entry per person per week is allowed.
· This contest will run 14 weeks with a weekly
prize and a grand prize awarded at the conclusion
of the 14 weeks.
· Beginning on September 13th, each week a clip
from the episode that premiered on that date in
1974 will be posted on this Kassidy Rae's Planet
of the Apes: the Television Series website
(http://planetoftheapestv.150m.com) and run
until the next clip is posted.
· Submissions for the previous week will not be
accepted once the next episode's clip is posted.
· After viewing the clip, answer the questions
about it and email them to (we need to decide
this).
· The person that answers the most questions
correctly will be that week's winner. In case of a
tie, the person whose email was received first
will be the winner. Weekly winners will be
announced in the Planet of the Apes Yahoo
group
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/pota/
every Tuesday beginning September 20th.
· After the 14 weeks have ended the person who
cumulatively answered the most questions
correctly will be awarded the grand prize. To
qualify for the grand prize all submissions must
be received from the same email address.
Submissions from two or more email addresses
may not be combined to contribute to the
cumulative total.
· In the case of a tie, the person with the highest
number of weekly wins will be declared the
Grand Prize winner. If there is still a tie, an
appropriate tiebreaker will be determined by the
judges. All decisions of the judges will be final
pota@yahoogroups.com
JERRY GOLDSMITH Reference materials and
Information gathered from great sources such as:
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Choir/6247/awards.h
tml
http://www.geocities.com/hollywood/7539/i_scgold.ht
ml
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000025/
http://www.cnn.com/2004/SHOWBIZ/07/22/obit.golds
mith.ap/
http://www.mfiles.co.uk/Composers/JerryGoldsmith.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Goldsmith
http://www.opinion.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?x
ml=/news/2004/07/24/db2401.xml&sSheet=/opinion/2
004/07/24/ixopright.html
http://www.suntimes.com/output/movies/goldsmith22.
html
http://www.filmscoremonthly.com/articles/2004/05_A
ug--On_The_Loss_Of_Jerry_Goldsmith_More_Letters.asp
Peter J Corrigan <peter@nothingbut.demon.co.uk>

"V O L C A N O"

ZAUIS:
Forgive me, doctor. My surprise overcame my sense of good
manners. Please sit down.
PANDIRA:
Thank you.
ZAUIS:
Now. Did you bring the results of your investigation in the Pralox
area?
PANDIRA:
Yes. And I am quite concerned about it. The temperature of the
water in the crater of Mount Pralox is rising, almost to the boiling
point. And the vapor emission has increased sharply.
ZAUIS:
What about earthquake activity?
PANDIRA:
That too is alarming. Numerous minor quakes have been felt in the
area. None big enough so far to cause any damage. But my studies
of the motions of the continental plates...

NARRATOR:
In the upside down world that was the "Planet of the Apes" the
divisions and hostilities within the dominant ape community were
like a mirror image of the man-ruled world which preceded it.
Especially acute was the conflict between the military-minded
gorillas and the intellectual chimpanzees, which had been
intensifying over a long period of time, and now threatened to erupt
into open warfare.
(SOUND of a door knock)
ZAUIS:
Yes, yes. Come in. Come in.
(SOUND of door opening)
ZAUIS:
Well, don't just stand there. What do you want?

ZAUIS:
Must we go into that? I've heard your theory, Dr. Pandira, but I
really feel you are allowing fantasy to take over your usually rational
thought processes.
PANDIRA:
Nevertheless, through my theory of the shifting of those continental
plates, I predict there will be a major earthquake along the the fault
line in the Mount Pralox district, preceded by massive volcanic
activity. Sometime in the very near future.
ZAUIS:
Hmm. Assuming your prediction is correct, the area around the
mountain is no longer fit for habitation and everyone living there
should move to another and safer location.
PANDIRA:
And the sooner the better.

APE:
Here are the reports you asked for, Dr. Zauis.

ZAUIS:
You realize of course that the Pralox area constitutes one of
General Urko's strongest bases of popular support? That it is
populated almost exclusively by gorillas?

ZAUIS:
Oh, just put them down here and close the door after you.

PANDIRA:
I am aware of that.

APE:
There is one more thing.
ZAUIS:
Well? Out with it. Out with it. I don't have all day.

ZAUIS:
Relations between Urko and myself have almost reached the
breaking point. And recently there have been frequent clashes
between individual chimpanzees and orangutans on the one side
and gorillas on the other.

APE:
There is a Dr. Pandira to see you.

PANDIRA:
What does that have to do with...

ZAUIS:
Pandira? Oh yes. He's the one who has done such fine work in
geothermal energy. Not to mention that outlandish theory of his
about shifting continental plates. Show him in, show him in.

ZAUIS:
If the Council of Ministers under my instructions evacuates the
Pralox area, I'll be unable to predict it's effect on General Urko and
his hot heads.

(SOUND of decidedly feminine footsteps)

NARRATOR:
The worst fears of Dr. Zauis were at that moment being confirmed
at General Urko's headquarters, where a meeting of all his
commanders is in session.

PANDIRA:
Good morning, Dr. Zauis.
ZAUIS:
YOU are Dr. Pandira? I thought...
PANDIRA:
Ah, yes. I know. You thought I was a male. Sometimes I wonder if
the world will ever recognize that females are quite as capable as
males at being creative, outside of the obvious physiological
process of child bearing.

(SOUND of chatter)
URKO:
I have called you together today because of grave developments in
our country. For too long now, we have put up with the stupidity and
insolence of those emasculated and effete intellectuals in Central
City.
(SOUND of cheers)

URKO:
They have coddled the humans. Allowed our defenses to be
weakened. And now are beginning to openly discriminate against
us. I have received word that they are about to order the evacuation
of Pralox, because of a supposed threat of earthquakes or
volcanoes or some such nonsense.
CROWD:
No! No! No!
GORILLA #1:
It's a trick to split the gorillas!
GORILLA #2:
Divide and conquer!
SOMA:
I am from Pralox and my people are not afraid of a few rumbles
from Earth. And harmless columns of steam we have seen for
years. We will not be stampeded by some chicken-hearted chimps
from Central City!

Mount Pralox has been inactive for centuries, the scientists say it
will erupt at any moment now, destroying everything for miles
around. Your lives are in danger.
(SOUND of galloping)
BURKE:
Uh oh! Gorillas.
SOMA:
Humans, don't listen to that lying chimp! It's just a trick to cheat you
out of your possessions. And I order you to stay in your homes!
Guards! Shoot him! Shoot that chimp!
(SOUND of gunfire)
VIRDON:
They killed him. Those dirty...
SOMA:
And the same thing will happen to any human who disobeys my
order. From now on, the gorillas and the gorillas ALONE are
running this country.

(SOUND of cheers)
(They ride off)
URKO:
Well said, Captain Soma! But the issue has gone beyond all this.
The issue now is: who is to rule the nation? Those witch doctors
with their mumbo jumbo pronouncements, taken from dusty old
books? Or the great gorilla people? You and I. The true protectors
of law and order!
CROWD:
Urko! Urko! Urko!
URKO:
Captain Soma, you will proceed at once...
NARRATOR:
Unaware of the growing feud among the apes, the three fugitives
(Pete, Alan and Galen) stand on a lovely hill, overlooking the only
village in the pralox area inhabited by humans.

GALEN:
That was Captain Soma, Urko's next in command.
BURKE:
So what? One gorilla's about as bad as another when he's got a
gun on ya.
GALEN:
It is against our law for ape to kill ape. If Urko's top commander
deliberately breaks that law, it can only mean one thing.
BURKE:
Well?
GALEN:
The gorillas are in open revolt! In fear there will be the same kind of
fratricidal war that destroyed the civilization of humans.

(SOUND of a geyser)
(SOUND of a rumbling)
BURKE:
If I didn't know better, I'd swear we were near old Yellowstone Park.
VIRDON:
Yeah. The geysers around here sorta remind me of Old Faithful!

BURKE:
Hey, what's that? Am I dreaming or did the ground shake for a
second?
(SOUND of a geyser)

BURKE:
But we're nowhere near the Rockies.

VIRDON:
You weren't dreaming. And it WAS shaking.

GALEN:
Rockies? Old Faithful? Yellowstone? I never heard of them. What
are they?

GALEN:
And look at that column of steam from Mount Pralox.

BURKE:
Well...Hey, look! Something's going on down there.

BURKE:
I don't like the look of this thing!

(SOUND of a crowd)

VIRDON:
Neither do I. I think Dr. Zauis and his scientists are right. This place
is gonna blow. We gotta get out of here.

VIRDON:
The villagers have gathered around that chimp on that horse. And
they look pretty excited. Let's move down closer. Maybe we can
hear what it's all about.

GALEN:
And we've got to convince the humans in that village to leave. They
must leave!

(SOUND of crowd grows louder)
WOMAN:
This is our home! All we have in the world! How can we leave it?
MAN:
And how do you know the danger is so great? We've seen smoke
from the mountain many times before, and nothing ever happened.
CHIMP:
The order to evacuate comes from Dr. Zauis himself. Although

VIRDON:
What a spot they're in. If they stay the volcano will get them. And if
they try to leave the gorillas will.
(SOUND of more rumbling)
BURKE:
If you ask me they have no choice. They've GOT to leave and take
their chances with the gorillas. And we've got to convince them!
Let's go.

(SOUND of running)

GALEN:
The gorillas are not my favorite people. But they are not utterly
devoid of reason.

NARRATOR:
They race down into the village and without hesitation Pete climbs
onto a box in the center of a crowd of frightened, bewildered
villagers.

BURKE:
Do you think they'll call off their war?

BURKE:
Listen! Listen to me! You've got to leave this place right now.

GALEN:
Unlike the humans of 2000 years ago, I believe my fellow apes will
see the precipice ahead and pull back in time. I think they will learn
the lesson of the volcano.

HUMAN:
Who are you? You don't belong here.
BURKE:
Who I am doesn't matter. Your lives are in danger if you stay here.
You MUST leave!

VIRDON:
Amen.
______________________________________________________

MAN:
You came in here with an ape. Why should we listen to you?
WOMAN:
Let him speak! My life is at stake here too. And I want to hear what
he has to say.
BURKE:
Mount Pralox has become a live volcano! At any moment now it will
explode and flaming red hot lava will come flowing down, destroying
and burying everything in it's path. And that means this whole
village. I've seen volcanoes in action and I beg you, leave. Now!
(SOUND of horses)
GALEN:
It's Captain Soma and his gorillas again!
SOMA:
Who are you, human? And what are...say, aren't you...? Guards,
seize him! He's one of the fugitive astronauts, and there are his
friends Virdon and Galen! Seize them all!
(SOUND of volcano eruption!)
NARRATOR:
Suddenly, with a violent explosion, the top of the mountain blew off!
And a fountain of incandescent lava shot high in the air, cascading
in showers over the mountainside. And soon the deadly flow of lava
began.
(SOUND of panic)
BURKE:
Let's get out of here! Everybody!! Follow me!
NARRATOR:
Nobody needed to be told to leave at this point. Even the gorillas
finally realized that Dr. Zauis had been telling the truth and raced
back to warn their own people to evacuate.

Volcano begins our series of reprinting the entire
dialogue/scripts from each of the original POTA stories
published by Power Records.

A little later, on a small hill beyond the reach of the lava, Pete, Alan
and Galen survey the scen of devastation before them.

To hear the audio recording of this original record go
to:

VIRDON:
Wow! I've never seen anything like that before in my life. The
village. Gone! Buried under that river of flame.
BURKE:
Looks like the people got out just in time. Thank heaven.
VIRDON:
They lost everything they had in this world-- their homes, their
livestock.
GALEN:
But they have their lives. And they can build new homes.
VIRDON:
But if there is a war on top of all this...

ftp://pota:pota@ftp.goatley.com/power-records/power-recordsvolcano.mp3

These scripts and other video clips and pdf files of
scripts can be found at Hunter Goatley’s amazing
POTA multi-media website at
http://www.goatley.com/pota/
Thanks to the following for contributing to the site:
Hunter Goatley, Greg Plonowski, Greg Harris, Chris
Lawless, James Aquila, Tim Parati, Michael Whitty,
John Oberhauser, Alex Ruiz

PLANET OF THE APES COMIC BOOK INDEX - TITLE # - CHRONOLOGICAL - PUBLISHED DATES
USA - VARIOUS PUBLISHERS (1970-1987)
BENEATH THE POTA (1970) Gold Key with poster in centerfold - complete adaptation of the 2nd movie - first POTA comic ever published
MAD MAGAZINE #157 (March 1973) - EC - Planet of the apes parody strip and cover feature - magazine size format
MAD MAGAZINE Special #22 (1977) - EC - reprints the story from Mad # 157 - digest size comic format
CRACKED #123 (March 1975) - Comics Parody Magazine - Planet of the apes parody strip and cover feature - magazine size format
CRACKED DIGEST (October 1987) #5 - Comics Parody Magazine - $2.50 digest mini comic size format - POTA parody strip
USA - POWER RECORDS (1974)
PLANET OF THE APES (1974) PR-18 comic with pouch in back cover to hold narrative 45 rpm record
ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE APES (1974) PR-19 comic with pouch in back cover to hold narrative 45 rpm record
BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES (1974) PR-20 comic with pouch in back cover to hold narrative 45 rpm record
BATTLE FOR THE PLANET OF THE APES (1974) PR-21 comic with pouch in back cover to hold narrative 45 rpm record
USA - MARVEL (1974-1977)
PLANET OF THE APES (1974) #1-29 Marvel - magazine size format - have “Curtis” logo on cover
ADVENTURES ON THE POTA (1975) #1-11 Marvel
USA - ADVENTURE (1990-1993)
PLANET OF THE APES LIMITED EDITION (1990) #1 Adventure numbered (diff cover than regular issue - purple background)
PLANET OF THE APES (1990) #1 Adventure 1st/2nd and 3rd prints
PLANET OF THE APES (1990) #2-24 Adventure
APE CITY (1990) #1-4 Adventure
APE NATION (1991) #1-4 Adventure
APE NATION: LIMITED EDITION (1991) #1 Adventure numbered
URCHAKS FOLLY (1991) #1-4 Adventure
TERROR ON THE POTA (1991) #1-4 Adventure
PLANET OF THE APES ANNUAL (1991) #1 Adventure
SINS OF THE FATHER (1992) #1 Adventure
BLOOD OF THE APES (1992) #1-4 Adventure
GRAPHIC NOVELS (1992) Planet / Beneath / Monkey Planet / Escape Adventure
FORBIDDEN ZONE (1992) #1-4 Adventure
USA - DARK HORSE (2001-2002)
DARK HORSE EXTRA (2001) oversized #34 36-38 Dark Horse w/ POTA comic strip
HUMAN WAR (2001) #1-3 Dark Horse (2 versions of each cover available) (each issue comes with promo card bound in)
HUMAN WAR FOIL EDITION (2001) #1 Dark Horse limited edition foil cover
HUMAN WAR RAINBOW FOIL PHOTO EDITION (2001) #1-3 Dynamic Forces editions
HUMAN WAR AUTOGRAPHED EDITION (2001) #1 Dark Horse autographed by artist
HUMAN WAR GRAPHIC NOVEL (2001) #1 Dark Horse reprints
POTA TIM BURTON MOVIE GRAPHIC NOVEL (2001) #1 Dark Horse tells entire movie
PLANET OF THE APES (2001) mini sized collectors comic Dark Horse - Toys R Us Store Exclusive
PLANET OF THE APES (2001) #1-6 Dark Horse new series (2 versions of each cover available)
PLANET OF THE APES BLOODINES GRAPHIC NOVEL (2002) Dark Horse reprints regular issues #1-6 complete storyline
PLANET OF THE APES: OLD GODS GRAPHIC NOVEL (2002) Dark Horse reprints
UK COMICS
PLANET OF THE APES (1974-1977) #1-123 Marvel UK magazine size format
MIGHTY WORLD OF MARVEL (1977) #231-246 Marvel UK magazine size format
PLANET OF THE APES ANNUAL (1975-1977) #1-3 Brown Watson - hard covers book format
MARVEL COLLECTION giant 300 page soft cover book binding 9various Marvel UK comic magazines together including POTA / Dracula / Hulk
etc. PLANET OF THE APES (2002?) #1-5 Titan magazine format?
FOREIGN COMICS
EL PLANETA DE LOS MONOS (1974?) Barcelona -Volume 2 series = #1-29 (each same cover art as US )
EL PLANETA DE LOS MONOS (1979) Barcelona all thick square bound - #1-6
EL PLANETA DE LOS SIMIOS (1975) Argentina #1-7 / miniature size (smaller than normal comic) $150.00 cover price
EL PLANETA DE LOS SIMIOS (1975?) ?? #1-9 ? $2.50 cover price (very rare)
PLANET of the APES (1975) Australia - Newton Comics 30 cents cover price) #1-17 plus later on 2 non-numbered issues (1978-1982) / #1 reprinted
(1980)
PLANETE DES SINGES (1975?) France - #1-19 - mostly original cover art / plus 4 compilation volumes (thicker reprinting past French issues)
PLANETA DOS MACACOS (1975?) Portugal Cr $4,00 mini comic format = #1-5? (very rare)
APEN PLANET (1975) Finland - #1-5? (very rare)
PLANET DER AFFEN (1975) Germany Marvel Comics DM 2,50 = #1-13
APORNAS PLANET (1975) Finland - #1-4? (cover price 2:95) / 2nd series = APORNAS PLANET (1976) Finland (volume 2?) #1-4?
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ONLINE GROUP NAME

WEBSITE ADDRESS

Mego http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Mego/
For discussion of Mego toys from the 1970's
Planet of the Apes
PotaDG
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/PotaDG/
A Supporter Of The Great Ape Project Welcome! This group is to discuss all aspects of Planet of the Apes
from the original novel classic films to the TV series and 2001 remake to comics archives & additional files
are available at: PotaDGfanfiction
pota
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/pota/
This is a discussion group for all facets of PLANET OF THE APES. Our scope is the full range of the
POTA franchise from Pierre Boulle's original novel to the 2001 remake and everything in between. All
relating topics viewpoints and spirited debate are welcome. Please all discussions friendly on topic and PG13. No attacks on fellow members POTA fans or groups will be allowed. Click here to read the Group
Posting Guidelines. Click here to visit the our Internal Website for: -- Original POTA ... more
theplanetoftheapeszone http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/theplanetoftheapeszone/
WELCOME TO THE "ZONE" GROUP WHERE FANS OF THE TV SERIES AND MOVIES POST
MESSAGES
ape
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/ape/
The Planet Of The Apes mailing list. Discuss the movies toys and anything talking ape related.
friends_and_fugitives http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/friends_and_fugitives/
A special niche for fans of the PotA Tv Series! Any aspect of the show is open for discussion/contribution
Planetoftheapes_streetteam
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/Planetoftheapes_streetteam/
Attention to all Mark Wahlberg fans and our mission is making a big success of the soon to be released
DVD! We need your help in spreading the word about this DVD release. Check out the totally amazing
official site
potaFC http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/potaFC/
This group is run by the Official International Planet of the Apes Fan Club and is for fans of the Planet of
theApes movies the TV Show
ape chronicles http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/apechronicles/
This is an egroup designed specifically for the paid members and supporters of the INTERNATIONAL
"PLANET OF THE APES" FAN CLUB. We publish a bi-monthly printed fanzine titled "Ape
Chronicles". Our website is located at www.hoknes.com/ape.htm Here you can chat more personally with
other members of the fan club plus stay up to date with projects at the website and keep track of your
memberships and publication dates of new fanzine issues. This is a great way for you to make quick
connections with ... more
simianfiction http://groups.yahoo.com/group/simianfiction/
A Supporter Of The Great Ape Project Discuss novels films
TheTimBurtonPage
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/TheTimBurtonPage/
A discussion group about the finest director working today. Also keep up on the latest Tim Burton news
"Planet of the Apes 2". The Corpse Bride" and yes
Apes_R_Us
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/Apes_R_Us/
A group dedicated to planet of the Apes films and the TV series. Fan fiction accepted.
PlanetOfTheApes
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/PlanetOfTheApes/
The coolest Planet Of The Apes group around
jerrygoldsmithfanclub http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/jerrygoldsmithfanclub/
In this club
including soundtracks for various Star Trek movies
planetoftheapes2001remake
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/planetoftheapes2001remake/
Mark Wahlburg stars in this remake of the 70's blockbuster movie
POTA_Phenomenon http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/POTA_Phenomenon/
This group will be devoted to all aspects of the "PLANET OF THE APES" phenomenon - from Pierre
Boulle's
original novel ESCAPE...
Planet_of_the_Apes
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/Planet_of_the_Apes/
Discussion group for fans of the classic Apes movies
sarunogundan http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/sarunogundan/
A Supporter Of The Great Ape Project Discuss all things relating to the Japanese live action series Saru no
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Gundan [Army of the Apes]
this group may be moderated in order to remove offensive
messages or violators of these ... more
planet_of_theapesRPG http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/planet_of_theapesRPG/
A role playing game about the planet of the apes. Pick a character from the movie or make up one.
timburtonsplanetoftheapes
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/timburtonsplanetoftheapes/
Tim Burton
an dpost some pictures
LindaHarrison http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/LindaHarrison/
Linda Harrison "Sometimes it takes just a little thing to be considered a Cult Siren. You don’t need to have
a career-span of many decades or to be covered in acting awards. Yes, sometimes, a tiny opportunity is
sufficient. Our guest right here, for example, is principally known for one single role, that she played in two
motion pictures… with only a word of dialogue between these two productions! Hard to believe? Not
really, when you’ll remember that Linda Harrison was Nova in PLANET OF THE ... more
goddamndirtyape
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/goddamndirtyape/
a group dedicated to planet of the apes . the movies and series. add your pictures here.
monkeytown http://groups.yahoo.com/group/monkeytown/
Behind The Planet Of The Apes Beyond The Valley Of The Apes The Loire Valley Of The Apes Beneath
The Valley Of The Planet Of The Apes Behind The Sun Of The Planet Of The Apes The Tenth Planet Of
The System Of The Planet Of The Apes Outside The Planet Of The Apes Standing Outside The Window
Of The Planet Of The Apes Standing Under The Window Of The Planet Of The Apes Suntan On The
Planet Of The Apes Swimming In The Sea Of The Planet Of The Apes Riding A Pony On The Planet Of
The Apes Animal ... more
timburtonsplanetofapes http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/timburtonsplanetofapes/
Tim Burton's Planet of Apes
medicom-pota http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/medicom-pota/
This group discusses the Medicom Planet of the Apes action figures. All are welcome
RoddyMcDowall_fans http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/RoddyMcDowall_fans/
a group for all Roddy(Roderick Andrew Anthony Jude) McDowall fans of the planet of the apes to his
guess staring rolls in hart to hart the love boat ect.up to his death on 3 October 1998 of lung cancer
planetoftheapes2001fanclub
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/planetoftheapes2001fanclub/
Planet of the Apes depicts an upside-down world - a brutal
hunted and enslaved by the tyrannical
primates. The sudden appearance of one man
KimHunter
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/KimHunter/
Born 12th November 1922
Kim Hunter made her screen debut in The Seventh Victim. She went on to
star in A Matter of Life Death (Stairway to Heaven)
The_Planet_Of_The_Apes_Club
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/The_Planet_Of_The_Apes_Club/
The Planet Of The Apes Club will have Planet Of The Apes Pictures And Planet Of The Apes Information.
PotaDiscussionGroupphotos
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/PotaDiscussionGroupphotos/
Supplement to the main group because we ran out of space in the Photos section. Fan Fiction & message
archives are available at: PotaDGfanfiction
Please also join us for Planet of the Apes discussions at:
Pota Discussion
Group .
PotaDiscussionGroupfanfiction http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/PotaDiscussionGroupfanfiction/
This is a supplement to the main Discussion Group dedicated to POTA Fan Fiction. Members can access
and uploaded any submissions in the Files Section Please also join us for Planet of the Apes discussions
at: Pota Discussion Group . Message archives & additional photos are available at: PotaDGarchives
PotaDGphotos
aaronsplanetofapesclub http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/aaronsplanetofapesclub/
Welcome this is a rpg to the newer verstion of the planet of the apes injoy.You can make a character I just
need a 3 things 1.gender 2.ape or humen.3.age 4.If humen from futer or trible Taken characters:Ari
CityoftheApes http://groups.yahoo.com/group/CityoftheApes/
A Group Devoted to all six Planet of the Apes movies and the cartoon and comics.
Ape_City
http://movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/Ape_City/
A discussion group for fans of the Planet of the Apes series. Membership regulations. Please ensure that
your discussions are respectful of others. No offensive language or inflammatory dialogue. From time to
time

JERRY GOLDSMITH (1929-2004)

broadcasts. The first motion picture score he did was
Don't Bother to Knock from 1952, where Mr. Goldsmith
was uncredited. By 1955 he was writing scores for live
radio shows. He was given his first embryonic
assignments as a composer for radio shows such as
"Romance" and "CBS Radio Workshop." He wrote one
score every week for these shows and they were
performed live on transmission. He later turned to
television. The first credited film that he did was in 1957
for a long forgotten western, titled The Black Patch.
He soon moved into television work, producing music for
Hallmark Television Playhouse (1951) and General Electric
Theatre (1953) before scoring the Westerns Gunsmoke
(1955), Have Gun Will Travel (1957) and Wagon Train
(1957).

Jerry Goldsmith conducts at a London concert in 2000.

Goldsmith's award-dappled Hollywood career -- he was
nominated for 17 Academy Awards, won one, and also
took home five Emmys -- spanned nearly half a century.
Jerrald Goldsmith was born on February 10th, 1929 in
Pasadena, California and grew up in Los Angeles,
California. His father, Morris, was a violinist and his
mother Tessy played the piano, which young Jerry took up
at the age of six.

Goldsmith went on to compose the music for several CBS
radio and television shows including The Twilight Zone. He
remained at CBS until 1960, after which he moved on to
Revue Studios, where he would compose music for
television shows such as Dr. Kildare and The Man From
U.N.C.L.E.. He also worked on the score for Patton.. Later
on he wrote music for some famous television series such
as The Twilight Zone in 1959, Dr. Kildare in 1961, and The
Man from U.N.C.L.E. in 1964. He was hired by Revue
Studios to score their "Thriller" series.
Even though he made his first big score in 1957, he was
first widely recognized in 1962 for Lonely Are The Brave,
starring Kirk Douglas. In 1962 Goldsmith was awarded
his first Oscar nomination for his acclaimed score to the
poorly received John Huston Biopic of Freud. At the same
time, he met and became acquainted with the influential
film composer Alfred Newman. Newman, recognising
Goldsmith's talents, influenced Universal into hiring him to
score the film Lonely Are The Brave in 1963.

From there Goldsmith established himself as a contract
composer for 20th Century Fox, quickly re-defining the
He was not, however, of an academic bent, and when he
modern film score. Along with his close friend Alex North,
was nine, his father removed him from school and hired
tutors to educate him at home. At the age of 14, Jerry went Goldsmith established himself as a leading name in
American film music.
to several of the best music teachers in Los Angeles,
including Jakob Gimpel for piano and the composer Mario
The composer has previously been credited as Jerrald
Castelnuovo-Tedesco for lessons in theory and
counterpoint, and practised five hours a day. He originally King Goldsmith, revealling his little used middle name and
Michael J. Hennigan. The latter for tax reasons in the early
planned to be a concert hall composer but soon realised
sixties.
that the infrequency of concert hall commissions would
never satisfy his hunger to write music.
Jerry was very aware of the drama in its musical form, so
he quickly found out, how to combine the music with the
drama.
Then he took the small step from there, to focus
completely on film music. And his master-tutor wasn't just
"Mr. nobody".
No, it was the professor and composer Miklos Rozsa.
(Miklos Rozsa composed the scores to Ben-Hur, Ivanhoe,
El Cid and Quo Vadis, just to mention the classics.)
He had intended to study for a career in classical music,
but after seeing Hitchcock's Spellbound in 1945, Jerry was
so impressed by Miklos Rozsa's score that he enrolled in
his classes in film composition at the University of
Southern California. Goldsmith also attended Los Angeles
City College, though he did not take a degree.
In 1950, Goldsmith found work at CBS as a clerk typist in
the network's music department but he was quickly given
the chance to compose. But he advanced fast, to start
composing music for radio-plays, and later for tv-

He rose rapidly to the top of his profession in the early to
mid-sixties, with scores such as Freud (1962), Patch of
Blue, A (1965) & Sand Pebbles, The (1966). In fact, he
received Oscar nominations for all three and another in the
sixties for Planet of the Apes (1968).
PLANET OF THE APES
Goldsmith was known for his versatility and his
experimentation, he was always constantly pushing

forward the bounds of film music. He was unafraid to use
the wide variety of electronic sounds and instruments
which are now available, although he does not use them
for their own sake.
Goldsmith insisted on wearing a monkey mask while
working on the music, and emphasized the other-worldly
aspect of the plot by getting the brass players to dispense
with the mouthpieces on their instruments, and by asking
the bass clarinetist to play his part without blowing the
notes, leaving only the clicking of his fingers. It was typical
of the experimental techniques which Goldsmith was to
use on subsequent pictures. Steel mixing bowls, glass
rods, bells submerged in water and a 15ft-long percussion
device known as a blaster beam were all dragged into
service in his work, and during the early 1970s he was
amongst the first composers to explore the use of the
synthesiser - though he always retained the ability to write
for large orchestras.
Planet of the Apes was the first of his collaborations with
the director Franklin Schaffner, with whom he later worked
on Patton, in which George C Scott played the general;
Papillon, an account of Henri Charriere's prison
experiences, with McQueen and Dustin Hoffman; and The
Boys from Brazil, a preposterous thriller about an attempt
to clone Hitler, starring Gregory Peck and Laurence Olivier.

Masada (released in film form as "The Antagonists") /
Barnaby Jones / Dr. Kildare (credited as "Jerrald
Goldsmith", with Peter Rugolo) / The Man from U.N.C.L.E.
/ The Waltons / Star Trek, The Next Generation - theme
originally from Star Trek the Motion Picture and also
appearing in other Goldsmith Star Trek soundtracks / Star
Trek: Voyager. He also composed the 1976 Paramount
TV jingle used from the fall of 1976 to the fall of 1978.
He received 17 Oscar nominations in his lifetime but won
only once, for Omen, The (1976) in 1977. The late 70's
brought Goldsmith his lone Oscar for the avant-garde and
ground breaking score to The Omen. Never had a film
score been so critical to the movie's atmosphere and
dramatic power - a choral score implying the dark powers
awakened by the black mass incantations of devil
worshippers. The lighter family moments in the film seem
more poignant when the rosy picture is subverted by some
subtle cues both visual and musical that the evil still lurks
there ready to surface.
After winning his first Academy Award with The Omen,
Goldsmith began a new type of experimentation:
electronics. In 1979 he wrote the terrifying score for
Alien, Ridley Scott's first-rate science fiction movie
(memorably summarised as "Jaws - in space"). His score
for "Alien" which evokes the vast loneliness of space
where unknown menaces may lurk just around the corner.
Jerry's favourite score is Islands In The Stream from
1977, and his worst project ever made, could be Inchon
(1981).

During the 70's Goldsmith augmented his movie scoring
with a plethora of TV assignments and remains one of the
few composers to juggle film and TV scoring successfully.
This included the critically acclaimed and Emmy Winning
score to the first TV epic QBVII as well as the popular
theme for the TV series The Waltons. Hungry to work, the
early part of the decade proved to be one of the
composer's most successful periods with a combination of
gritty thrillers and prestigious assignments like The Wind
And The Lion, Chinatown, The Wild Rovers and
Papillon. Meanwhile, Patton and The Wind and the
Lion, both nominated for Academy Awards, showed
Goldsmith as an expert of the massive Hollywood theme,
capturing every motif from reincarnation and militaristic joy
to Allah and the mysteries of the heart.
He lectured at UCLA's Music Department and adapted
three ballets from his music: Othello (1971), now in the
repertoire of the National Ballet of Australia; A Patch of
Blue (for San Francisco Ballet, 1970) and Capricorn One
(for BalletMet, Colombus, Ohio, 1989).
He crafted an astonishing number of TV and movie scores
that have become classics in their own right. From the
clarions of "Patton" to the syrupy theme for TV's "The
Waltons," TV themes by Jerry Goldsmith: Room 222 /

STAR TREK
Jerry Goldsmith Virtually Defined the Music of Star Trek
He made major contributions to Science Fiction, and that is
the Star Trek franchise. Goldsmith was tasked with reinventing a franchise and creating a brand new theme.
Goldsmith remarked that the theme was the toughest he
ever wrote and remains a remarkable achievement. At the
behest of Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry, it later
became the signature theme for the popular Star Trek spin
off The Next Generation. The original movie (Star Trek:
The Motion Picture), whose slow pacing and focus on
visual effects, allowed the composer to let the music carry
the sense of wonder while the new Enterprise is in dock
ready for its maiden voyage. Goldsmith went on to score
three more Star Trek movies in the series and also the
theme for the Star Trek Voyager series. He did other Trek
movies including "Star Trek: First Contact," which many
fans believe to be one of the most inspired scores ever

written for a genre film (or any film for that matter). He's
even left his mark on the Star Trek: The Experience
attraction in Las Vegas, with original music for "Borg
Invasion 4D." He also scored "Star Trek V: The Final
Frontier," "Star Trek: Insurrection," and two years ago,
"Star Trek Nemesis." Interestingly Goldsmith association
with Star Trek may have started even earlier. In interview
Goldsmith revealled he had been approached by
Roddenberry back in the sixities to write the original TV
series theme, but due to scheduling was unable to do so.

Planet Of The Apes (1968), Patton (1970), Papillon
(1973), The Boys From Brazil (1978) and Lionheart
(1987).
Paul Verhoeven has used Jerry for Total Recall (1990),
Basic Instinct (1992) and the latest Hollow Man.
Jerry has also score quite a few Charles Bronson-movies,
i.e. CaboBlanco from 1980,
which was a pretty misjudged remake of the classic
Casablanca from 1942, with score by Max Steiner.
Fred Schepisi has used Jerry, for films like The Russia
House, Mr. Baseball, Six Degrees Of Separation and
Jerry is very versatile, but is a specialist in thrillers and
I.Q.
adventure movies of any kind. In the 1980's he made
Finally; Joe Dante has given Jerry the opportunity to show
scores to an incredible amount of adventure and action
movies. He is probably the busiest composer in Hollywood, his big talents to films like Twilight Zone: The Movie
at least considering his age. He created a great deal many (1983),
Gremlins I and II (1984/1990), Innerspace (1987),
more scores in a year then some of his competitors, such
Explorers (1985), The 'burbs (1989), Matinee (1993),
as John Barry, John Williams, James Horner, or Danny
Small Soldiers (1998) and Looney Tunes: Back In
Elfman (who are all younger than Mr. Goldsmith).
Action (2003).
In the 1980s, he wrote music for more than 40 films, of
which the most distinguished were Poltergeist; Twilight
Zone: The Movie; Gremlins; Legend; Under Fire and
Lionheart; he also turned out the scores for the Rambo
films.

The 80's began with the TV epic Masada in which the
composer scored the first four hours and the rousing main
theme. Handing the remaining four hours to friend and
fellow composer Morton Stevens. Goldsmith's abilities at
being a musical chameleon served him well throughout his
career and just as the decades before brought dramatic
changes in style the 80's also saw further development
and transformations. Notably with the robust and action
packed First Blood and its exciting sequel scores (Rambo
First Blood Part II and epic third score to Rambo III in
which the composer bids a fond farewell to the Rambo
character.
Then came the animated splendour of The Secret Of
Nimh as well as critically acclaimed works to Under Fire,
Poltergeist and the orchestral/electronic triumph to the
sporting drama Hoosiers. The mid 80's proved to be a mix
of comedy and adventure scoring for big budget fare that
included a series of assignments for Joe Dante, most
notably the box office smash Gremlins, to cult hits
Supergirl, Twilight Zone The Movie and a rousing sequel
score to Star Trek V. If you watch the films "Gremlins"
and "Gremlins 2, the New Batch"; which he scored, you
may spot Goldsmith (a white-haired gentleman with
trademark pony-tail) making brief cameo appearances and
even speaking a line in the sequel.
This decade also saw further electronic development that
had begun back in the 60's with Freud. In 1985 the
composer tackled his first all electronic score to Michael
Crichton's sci-fi thriller Runaway, and later followed it up
with courtroom thriller Criminal Law. Goldsmith finally
fused orchestra with electronics proper in the 90's and
remains one of the few silver age composers to spend so
much time cultivating the technology without betraying the
traditional orchestral world.
At this time, Goldsmith also enjoyed giving concerts of his
music and performed all over the world, notably in London,
where he built up a strong relationship with The London
Symphony Orchestra.
Many directors have used him in almost all their films. The
late Franklin J. Schaffner, who died in 1989, made

By the 1990's, Goldsmith, father of upcoming composer
Joel Goldsmith, began composing more scores than ever
before, proving that he hasn't lost his magical touch over
his 40+ year career. During the 1990s he was more
industrious, producing the soundtracks to The Russia
House and Total Recall (both 1990); Not Without My
Daughter and Sleeping with the Enemy (both 1991); the
absurd but amazingly popular thriller Basic Instinct (1992);
the highly-regarded film noir LA Confidential (1997); the
high-octane Harrison Ford vehicle Air Force One (1997)
and the successful CGI romp The Mummy (1999), among
some 50 or so scores.
Goldsmith also wrote a cantata, Christus Apollo, with
words by the science fiction novelist Ray Bradbury, and
was commissioned by the Los Angeles Philharmonic for
Fireworks: A Celebration of Los Angeles (1999).
A special documentary video about Jerry Goldsmith was
released in 1995, by Fred Karlin Productions in the series
Film Music Masters.
The composer received an Hon Doctorate From Berklee
College Of Music in Boston. And in between scoring duties
for Hollywood has taught a graduate course in music
composition at UCLA School Of Music. He was often a
guest composer with notable orchestras.
As Jerry entered the 21st Century, he continued to prove
that he could branch out and reach for new horizons. In
1998, he was nominated for an Academy Award for his
epic score for the animated film Mulan, his first and very
successful teaming with Disney. At the same time, his fans
were delighted by his loyalty to his most famous franchise,
scoring three Next Generation Star Trek films late into his
career. The older generation of fans will insist, however,
that Goldsmith's prime existed in from 1970 to 1990.

Jerry Goldsmith began the new millennium with a further
collaboration with Dutch director Paul Verhoeven on the
summer 2000 sci-fi thriller Hollow Man where Goldsmith's
genuine love and affection for the director shone through
with an enormous and extremely complex thriller score.
The next two years featured The Last Castle where
Goldsmith's moving theme was adopted to remember the
victims of September 11th 2001. Followed by the box office
hit and at times equally moving score to The Sum Of All
Fears. And a second outing with acclaimed director Lee
Tamahori for the Morgan Freeman thriller Along Came A
Spider.
For most of his career, he chose the late Arthur Morton to
orchestrate his scores. Later, as Morton aged, he also
added in Alexander Courage. After Courage retired, he
used Mark McKenzie as his primary orchestrator.
By this time the composer's health began to take its toll
and prevent Goldsmith from working as much as he once
did but he finished his work on the Star Trek franchise with
Star Trek Nemesis, making this the third collaboration
with British director Stuart Baird. Goldsmith's final scores
were for friends, in the case of Timeline directed by The
Omen's Richard Donner. Sadly a score that was not used
in the finished film due to dramatic changes in the final cut
of the movie. Donner tried to secure Goldsmith again to
rewrite the score but the composer was unable to do so. In
recognition of the quality of this unused work soundtrack
producers Varese Sarabande will release it on SACD in
2004. Perhaps fittingly his final score was for another
regular collaborator and friend; Joe Dante for the comedy
Looney Tunes Back In Action.

Bruce Botnick, Alexander Courage, Robert Drasnin,
William Ross, Paul Williams, Arnold Kopelson, Richard
and Lauren Shuller Donner, Michael Crichton, Mace
Neufeld, Andrew Vajna, Joe Dante, Alex North's widow
Anne Marie North, Franklin Schaffner's widow Jean and
spouses of some too ill to attend (Mrs. Robert Wise, Mrs.
Leonard Rosenman) . Speakers included Carrie and Joel
Goldsmith sharing some personal stories about their father
with the audience, as well as close friend and long time
music editor Ken Hall. After the moving eulogy and service
the Goldsmith family allowed attendees to make their own
goodbyes to the maestro and pass by his closed casket
before the composer was laid to rest.
His second wife Carol Heather Goldsmith, who is a
songwriter, has worked with Jerry on the music for
CaboBlanco and has also done some vocals for The Omen
from 1976. Jerry also had his fifth child with Carol, a son
named Aaron.
Jerry has four children from his first marriage with singer
Sharon Hennigan Goldsmith. The eldest daughter Ellen did
the vocals on Wild Rovers from 1971. His next oldest
daughter Carrie briefly dated the composer James Horner,
who's work is claimed to be very much inspired by Jerry's
musical talents. Both Ellen and Carrie work as teachers
today, and Jerry's youngest daughter, Jennifer, is in the
entertainment industry.
He received seven Emmys for his television work and had
more than 200 recordings to his name. He received
numerous honours and his manuscripts were donated to
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Unlike some composers, Goldsmith doesn't seem to have
an immediately recognisable style and in fact seems
capable of adopting a wide range of styles as the situation
demands. This must surely be due in part to a great
flexibility of approach, but it is also as a result of a
willingness to experiment. That experimentation can be
seen most clearly in his music for Planet of the Apes and
"The Illustrated Man". He certainly seems to have set the
scene for a number of younger composers following in his
footsteps such as James Horner, Alan Silvestri and James
Newton Howard.
"He experimented a lot and that's what made him so
popular with his fans," Carruth said. "When he wrote, he
got inside of the characters and he wrote what he felt they
were thinking and feeling."

Jerry Goldsmith died in his sleep Wednesday night at his
Beverly Hills home at the age of 75 on July 21st, 2004,
after a long battle with cancer. He passed away peacefully
in his sleep at his Beverly Hills home. He is survived by his
wife, Carol, children Aaron, Joel, Carrie, Ellen Edson and
Jennifer Grossman, six grandchildren and a greatgrandchild. He is buried at the beautiful Hillside Memorial
Park - 6001 Centinela Ave., Los Angeles, California.
A public memorial service for Jerry Goldsmith was held on
Friday July 23, 2004 at 2:00 pm at Hillside Memorial Park
in Los Angeles.
Hillside Memorial Park / 6001 Centinela Avenue / Los
Angeles, CA 90045 / Tel (310) 641-0707
The public memorial service at the Hillside Memorial Park
was held in front of an estimated gathering of over 400
family, friends and fans. A number of composers,
musicians, film makers and industry dignitaries included
Lalo Schifrin, Cliff Eidelman, Robert Townsend , Mike
Lang, Brian Tyler, Richard Kraft, Thomas Newman, John
Mauceri, David Newman, James Newton Howard, John
Frizzel, Mark Mackenzie, Doreen Ringer Ross (BMI Chief),

"If our music survives, which I have no doubt it will, then it
will because it is good." - Jerry Goldsmith

how many times did he approach Mahler differently? Ten years later,
he would do it totally different. And that's what makes the live
audience so liberating. Each time you find new things in your work.
EB: You didn't score all of the Star Treks because of timing and
availability, or was there some other reason?
JG: I think on the second and third, it was the money, and they had a
different approach, and then on the fourth, they didn't ask me. The
fifth they asked me. The sixth, I wasn't interested in doing. And the
seventh, I guess they didn't ask me - the main reason was probably
budget.
EB: And why have they asked you now?
JG: Because they like what I do, I guess.
EB: In your opinion, what is the state of the film score industry
today? Is it as free and creative as it should be, or is it really
suffering from too many external influences - temp tracking and far
Film score composer Jerry Goldsmith took time out during a
too much music not doing enough?
gruelling rehearsal for his Carnegie Hall concert to talk with novelist
JG: I think first, that there's too much music in films today. The films
Edwin Black. An edited transcript follows:
I have the most notoriety on are Patton and Chinatown. Both were
Edwin Black: I've studied your music for two decades. Would it be
incorrect to say that Planet of the Apes was the project in which you very, very sparse scores. Patton had 32 minutes of music.
Chinatown had about the same.
made the greatest leap forward and the greatest contribution to the
EB: But scores these days are requiring 60-70 minutes...
repertoire?
JG: Nowadays, if I only have 60 minutes in a film, I think it's an easy
Jerry Goldsmith: I don't know. I don't think there was anything
groundbreaking there. The ground was really broken in the 1950s by job. I was happy to see that Star Trek: Insurrection had only 63
minutes.
Alex North in Streetcar Named Desire, then later with Lennie
EB: What is the effect of the temp tracking?
Rosenman, in The Cobweb. Lennie really wrote an avant garde
JG: Oh, I think it's become an industry in and of itself. I've actually
piece for that film.
seen motion picture credits for the people who did the temp tracking.
EB: Planet of the Apes offers several non-serial...
I just find that absurd.
JG: ...No, actually Planet of the Apes is serial.
EB: And have you ever had the temp track interfere with your work?
EB: Interesting. Yet I heard a little bit of "Survivor From Auschwitz"
JG: Oh, all the time. On Mulan, I did a whole score, they loved it by Schoenburg.
except for a one-minute sequence that they had animated to a temp
JG: You'd probably hear more of Berg than Schoenburg. He's of
track. No matter what I did with it, they couldn't get comfortable.
greater influence. I had written in this style before when I did Freud.
They had been living with this temped piece of music for five years,
But that too was serial.
so they'd gotten used to it. I finally pulled off something they could
EB: I've never heard the Freud soundtrack. The platters are hard to
live with but it took five tries.
get. Not everything has been re-released on CD.
EB: All that over one minute?
JG: It will be re-released eventually. They're all coming out. If you
JG: It was an important minute.
record in Europe, it doesn't cost much. Somebody will pick it up.
EB: Now one score you've had rejected was Legend. And I loved the
EB: You've scored how many movies now.
score.
JG: 175.
EB: I know how wrong it is to ask, but which ones of those stand out JG: So did I. And then the album was released because they actually
loved my music, and there was a big demand for it. It's a very
in your mind?
popular album.
JG: This is the first time I've conducted Planet of the Apes in thirty
years. And I find it amazing. Phenomenal. It's really quite good. And EB: Who in your mind are the great contributors to the soundtrack
field?
I was sort of surprised. Every film I did with Frank Schaffner helped
JG: I've always liked John Williams and what he does, John Barry,
me grow as an artist. Creatively, I think Planet of the Apes was
the two Newman brothers, David and Tom.
certainly a growth experience for me. Patton was certainly "growing
up" and being inventive. Papillon, I certainly grew in a lyrical sense. EB: What about the music to the big boat (Titanic)?
JG: He (James Horner) won the Academy Award. What can I say?
Islands In the Stream, I expressed myself in a romantic way that I
EB: How about originality?
never had before. And Boys from Brazil, I had a great time copying
JG: Well I think he's a bit eclectic. But the again, at times we've all
Wagner and Stauss. Like I said, every experience with Frank
helped ourselves to the work of others.
Schaffner has been an evolutionary experience.
EB: I heard Debussy in Papillon.
http://www.shef.ac.uk/~cm1jwb/jerryint.htm
JG: Oh, you probably did. The story was after all French.
EB: And a little Ravel in there.
JG: I don't think you're ever going to hear any Hollywood scores
without a little bit of Ravel, or Debussy - they are great influences.
You know, when you're writing as much music as we write - this is
my fifth film this year, including the new Star Trek Insurrection...
And by the time I finish that one, I've written over six hours of music.
Now, that's a lot of music in less than a year. So you're going to be a
little willing to have some influences slip in.
EB: Are there new arrangements in the concert version the Planet of
the Apes?
JG: No, it's all the original. Some of this stuff in the Carnegie Hall
concert has been rearranged. But Planet of the Apes and First
A Celebration of Japan TOUR 2003
Knight - they're both all original from the movie.
Jerry Goldsmith Conducting KANAGAWA PHILHARMONIC
EB: So what is the difference, in terms of personal satisfaction,
Orchestra
between the concert experience and the studio experience?
LABEL : JAPAN PROMOTIONAL COPY
JG: I think the biggest difference is the fact that when you're doing a Number : NO LABEL
piece of music in the studio you have to stay within a certain
Type : CD 7 Cuts
timeframe. The picture isn't going to change. So if all of sudden you
This is compilation CD from JAPAN Tour. Available only in JAPAN
feel you want to express a little more in this passage, make it a little
Tour 2003
broader or slower, the movie isn't going to expand for that. It's still
1. Fanfare for Oscar 2. Planet of the Apes (3Cuts) 3. Rudy and
going to be the same length. So you have to stay within that. But
Hoosiers 4. The Ghost and the Darkness 5. Small Soldiers and
when you do it in concert, well every day you feel differently.
Gremlins
Concerts are something I've been doing for years, and every time I
http://www.threeweb.ad.jp/~htomo/eframe.htm
do it, I do it a different way. I do different tempo, different dynamics.
Everything you feel is different. Every conductor - take Bernstein -

REMEMBERING JERRY GOLDSMITH
COMMENTS by his fans and peers
Goldsmith will be sorely missed in the Star Trek world. Rick Berman,
executive producer of Star Trek: Enterprise, had the following comments
on news of the composer's death:
It broke my heart. It's literally like losing a member of my family.
I've known Jerry for 17 years, from when we first started on The
Next Generation, where he adapted the theme from the first Star
Trek movie. He also did the Voyager theme and three of our four
movies. He was just an extraordinary composer and an
extremely talented person. If you talked to 20 people who worked
with Jerry they would say the same thing. He was mild
mannered, amenable. If you look at the scope of the movies he
scored, you would see what a versatile composer he was. He
was just a joy to work with. He will be missed.
Also mourning is David C. Fein, who worked with Robert Wise to produce
the 2001 "Director's Edition" of "Star Trek: The Motion Picture." He made
the following statement:
For Jerry...
I took the news today about the passing of our friend Jerry
Goldsmith with great sadness. One of the world's true living
legends of music is gone.
Jerry's music has always touched an emotional part of our soul,
and has taken us on many magical journeys. Always filled with
originality, energy and passion, his work has carried a personal
investment that was unique and memorable — just listen to his
scores for "Alien," "Explorers," "Gremlins," "Legend," "Logan's
Run," "Patton," "Planet of the Apes," "Poltergeist," "Rambo,"
"The Sand Pebbles," Star Trek, "Supergirl," "Total Recall,"
"Chinatown," The Twilight Zone (both the series and the feature
film) and his Academy Award-winning score for "The Omen."
Jerry was with us every day (figuratively speaking) during
production of "Star Trek: The Motion Picture – The Director's
Edition." Jerry's score was undeniably the one part of the film
that was finished and perfect when the movie was released in
1979.
From the earliest days of discussing the project up through the
final completion of the film, Jerry's musical voice inspired and
helped to guide our own visual concert. While Jerry's score was
originally destined to smooth the narrative, it was that orchestral
grace that had grown into being the narrative of our story itself.
From his inspired "trip around the Enterprise" to particularly our
communal "journey through the cloud to V'ger," we found that
this was a time to embrace the music — dial down the sound
effects — and revel in the wonder.
It is Jerry's music that continues even today as the emotional
and inspiring voice of the final frontier. It is with great sadness —
and great hope — that he departs on a new adventure of his
own.
Thank you Jerry for your investment into our films, our culture,
and our lives. We will miss you.
David C. Fein
http://www.startrek.com/startrek/view/news/article/6199.html

My own chance to sit down with Jerry Goldsmith came in 1979 when I was
assigned to write a history of the filming of STAR TREK - THE MOTION
PICTURE for Cinefantastique magazine. Although I ended up interviewing
some sixty cast and crew people, the most exciting highlights for me
personally were the opportunities to talk with director Robert Wise,
technical advisor Isaac Asimov, and composer Goldsmith. Not having a car
in those days, I took the bus from Hollywood to a stop on Sunset Boulevard
in Brentwood, then hiked up the hills to Goldsmith's address. By a stroke of
great fortune, that same day the composer had just received in the mail the
never-before heard recording of his original version of the dry-dock scene,
and we sat listening to it together. Unlike the final version, it was less
thematic and more impressionistic, though the orchestration, the tempos,
the feeling and the flow and the surging emotion conjured up were very
similar to what we hear in the movie. (Director Wise appreciated its beauty,
but asked Goldsmith to hook the whole thing to a theme the audience
could hold on to, and I'm sure everyone reading this has heard the result.)
I found Mr. Goldsmith to be a most gracious gentleman, which hardly
surprised me, considering the class and caliber of his work. In his diffident
way, Goldsmith spoke for an hour about the distinct challenges of this
particular project, especially the trials of writing piece-meal for effects
scenes whose visuals, whenever they finally arrived, were constantly
dictating revised timings and therefore, of course, revisions. After the
interview, I started walking back down the hill toward Sunset, and Mr.
Goldsmith drove past me in his car. But as soon as he recognized the
fellow who'd just been his visitor, he pulled over and offered me a lift, then
drove me all the way back to my Hollywood apartment. I wish I could recall
more about our drive-time conversation beside the fact that it turned out
Goldsmith had a brother who lived very near where I grew up in
Connecticut. I wonder, in all of that time, did I have the presence of mind to
tell him I'd loved his music since I was barely into my teens? Or was I too
intent on maintaining a professional reserve and reluctant to reveal my
childhood excitement?
I do remember that there was one thing I wasn't shy about. When the
STAR TREK soundtrack LP came out, I used it to record a greeting for my
telephone answering machine, with the stirring main title march in the
background, translating the usual message for callers into a lot of jargon
about "lingua-code" and "carbon-based units." I contacted Mr. Goldsmith
and suggested he might get a kick out of hearing my new phone-machine
greeting, so he dutifully gave me a call. Somewhere in my tape archives I
must still have the recording of his laughter and his good-natured
comments upon hearing my silly little opus.

That was the last real contact I had with Mr. Goldsmith. I was tempted to
write him a short, one-sentence note after STAR TREK's score lost the
Oscar that year -- "You was robbed." -- but I never did. Like our estimable
editor Scott Bettencourt, I have happy memories of Goldsmith's Hollywood
Bowl concert. I thought I detected in some of his between-the-music
remarks a shyness and a vulnerability, surprising perhaps for a giant in his
field, until you remember that his particular field has fought an uphill battle
lo these many years for the respect and honour it deserves. But there was
also a kind of "local-boy-makes-good" feeling that he conveyed, a bornand-bred Los Angeleno actually growing up to conduct an orchestra at the
famous Bowl. When I read Goldsmith's L.A. Times obituary and its mention
of Goldsmith having long ago resigned himself to working in a medium
where his best work had to be subservient to the demands of dialogue and
FROM: "Preston Neal Jones"
I've loved Jerry Goldsmith's music since before it was film music -- when it sound effects, I remembered that Hollywood Bowl concert, with its
was in fact TV music, having first discovered his work in the initial "Thriller" premiere of "Fireworks." When it came time to do an encore, Goldsmith
asked us if we wouldn't mind hearing "Fireworks" all over again -- but
broadcasts back in the early Sixties. (The closest a Goldsmith film score
without the fireworks. "I'd kind of like to hear what it sounds like by itself,"
ever came to approximating the special feel of those "Thriller" pieces, I'd
say, was not long afterward in THE LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER.) After he said, then treated us to a rousing reprise.
my falling in love with Goldsmith's "Thrillers," what a joy to see his name on
the big screen for the first time in the delightfully-scored main title of LILIES I wish he could have kept going for another decade or two, like Vaughan
Williams, but I treasure the memories of the man, and of course I'll
OF THE FIELD, and what a thrill, after what seemed an eternity, to
treasure the music just as I always have, the Goldsmith scores capable of
discover in our local record shop that someone had finally put that music
moving me in ways that nothing else can, without any need for dialogue, or
on a soundtrack album. A few nights ago, mourning Mr. Goldsmith's
passing, I consoled myself by listening to a two-hour conversation with the sound effects -- or fireworks.
composer on David Raksin's 1980's radio program, "The Subject Is Film
FROM: "John Maimone"
Music." Discussing the bead-threading montage in A PATCH OF BLUE,
Goldsmith revealed that he had utilized the same bass-guitar slide that he'd Before I found my first copy of FSM I thought I was the only one who knew
of Jerry Goldsmith. In came to learn he had many admirers. I thank Mr.
used for the same star's chapel-building scenes in LILIES OF THE FIELD
Goldsmith for his legacy of great music.
as a personal little joke, "because this was the only scene in the picture
I also thank Lukas, Jeff and the entire FSM staff for all you have made
where Poitier did any manual labor." Throughout the two hours, Goldsmith
available. Classic Logan's Run, obscure Illustrated Man, unheard of
recalls telling details such as this about many of his scores, and I find
myself hoping that somebody at the Academy Library managed to sit down westerns. These would never have been released if not for your efforts and
passion for Jerry's craft. Jerry, your music will play on forever.
with the composer for one of their book-length oral histories.
http://www.filmscoremonthly.com/articles/2004/05_Aug--On_The_Loss_Of_Jerry_Goldsmith_More_Letters.asp
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Star Trek: The Experience - Borg Invasion 4D (2004)
(from "Star Trek: First Contact" and "Star Trek:
Voyager")
76th Annual Academy Awards, The (2004) (TV)
(theme)
Beast Within: The Making of 'Alien', The (2003) (V)
Timeline (2003) (score withdrawn) (uncredited)
Looney Tunes: Back in Action (2003) (from "The
Gremlin Rag")
... aka Looney Tunes Back in Action: The Movie
(2003) (USA: DVD box title)
Shock & Awe: The Return of 'Alien' (2003) (TV)
75th Annual Academy Awards, The (2003) (TV)
(Oscar fanfare)
Afghanistan: Land in Crisis (2002) (V)
Forging of Heroes: America's Green Berets, The
(2002) (V)
Guts & Glory (2002) (V)
Real Nam: Voices From Within, The (2002) (V)
Selling a Hero (2002) (V)
Suiting Up: Rambo's Survival Hardware (2002) (V)
Star Trek: Nemesis (2002)
Sum of All Fears, The (2002) (also song "If We Could
Remember")
... aka Anschlag, Der (2002) (Germany)
Drawing First Blood (2002) (V)
We Get to Win This Time (2002) (V)
74th Annual Academy Awards, The (2002) (TV)
(Oscar fanfare)
Kid Stays In the Picture, The (2002) (cues "Love
Theme from Chinatown" and "The Captive")
Blonde Poison: The Making of 'Basic Instinct' (2001)
(V)
Imagining 'Total Recall' (2001) (V)
Soarin' Over California (2001)
Visions of Mars (2001) (V)
Last Castle, The (2001)
Along Came a Spider (2001)
... aka Im Netz der Spinne (2001) (Germany)
73rd Annual Academy Awards, The (2001) (TV)
(Oscar fanfare)
Fleshing Out the 'Hollow Man' (2000) (V)
Hollow Man: Anatomy of a Thriller (2000) (V)
How to Kill Your Neighbor's Dog (2000) (from 'Planet
of the Apes (1968)')
Hollow Man (2000)
... aka Hollow Man - Unsichtbare Gefahr (2000)
(Germany)
72nd Annual Academy Awards, The (2000) (TV)
(Oscar fanfare)
Alien Legacy, The (1999) (V)
... aka Eighth Passenger: The Alien Legacy, The
(1999) (V) (USA: director's cut)
Early 70's Horror Trailer, The (1999) (from "Escape
from the Planet of the Apes" and "The Mephisto
Waltz") (uncredited)
Haunting, The (1999)
... aka Maldición, La (1999) (USA: Spanish title)
13th Warrior, The (1999)
... aka Thirteenth Warrior, The (1999)
Mummy, The (1999)
71st Annual Academy Awards, The (1999) (TV)
(Oscar fanfare)
Star Trek: Insurrection (1998)

... aka Star Trek 9 (1998) (USA: informal
alternative title)
Small Soldiers (1998)
Reflections on Ice: Michelle Kwan Skates to the
Music of Disney's 'Mulan' (1998) (TV) (from
"Mulan (1998)")
Mulan (1998)
70th Annual Academy Awards, The (1998) (TV)
(Oscar fanfare)
U.S. Marshals (1998)
Deep Rising (1998)
Alien: Resurrection (1997) (from "Alien (1979)")
... aka Alien 4 (1997)
Edge, The (1997)
"South Park" (1997) TV Series (from "The Omen")
(episode "Damien")
Air Force One (1997)
... aka AFO (1997)
L.A. Confidential (1997)
Fierce Creatures (1997)
Star Trek: First Contact (1996)
... aka Star Trek 8 (1996) (USA: informal
alternative title)
Ghost and the Darkness, The (1996)
2 Days in the Valley (1996) (score withdrawn)
(uncredited)
Chain Reaction (1996)
Executive Decision (1996)
... aka Critical Decision (1996)
City Hall (1996)
Congo: Journey Into the Unknown (1995) (V)
(uncredited)
Dusk to Dawn Drive-In Trash-o-rama Show Southern
Style Volume 2 (1995) (V) (from "Planet of the
Apes (1968)")
Powder (1995)
First Knight (1995)
Congo (1995)
"Star Trek: Voyager" (1995) TV Series (main title
theme)
... aka "Voyager" (1995) (USA: short title)
Star Trek: Voyager - Caretaker (1995) (TV) (main title
theme)
... aka Caretaker (1995) (TV) (USA)
I.Q. (1994)
River Wild, The (1994)
Shadow, The (1994)
Star Trek: The Next Generation - All Good Things...
(1994) (TV) (main title theme)
... aka All Good Things... (1994) (TV)
Bad Girls (1994)
Angie (1994)
Gunmen (1994) (from "Under Fire (1983)")
Six Degrees of Separation (1993)
Malice (1993)
Rudy (1993)
"Celeste, siempre Celeste" (1993) TV Series (from
"Basic Instinct") (uncredited)
Dennis the Menace (1993)
... aka Dennis (1993) (UK)
Vanishing, The (1993)
Matinee (1993)
Forever Young (1992)
Love Field (1992)
Mr. Baseball (1992)
Public Eye, The (1992) (score withdrawn)
(uncredited)
Mom and Dad Save the World (1992)
Basic Instinct (1992)
... aka Basic Instinct (1992) (France)
... aka Ice Cold Desire (1992) (Singapore:

English title: censored version)
Gladiator (1992) (score withdrawn) (uncredited)
Medicine Man (1992)
... aka Last Days of Eden, The (1992)
Machurrucutu II: Haz lo incorrecto... o Cómo nos la
ingeniamos para hacer un documental sobre la
Escuela de Teatro (1991) (uncredited)
Brotherhood of the Gun (1991) (TV) (theme)
... aka Hollister (1991) (TV) (USA)
Omen IV: The Awakening (1991) (TV) (from "Omen,
The (1976)" and "Final Conflict, The (1981)")
Sleeping with the Enemy (1991)
Not Without My Daughter (1991)
Russia House, The (1990)
Gremlins 2: The New Batch (1990)
Total Recall (1990)
"H.E.L.P." (1990) TV Series
"Troldspejlet" (1989) TV Series (from 'Gremlins
(1984)')
Star Trek V: The Final Frontier (1989)
Warlock (1989)
Leviathan (1989)
'burbs, The (1989)
Alien Nation (1988) (uncredited)
Criminal Law (1988)
Rambo III (1988)
Rent-a-Cop (1988)
Lionheart (1987)
... aka Lionheart: The Children's Crusade (1987)
(USA)
Yinghung bunsik II (1987) (from "Extreme Prejudice")
... aka Better Tomorrow II, A (1987) (USA)
... aka Color of a Hero II, The (1987)
... aka Ying xiong ben se xu ji (1987) (Hong
Kong: Mandarin title)
Wall Street (1987) (uncredited) (score withdrawn)
Star Trek: The Next Generation - Encounter at
Farpoint (1987) (TV) (main title theme)
... aka Encounter at Farpoint (1987) (TV)
"Star Trek: The Next Generation" (1987) TV Series
(from "Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1979)")
(main title theme)
... aka "Star Trek: TNG" (1987) (USA:
promotional abbreviation)
Innerspace (1987)
Allan Quatermain and the Lost City of Gold (1987)
(theme) (uncredited)
Police Story: The Freeway Killings (1987) (TV)
(theme)
Extreme Prejudice (1987)
Hoosiers (1986)
... aka Best Shot (1986)
Aliens (1986) (from "Alien (1979)") (uncredited)
Poltergeist II: The Other Side (1986)
... aka Poltergeist II (1986) (USA: short title)
"Rambo" (1986) TV Series (from "First Blood" (1982)
and "Rambo: First Blood Part II")
Link (1986)
King Solomon's Mines (1985)
"Amazing Stories" (1985) TV Series (episode "Boo!")
... aka "Steven Spielberg's Amazing Stories"
(1985) (USA: complete title)
Legend (1985) (European version)
... aka Legend: Ultimate Edition (2002) (USA:
reissue title (video title))
Explorers (1985)
Rambo: First Blood Part II (1985)
Baby: Secret of the Lost Legend (1985)
... aka Dinosaur... Secret of the Lost Legend
(1985) (TV title)

Supergirl: The Making of the Movie (1984) (TV) (from
"Supergirl")
Runaway (1984)
Supergirl (1984)
... aka Supergirl: The Movie (1984)
Gremlins (1984)
Lonely Guy, The (1984)
Under Fire (1983)
Twilight Zone: The Movie (1983)
Psycho II (1983)
... aka Psicosis 2 (1983) (USA: Spanish title)
... aka Psycose 2 (1983) (USA: Spanish title)
Return of the Man from U.N.C.L.E., The (1983) (TV)
(theme)
... aka Fifteen Years Later Affair, The (1983) (TV)
(USA: subtitle)
Dusty (1983/I)
First Blood (1982)
... aka Rambo: First Blood (1982)
Challenge, The (1982)
... aka Equals (1982)
... aka Sword of the Ninja (1982)
Secret of NIMH, The (1982)
... aka Mrs. Brisby and the Rats of NIMH (1982)
Poltergeist (1982)
Night Crossing (1981)
Salamander, The (1981)
... aka Salamandra, La (1981) (Italy)
Raggedy Man (1981)
Outland (1981)
Inchon (1981)
"Masada" (1981) (mini) TV Series (parts one and two)
(also theme)
... aka "Antagonists, The" (1981) (mini) (UK)
Si wang ta (1981) (from "Alien") (uncredited)
... aka Game of Death II (1981) (USA)
... aka New Game of Death, The (1981) (USA)
... aka Tower of Death (1981)
Final Conflict, The (1981)
... aka Omen III: The Final Conflict (1981)
Alligator (1980) (uncredited) (from "The Invaders")
Caboblanco (1980)
Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1979)
... aka Star Trek: The Motion Picture - The
Director's Edition (2001) (USA: DVD title)
Players (1979)
Alien (1979)
... aka Alien: The Director's Cut (2003) (USA:
director's cut)
Dark, The (1979) (from "Back There") (uncredited)
... aka Mutilator, The (1979)
Long quan (1979) (from "The Sand Pebbles (1966)")
(uncredited)
... aka Dragon Fist (1979)
... aka In Eagle Dragon Fist (1979)
First Great Train Robbery, The (1979)
... aka Great Train Robbery, The (1979) (USA)
Magic (1978)
Boys from Brazil, The (1978)
Swarm, The (1978)
Capricorn One (1978)
Damien: Omen II (1978)
... aka Omen II (1978)
... aka Omen II: Damien (1978) (reissue title)
Coma (1978)
Hemingway Play, The (1977) (TV)
MacArthur (1977)
... aka MacArthur, the Rebel General (1977)
Kingdom of the Spiders (1977) (from "The Invaders"
and "Back There") (uncredited)

Contract on Cherry Street (1977) (TV)
... aka Stakeout on Cherry Street (1977) (TV)
Damnation Alley (1977)
... aka Survival Run (1977/II)
"Logan's Run" (1977) TV Series (from "Logan's Run")
Islands in the Stream (1977)
High Velocity (1977)
Twilight's Last Gleaming (1977)
... aka Nuclear Countdown (1977)
... aka Ultimatum, Das (1977) (West Germany)
Cassandra Crossing, The (1976)
... aka Cassandra Crossing (1976) (Italy) (West
Germany)
... aka Treffpunkt Todesbrücke (1977) (West
Germany)
Omen, The (1976)
... aka Omen I (1976) (reissue title)
... aka Omen I: The Antichrist (1976) (reissue
title)
... aka Omen I: The Birthmark (1976) (reissue
title)
Logan's Run (1976)
Last Hard Men, The (1976) (from "Stagecoach
(1966)" and "100 Rifles (1969)")
Breakheart Pass (1975)
Reincarnation of Peter Proud, The (1975)
Babe (1975) (TV)
Take a Hard Ride (1975)
... aka Lunga cavalcata, La (1975)
... aka Parola di un fuorilegge... è legge!, La
(1975) (Italy)
"Medical Story" (1975) TV Series
Medical Story (1975) (TV)
"Adams of Eagle Lake" (1975) TV Series
Girl Named Sooner, A (1975) (TV)
Wind and the Lion, The (1975)
Breakout (1975)
Ransom (1975)
... aka Terrorists, The (1975) (USA)
"Archer" (1975) TV Series
S*P*Y*S (1974) (US version)
Chinatown (1974)
"QB VII" (1974) (mini) TV Series
Winter Kill (1974) (TV)
Tree Grows in Brooklyn, A (1974) (TV)
Indict and Convict (1974) (TV)
Don Is Dead, The (1973)
... aka Beautiful But Deadly (1973) (USA: TV
title)
... aka Deadly Kiss, The (1973)
One Little Indian (1973)
Papillon (1973)
"Police Story" (1973) TV Series
Ace Eli and Rodger of the Skies (1973)
Police Story, The (1973) (TV)
Red Pony, The (1973) (TV)
Hawkins on Murder (1973) (TV)
... aka Death and the Maiden (1973) (TV)
Shamus (1973)
... aka Passion for Danger (1973)
"Barnaby Jones" (1973) TV Series (theme)
Lights Out (1972) (TV)
Pursuit (1972/I) (TV)
... aka Binary (1972) (TV)
"Adventurer, The" (1972) TV Series
"Anna and the King" (1972) TV Series
"Waltons, The" (1972) TV Series (theme) (some
episodes)
Man, The (1972)
Conquest of the Planet of the Apes (1972) (from
'Planet of the Apes (1968)' (uncredited)

Other, The (1972)
Culpepper Cattle Company, The (1972)
... aka Dust, Sweat and Gunpowder (1972)
(Australia)
Crawlspace (1972) (TV)
Going Up of David Lev, The (1971) (TV)
Homecoming: A Christmas Story, The (1971) (TV)
Crosscurrent (1971/I) (TV)
... aka Cable Car Murder, The (1971) (TV)
Do Not Fold, Spindle, or Mutilate (1971) (TV)
Last Run, The (1971)
Wild Rovers (1971)
Escape from the Planet of the Apes (1971)
Mephisto Waltz, The (1971)
Step Out of Line, A (1971) (TV)
Rio Lobo (1970)
... aka San Timoteo (1970)
Traveling Executioner, The (1970)
Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970)
Brotherhood of the Bell, The (1970) (TV)
Ballad of Cable Hogue, The (1970)
Patton (1970)
... aka Blood and Guts (1970) (UK)
... aka Patton: A Salute to a Rebel (1970)
... aka Patton: Lust for Glory (1970) (UK)
"Room 222" (1969) TV Series
Justine (1969/I)
Chairman, The (1969)
... aka Most Dangerous Man in the World, The
(1969) (UK)
100 Rifles (1969)
Illustrated Man, The (1969)
Nick Quarry (1968) (TV)
Helicopter Spies, The (1968) (TV) (from '"Man from
U.N.C.L.E., The" (1964)')
Bandolero! (1968)
Detective, The (1968)
Planet of the Apes (1968)
... aka Monkey Planet (1968)
Sebastian (1968)
... aka Mr. Sebastian (1968)
Mouse from H.U.N.G.E.R., The (1967) (theme)
(uncredited)
Hour of the Gun (1967)
Flim-Flam Man, The (1967)
... aka One Born Every Minute (1967) (UK)
Karate Killers, The (1967) (theme)
... aka Five Daughters Affair, The (1967)
In Like Flint (1967)
Warning Shot (1967)
Spy in the Green Hat, The (1966) (theme)
Sand Pebbles, The (1966)
One of Our Spies Is Missing (1966)
Seconds (1966)
"Jericho" (1966) TV Series
"Girl from U.N.C.L.E., The" (1966) TV Series
One Spy Too Many (1966) (from '"Man from
U.N.C.L.E., The" (1964)')
Blue Max, The (1966)
Stagecoach (1966)
Trouble with Angels, The (1966)
Our Man Flint (1966)
Prologue: The Artist Who Did Not Want to Paint
(1965)
Patch of Blue, A (1965)
Spy with My Face, The (1965) (theme only)
Agony and the Ecstasy, The (1965) (prologue)
... aka Irving Stone's The Agony and the Ecstasy
(1965)
"Loner, The" (1965) TV Series (episode "An Echo of

Bugles") (episode "One of the Wounded")
(theme)
"Legend of Jesse James, The" (1965) TV Series
Morituri (1965)
... aka Saboteur, Code Name Morituri, The
(1965) (UK)
Von Ryan's Express (1965)
In Harm's Way (1965)
Satan Bug, The (1965)
Rio Conchos (1964)
Fate Is the Hunter (1964)
"Man from U.N.C.L.E., The" (1964) TV Series
To Trap a Spy (1964)
"Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea" (1964) TV Series
Shock Treatment (1964)
Seven Days in May (1964)
Prize, The (1963)
Take Her, She's Mine (1963)
"Bob Hope Presents the Chrysler Theatre" (1963) TV
Series
... aka "Chrysler Theater, The" (1963)
... aka "Universal Star Time" (1963) (syndication
title)
"Fugitive, The" (1963) TV Series (stock music cues)
(uncredited)
Lilies of the Field (1963)
Gathering of Eagles, A (1963)
Stripper, The (1963)
... aka Woman of Summer (1963) (UK)
List of Adrian Messenger, The (1963)
Expendables, The (1962) (TV)
Freud (1962)
... aka Freud: The Secret Passion (1962)
Spiral Road, The (1962)
Lonely Are the Brave (1962)
Crimebusters, The (1961)
General with the Cockeyed Id, The (1961)
"Ben Casey" (1961) TV Series
"Dr. Kildare" (1961) TV Series (main theme)
"Cain's Hundred" (1961) TV Series
"Pete and Gladys" (1960) TV Series
Studs Lonigan (1960)
"Thriller" (1960) TV Series
... aka "Boris Karloff's Thriller" (1960)
"Full Circle" (1960) TV Series
"Twilight Zone, The" (1959) TV Series
"For Better or Worse" (1959/I) TV Series
Face of a Fugitive (1959) (as Jerrald Goldsmith)
"Peck's Bad Girl" (1959) TV Series
City of Fear (1959)
"Black Saddle" (1959) TV Series (theme) (as Jerrald
K. Goldsmith)
... aka "Westerners, The" (1966/I) (USA:
syndication title)
"Wanted: Dead or Alive" (1958) TV Series (some
episodes)
"Perry Mason" (1957) TV Series
"Wagon Train" (1957) TV Series
... aka "Major Adams, Trail Master" (1957)
Black Patch (1957)
"Have Gun - Will Travel" (1957) TV Series
"Playhouse 90" (1956) TV Series
"Gunsmoke" (1955) TV Series
... aka "Gun Law" (1955) (UK)
... aka "Marshal Dillon" (1961) (USA: rerun title)
"Lineup, The" (1954) TV Series
... aka "San Francisco Beat" (1954)
"Climax!" (1954) TV Series
... aka "Climax Mystery Theater" (1954) (USA)
"General Electric Theater" (1953) TV Series

... aka "G.E. Theatre" (1953) (USA)
Don't Bother to Knock (1952) (uncredited)
"Hallmark Hall of Fame" (1951) TV Series
... aka "Hallmark Television Playhouse" (1951)
"Studio One" (1948) TV Series
... aka "Studio One Summer Theatre" (1948)
(summer title)
... aka "Studio One in Hollywood" (1958) (new
title)
... aka "Summer Theatre" (1948) (summer title)
... aka "Westinghouse Studio One" (1948)
... aka "Westinghouse Summer Theatre" (1948)
(summer title)
Filmography as: Composer, Miscellaneous Crew, Actor,
Himself
Miscellaneous Crew - filmography
(2000s) (1990s) (1980s) (1970s) (1960s) (1950s)
Hollywood's Magical Island: Catalina (2003)
(additional interviewee)
Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) (conductor)
Sum of All Fears, The (2002) (conductor)
... aka Anschlag, Der (2002) (Germany)
Diamonds (1999) (conductor)
Haunting, The (1999) (conductor)
... aka Maldición, La (1999) (USA: Spanish title)
Shiloh 2: Shiloh Season (1999) (conductor)
Mummy, The (1999) (conductor) (music producer)
(uncredited)
Star Trek: Insurrection (1998) (conductor) (music
producer) (uncredited)
... aka Star Trek 9 (1998) (USA: informal
alternative title)
Small Soldiers (1998) (conductor)
Mulan (1998) (conductor: score) (score producer)
U.S. Marshals (1998) (conductor)
Edge, The (1997) (conductor) (orchestrator)
Air Force One (1997) (conductor)
... aka AFO (1997)
Fierce Creatures (1997) (conductor)
Shiloh (1996) (conductor)
Star Trek: First Contact (1996) (conductor) (music
producer)
... aka Star Trek 8 (1996) (USA: informal
alternative title)
Powder (1995) (conductor)
I.Q. (1994) (conductor)
Malice (1993) (conductor)
"Untouchables, The" (1993) TV Series (conductor)
(pilot episode) (uncredited)
Vanishing, The (1993) (musician) (uncredited)
Basic Instinct (1992) (conductor)
... aka Basic Instinct (1992) (France)
... aka Ice Cold Desire (1992) (Singapore:
English title: censored version)
Medicine Man (1992) (conductor)
... aka Last Days of Eden, The (1992)
Leviathan (1989) (conductor)
Alien Nation (1988) (musician)
Criminal Law (1988) (musician) (uncredited)
Hoosiers (1986) (musician) (uncredited)
... aka Best Shot (1986)
Runaway (1984) (musician) (uncredited) (synthesizer
programmer)
Supergirl (1984) (conductor)
... aka Supergirl: The Movie (1984)
Cassandra Crossing, The (1976) (orchestrator)

(uncredited)
... aka Cassandra Crossing (1976) (Italy) (West
Germany)
... aka Treffpunkt Todesbrücke (1977) (West
Germany)
Babe (1975) (TV) (orchestrator) (uncredited)
Wild Rovers (1971) (conductor) (uncredited)
Chairman, The (1969) (musician)
... aka Most Dangerous Man in the World, The
(1969) (UK)
Blue Max, The (1966) (conductor)
In Harm's Way (1965) (musician) (uncredited)
Satan Bug, The (1965) (musical director)
Seven Days in May (1964) (conductor)
Take Her, She's Mine (1963) (musical director)
List of Adrian Messenger, The (1963) (conductor)
Face of a Fugitive (1959) (conductor)
"Climax!" (1954) TV Series (conductor)
... aka "Climax Mystery Theater" (1954) (USA)
Filmography as: Composer, Miscellaneous Crew, Actor,
Himself
Actor - filmography
(1990s) (1980s) (1960s)
Gremlins 2: The New Batch (1990) .... Yogurt
Customer
Gremlins (1984) (uncredited) .... Man in telephone
booth staring at camera
In Harm's Way (1965) (uncredited) .... Piano Player
Filmography as: Composer, Miscellaneous Crew, Actor,
Himself
Himself - filmography
(2000s) (1990s) (1970s)
Beast Within: The Making of 'Alien', The (2003) (V)
.... Himself
Blonde Poison: The Making of 'Basic Instinct' (2001)
(V) .... Himself
Imagining 'Total Recall' (2001) (V) .... Himself
AFI's 100 Years, 100 Thrills: America's Most HeartPounding Movies (2001) (TV) .... Himself
Film Music Masters: Jerry Goldsmith (1995) (V) ....
Himself
Klang der Bilder, Der (1995) (TV) .... Himself

"It is important for moviegoers to visit American Humane's
website before they go to the theatre so they can make
informed viewing decisions. By refusing to attend
productions that fail to ensure the safety of animals,
consumers can send a powerful message," says Marie
Belew Wheatley, American Humane's president and
CEO.
The 127-year-old nonprofit is the only national
organization dedicated to protecting both children and
animals, but is better known for the famous "No Animals
Were Harmed. . . "™ End Credit Disclaimer seen during
the final credits of film productions. Since 1940, American
Humane's Film & Television Unit has had the sole
responsibility for monitoring the safety and protection of
animals in film. "It is American Humane's job to ensure
that no deliberate cruelty occurs while animals are on the
set of films and to prevent situations that might cause
accidental harm," says Belew Wheatley. The new website
features reviews of recently released movies and has an
extensive database of older movies. For the launch of the
site, American Humane has revised its rating system to
help consumers easily identify movies that have complied
with the organization's
strict Guidelines for the Safe Use of Animals in Filmed
Media. The rating system groups movies into one of four
categories:• Monitored - Acceptable – An American
Humane Animal Safety Representative was present and
no animals were harmed, earning the film the coveted
End Credit Disclaimer "No Animals Were Harmed…"™.
• Monitored - Unacceptable – Cruel or negligent practices
occurred during filming. An animal was harmed or
became ill during production.
• Not Monitored - Met Production Expectations – Limited
resources and/or scheduling conflicts prevented American
Humane's Film & Television Unit from being on set to
monitor this film. However, the production team did
comply with all American Humane
notification, documentation, and pre-release screening
requirements.
• Not Monitored - American Humane's Film & Television
Unit was not contacted regarding animal action, did not
monitor the animal action during production and was
unable to obtain documentation which substantiated
production claims regarding the humane treatment of
animal actors. The new site also includes a section
dedicated to former shelter animals turned stars. Some of
the animals showcased are "Fang" from "Harry Potter",
"Scooter" from "Mike's Super Short Show", "Max" from
"How the Grinch Stole Christmas", and "Morris" the cat.

About the American Humane Association
Founded in 1877, the American Humane Association is
the nation's only organization dedicated to protecting both
children and animals. Through a network of child and
animal welfare and protection agencies and individuals,
American Humane develops policies, legislation,
NEW AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION WEBSITE
curriculum, and trainings to protect children and animals
TELLS MOVIEGOERS WHETHER "NO ANIMALS
from abuse, neglect, and exploitation. The nonprofit
WERE HARMED"
membership organization, headquartered in Denver,
American Humane Association Public Information
raises awareness about The Link® between animal abuse
Manager
and other forms of violence, as well as the benefits
Contact: Anna Gonce, (303) 925-9462
derived from the human and animal bond. American
annag@americanhumane.org
Humane's regional office in Los Angeles is the authority
behind the "No Animals Were
DENVER, Aug. 6, 2004 – The American Humane
Association today announced the launch of a new website Harmed…"™ End Credit Disclaimer on TV and film
the national organization hopes will become a favorite on productions, and American Humane's office in
Washington, DC, is an advocate for child- and animalweb browsers in households across the country. The
friendly legislation at the state and federal levels. Visit
website, found at www.americanhumane.org/film, is a
www.americanhumane.org to learn more
must-see for animal lovers and movie aficionados who
want to verify no animals were harmed in the making of
their favorite movies.
49th Annual Academy Awards, The (1977) (TV) ....
Himself - Winner - Best Original Score
__________________________________________
___
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21

# PAGES COMIC TITLE

POTA STORY

WRITER ARTIST

3
3/15/75 COMIC 8
DEATH LIES AT THE MOUNTAIN OF MADNESS
YES
Doug Moench
Ed Hannigan / Jim Mooney
20
3
3/08/75 COMIC 10
EVOLUTION'S NIGHTMARE
YES
Doug Moench Ed Hannigan / Jim
Mooney / Charlotte Jetter
1
3
10/26/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
1
19
10/26/74 COMIC 8
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
1
29
10/26/74 COMIC 6
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
10
2
12/28/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 10: THE SECRET
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
11
2
1/04/75 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 11: EARTH SHATTERING CONCLUSION
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / John Costa
2
3
11/02/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 2: WORLD OF CAPTIVE HUMANS
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito
3
2
11/09/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: IN THE COMPOUND
YES
Doug
Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito
4
3
11/16/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 4: MANHUNT YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
5
3
11/23/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 5: CAPTURE! YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
6
2
11/30/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 6: TRIAL
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
7
2
12/07/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 7: THE DEFENCE
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
8
2
12/14/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 8: INTO THE FORBIDDEN ZONE
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
9
2
12/21/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 9: CHAOS IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
23
2
3/29/75 COMIC 8
PROLOGUE: FUTURE IMPERFECT
YES
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Neal Adams / Frank Monte
25
2
4/12/75 COMIC 10
SIRENS OF 7TH AVE YES
Gerry Conway Howard Chaykin / Frank
McLaughlin
12
2
1/11/75 COMIC 11
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 1: THE LAWGIVER YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog
13
2
1/18/75 COMIC 16
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 2: FUGITIVES ON THE
POTA YES
Doug Moench (from idea by Gerry Conway) Mike Ploog
14
2
1/25/75 COMIC 14
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: FORBIDDEN ZONE OF
FORGOTTEN HORRORS
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / John Costanza
15
2
2/01/75 COMIC 12
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: LICK THE SKY
CRIMSON
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / John Costanza
18
3
2/22/75 COMIC 9
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: A RIVERBOAT NAMED SIMIAN
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / Heck / Chairmonte / Vohland / Hannigan / Joe Rosen
19
3
3/01/75 COMIC 15
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: GUNPOWDER JULIUS
YES
Doug Moench
19
19
3/01/75 COMIC 4
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: GUNPOWDER JULIUS
YES
Doug Moench
16
2
2/08/75 COMIC 10
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: MUTANT-PITS
YES
Doug
Moench Mike Ploog / Frank Chiaramonte
17
3
2/15/75 COMIC 15
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: THE ABOMINATION ARENA YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / Frank Chiaramonte
24
2
4/05/75 COMIC 8
THE BIRTH OF APESLAYER
YES
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Howie
Chaykin / Frank Monte
22
2
3/22/75 COMIC 8
WHAT FOOLS YE BE! YES
Doug Moench Ed Hannigan / Jim Mooney

14
19
1/25/75 COMIC 15
ARENA (copyright 1968) adaptation of story by Frederic Brown
Gerry
Conway John Buscema / Dick Giordana / Tom Orzechkowski / Len Schaktman
20
15
3/08/75 COMIC 5
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
21
3/08/75 COMIC 1
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
23
3/08/75 COMIC 3
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
27
3/08/75 COMIC 3
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
31
3/08/75 COMIC 1
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
33
3/08/75 COMIC 2
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
16
28
2/08/75 COMIC 6
DAY AFTER THE DAY THE MARTIANS CAME (original story copyright 1967
Harlan Ellison for Dangerous Visions)
Gerry Conway Ralph Reese
22
27
3/22/75 COMIC 8
DIG ME NO GRAVE (based on story by Robert E Howard - copyright 1973)
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Tom Palmer
9
25
12/21/74 COMIC 11
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE - The Dread Alliance (with Valeria)
(copyright 1969)
Larry Leiber / Roy Thomas
Larry Leiber / Frank Giacoia / Vince Colletta / Sam Rosen
12
25
1/11/75 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Doom Must Die (copyright 1970)
Larry Lieber
Wally Wood / Jean Izzo
11
25
1/04/75 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Revolution (copyright 1970)
Roy Thomas
Wally Wood / Jean Izzo
8
25
12/14/74 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE This Man...This Demon (fights Fantastic
Four) (copyright 1969)
Larry Lieber / Roy Thomas
Larry Lieber / Frank Giacoia / Vince Colletta / Sam Rosen
10
26
12/28/74 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Unto You Is Born The Doomsman
(copyright 1969)
Roy Thomas
Wally Wood / Artie Simek
25
13
4/12/75 COMIC 9
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
25
23
4/12/75 COMIC 5
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
25
29
4/12/75 COMIC 6
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
23
30
3/29/75 COMIC 5
ENTER: THE MACHINE AGE
Sid Check
18
13
2/22/75 COMIC 7
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
18
21
2/22/75 COMIC 7
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
18
29
2/22/75 COMIC 6
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
24
11
4/05/75 COMIC 7
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY Earth Shall Overcome
Arnold Drake
Gene Colan / Mike Esposito / Herb Cooper
24
19
4/05/75 COMIC 11
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY Earth Shall Overcome
Arnold Drake
Gene Colan / Mike Esposito / Herb Cooper
2
14
11/02/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS based on Lt. Gullivar Jones by Edwin L
Arnold
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Bill Everett / Jon Costa
3
14
11/09/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS River Of The Dead (copyright 1971)
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Sam Grainger
5
25
11/23/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS The Long Road To Nowhere
George Alec Effinger
Wayne Boring / Jim Mooney / Gil Kane
7
15
12/07/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS Two Worlds To Win (copyright 1972?)
George Alec Effinger
Gray Morrow / Artie Simek
4
25
11/16/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS Wasteland On A Weirdling World
(copyright 1971)
George Effinger / Gerry Conway Ross Andru / Sam Grainger / Jean Izzo
6
25
11/30/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS What Price Victory? (copyright 1969)
George Alec Effinger
Gray Morrow / Sam Rosen
23
18
3/29/75 COMIC 12
HE THAT HATH WINGS (based on Edmonton Hamilton's tale) (copyright 1973)
Gil Kane
Gil Kane / Mike Esposito
11
14
1/04/75 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE HIDDEN JUNGLE To Die In Fire (copyright 1971)
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Barry Smith / Sal Buscema / Artie Simek
4
14
11/16/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Back To The Savage Land
Gerry

Conway Barry Smith / Sam Grainger / Artie Simek
8
15
12/14/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Deluge (copyright 1971?)
Roy Thomas
Herb Trimpe / Artie Simek
3
26
11/09/74 COMIC 9
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Frenzy On The Fortieth Floor (copyright 1970)
Roy Thomas
Jack Kirby / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
6
13
11/30/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Rampage (copyright 1970)
Gerard
Conway Barry Smith / Frank Giacoia / Mike Stevens
9
14
12/21/74 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE The Battle Of New Britannia (copyright 1971?)
Roy Thomas / Gary Friedrich
Herb Trimpe / Tom Sutton / Artie Simek
5
15
11/23/74 COMIC 9
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE The Sun God (copyright 1970)
Gerard
Conway Barry Smith / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
10
14
12/28/74 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE To End In Flame (copyright 1971)
Roy
Thomas / Gerry Conway Barry Smith / Sal Buscema / Art Simek
7
25
12/07/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Ware The Winds Of Death (copyright 1971?)
Gerry Conway Barry Smith / Bill Everett / Artie Simek
21
17
3/15/75 COMIC 19
KILLDOZER (based on story by Theodore Sturgeon copyright 1973)
Gerry
Conway Dick Ayers / Ernie Chua / Artie Simek / Sandy Klinger
2
25
11/02/74 COMIC 10
POWER OF KA-ZAA featuring Kraven The Hunter (copyright 1970)
Roy
Thomas Jack Kirby / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
24
31
4/05/75 COMIC 5
SECRET OF THE BLACK PLANET (early 1960s sci-fi)
17
24
2/15/75 COMIC 5
TALES OF THE WATCHER I The Gargoyle (copyright 1968)
Stan
Lee
Howard Purcell / Dan Adkins / Jean Izzo
17
30
2/15/75 COMIC 5
TALES OF THE WATCHER I The Gargoyle (copyright 1968)
Stan
Lee
Howard Purcell / Dan Adkins / Jean Izzo
15
25
2/01/75 COMIC 10
TALES OF THE WATCHER The Coming Of The Krills (copyright 1973)
Stan Lee Gene Colan / Paul Reinman / Sam Rosen
16
18
2/08/75 COMIC 10
TALES OF THE WATCHER The Terror Of Tim Boo Ba (copyright 1968)
Stan Lee Howard Purcell / Paul Reinman / Herb Cooper
13
22
1/18/75 COMIC 13
THE WONDER OF THE WATCHER (copyright 1968)
Stan Lee / Gene
Colan Syd Shores / Artie Simek
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1
Moench
1
1

Color Illustration - original UK art - human captured by group of apes

1
10/26/74 COVER 1
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
2
10/26/74 AD
1
3
10/26/74 COMIC 11
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
1
14
10/26/74 ARTICLE
main stars
Ed Lawrence
1
19
10/26/74 COMIC 8
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
1
27
10/26/74 AD
1

Stick on super patch now (hulk iron man conan thing silver surfer)

1
1

Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation

1
1
1

28
10/26/74 AD
1
29
10/26/74 COMIC 6
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
35
10/26/74 AD
1
36
10/26/74 BACK COVER
center 10/26/74 POSTER

ARTIST
Doug

Planet of the Apes - Stan Lee welcoming you to POTA series
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation
YES
Doug Moench
5

FACE OF THE APE explanation of creation of movie and makeup and the

PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation

YES

YES

Doug Moench

Doug Moench

Next week: one panel drawing from issue #2
1
Color Ad for Dracula Lives #1
1
BOUND IN GIANT POSTER - artwork of #1 UK cover enlarged

2
1
11/02/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - "World of Hunted Humans" - 2 humans hide
behind rocks hunted by army of gorillas with guns
2
2
11/02/74 AD
1
Ad for Free Karate course
2
3
11/02/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 2: WORLD OF CAPTIVE HUMANS
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito
2
13
11/02/74 AD
1
Welcome to the wonderful world of marvel madness now on sale
2
14
Arnold
2
24

11/02/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS based on Lt. Gullivar Jones by Edwin L
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Bill Everett / Jon Costa
11/02/74 AD
1
Play Charades with Marvel and win a colour TV - illustration of apes

2
25
11/02/74 COMIC 10
POWER OF KA-ZAA featuring Kraven The Hunter (copyright 1970)
Thomas Jack Kirby / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
2
35
11/02/74 AD
1
Dracula Lives #2 - mystery suspense horror / latest issue out now

Roy

2
code
3
gorillas
3
Moench
3

36

11/02/74 BACK COVER 1

1

11/09/74 COVER 1

3

14

3

24

11/09/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS River Of The Dead (copyright 1971)
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Sam Grainger
11/09/74 AD
1
Welcome to the wonderful world of marvel madness now on sale

3

25

11/09/74 AD

3

26

3

35

11/09/74 COMIC 9
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Frenzy On The Fortieth Floor (copyright 1970)
Roy Thomas
Jack Kirby / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
11/09/74 AD
1
Dracula Lives #3 - mystery suspense horror / latest issue out now

3

36

11/09/74 BACK COVER 1

2
11/09/74 COMIC 11
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
13
11/09/74 AD
1

1

4
1
11/16/74 COVER 1
doctors hold him down
4
2
11/16/74 AD
1

Color Ad for Remember the 5th - Standard Fireworks - follow the firework

Color Illustration - original UK art - Taylor is captured in cage surrounded by angry
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: IN THE COMPOUND

YES

Doug

Play Charades with Marvel and win a colour TV - illustration of apes

Bold Bright Beautiful 1975 Annuals (marvel / avengers / spider-man)

Color photo pinup POTA - Marcus - gorilla head of security on horseback

Color Illustration - original UK art - Taylor is held down on operating table as ape
Save over 36 pounds now - genuine memory pocket calculator - shoppertunities ltd.

4
4

3
11/16/74 COMIC 10
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
13
11/16/74 AD
1

PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 4: MANHUNT YES

Doug Moench

Play Charades with Marvel and win a colour TV - illustration of apes

4
14
11/16/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Back To The Savage Land
Gerry
Conway Barry Smith / Sam Grainger / Artie Simek
4
24
11/16/74 AD
1
Action - in the mighty marvel tradition - 3 more triumpths from marvel (mighty world
of marvel / spider-man / avengers)
4
25
11/16/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS Wasteland On A Weirdling World
(copyright 1971)
George Effinger / Gerry Conway Ross Andru / Sam Grainger / Jean Izzo
4
35
11/16/74 AD
1
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
4
36
11/16/74 BACK COVER 1
Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grabbag treasury
5
1
11/23/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Taylor is captured in net in downtown Ape City
5

2

5

3
11/23/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 5: CAPTURE! YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
14
11/23/74 AD
1
Bold Bright Beautiful 1975 Annuals (marvel / avengers / spider-man)

5

11/23/74 AD

1

Save over 36 pounds now - genuine memory pocket calculator - shoppertunities ltd.

5
15
11/23/74 COMIC 9
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE The Sun God (copyright 1970)
Gerard
Conway Barry Smith / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
5
24
11/23/74 AD
1
Now On Sale more winners from mighty marvel (mighty world of marvel / spider-man /
avengers)
5
25
11/23/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS The Long Road To Nowhere
George Alec Effinger
Wayne Boring / Jim Mooney / Gil Kane
5
35
11/23/74 AD
1
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
5
36
11/23/74 BACK COVER 1
Color photo pinup POTA - Dr Zaius face closeup
6
1
11/30/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Guards shoot water hose at Taylor while they grab
hold of Nova
6
2
11/30/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 6: TRIAL
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
6
12
11/30/74 PINUP 1
POTA Pinup General Urko from the tv series
6
13
11/30/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Rampage (copyright 1970)
Gerard
Conway Barry Smith / Frank Giacoia / Mike Stevens
6
23
11/30/74 AD
1
Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now (spider-man / mighty world of marvel /
avengers)
6
24
11/30/74 AD
1
Dracula Lives - mind wrenching thrills and chills
6
25
11/30/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS What Price Victory? (copyright 1969)
George Alec Effinger
Gray Morrow / Sam Rosen
6
35
11/30/74 AD
1
POTA - Next week...taylor's fateful meeting with landon / order your copy now
6
36
11/30/74 BACK COVER 1
Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grabbag treasury
7
1
12/07/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Guards take away Taylor as he is sentenced to
death in trial
7
2
12/07/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 7: THE DEFENCE
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
7
13
12/07/74 PINUP 1
POTA Pinup Alan Virdon (Ron Harper) from the tv series
7
14
12/07/74 AD
1
Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now (spider-man / mighty world of marvel /
avengers)
7
15
12/07/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS Two Worlds To Win (copyright 1972?)
George Alec Effinger
Gray Morrow / Artie Simek
7
25
12/07/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Ware The Winds Of Death (copyright 1971?)
Gerry Conway Barry Smith / Bill Everett / Artie Simek
7
35
12/07/74 AD
1
Dracula Lives - mind wrenching thrills and chills
7
36
12/07/74 BACK COVER 1
Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grabbag treasury
8
1
12/14/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Zira and Cornelius try to fight off guards who try to
get at him while he is in a caged wagon

8
8

2
12/14/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 8: INTO THE FORBIDDEN ZONE
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
12
12/14/74 ARTICLE
2
The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about Roddy McDowall as Galen

8

14

12/14/74 LETTERS

1

Letters - lette column - 5 fan letters about POTA published

8

15
12/14/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Deluge (copyright 1971?)
Roy Thomas
Herb Trimpe / Artie Simek
8
25
12/14/74 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE This Man...This Demon (fights Fantastic
Four) (copyright 1969)
Larry Lieber / Roy Thomas
Larry Lieber / Frank Giacoia / Vince Colletta / Sam Rosen
8
35
12/14/74 AD
1
Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now (spider-man / mighty world of marvel /
avengers)
8
36
12/14/74 BACK COVER 1
Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grabbag treasury
9
1
12/21/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Escape From Ape City - Taylor and Nova ride off
on horseback chased by gorillas
9
2
12/21/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 9: CHAOS IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
9
13
12/21/74 ARTICLE
1
The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about Ron Harper in tv series
(photography by Ian Vaughn)
9
14
12/21/74 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE The Battle Of New Britannia (copyright 1971?)
Roy Thomas / Gary Friedrich
Herb Trimpe / Tom Sutton / Artie Simek
9
25
12/21/74 COMIC 11
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE - The Dread Alliance (with Valeria)
(copyright 1969)
Larry Leiber / Roy Thomas
Larry Leiber / Frank Giacoia / Vince Colletta / Sam Rosen
9
36
12/21/74 BACK COVER 1
Color photo pinup POTA - Galen Virdon and Burke from tv series
10
1
12/28/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Taylor holds gun to Zaius as gorilla's surround him
at beach
10
2
12/28/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 10: THE SECRET
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
10
12
12/28/74 ARTICLE
2
The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about James Naughton in tv series / ad
for Marvel UK comics on bottom
10
14
12/28/74 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE To End In Flame (copyright 1971)
Roy
Thomas / Gerry Conway Barry Smith / Sal Buscema / Art Simek
10
25
12/28/74 AD
1
Go Badge Mad with Marvel - marvel character badges for sale
10
26
12/28/74 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Unto You Is Born The Doomsman
(copyright 1969)
Roy Thomas
Wally Wood / Artie Simek
10
36
12/28/74 BACK COVER 1
Color photo pinup POTA - Virdon and Burke sitting - from tv series
11
1
1/04/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Taylor and Nova on separate horses race away
from gorillas with guns
11
2
1/04/75 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 11: EARTH SHATTERING CONCLUSION
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / John Costa
11
12
1/04/75 ARTICLE
1
The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about Mark Lenard in tv series as
General Urko
11
13
1/04/75 AD
1
Marvel editorial column - a batty barrage of bombastic banter and bare-faced babble
11
11

14
1/04/75 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE HIDDEN JUNGLE To Die In Fire (copyright 1971)
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Barry Smith / Sal Buscema / Artie Simek
25
1/04/75 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Revolution (copyright 1970)
Roy Thomas
Wally Wood / Jean Izzo
35
1/04/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives #11 - have you seen this latest spine-chiller ?
36
1/04/75 BACK COVER 1
Color photo pinup POTA - Mark Lenard as General Urko gorilla - from tv

11
11
series
12
1
1/11/75 COVER 1
/ drawing of Rod Serling on cover
12
2
1/11/75 COMIC 11
Doug Moench Mike Ploog
12
13
1/11/75 ARTICLE
12

16

1/11/75 AD COMIC

Color Illustration - original UK art - Gorillas with masks on horseback shoot at humans
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 1: THE LAWGIVER YES
3

Rod Serling Recalls - interview and photos from first movie

1

The Airfix Gang - comic strip about making airfix plane models

12
17
1/11/75 LETTERS
1
Mighty marvel Bullpen column and Apes Forum featuring 4 printed POTA fan
letters
12
18
1/11/75 ARTICLE
7
The City Of The Apes - article about the sets for the first movie with photos
and set illustrations
12
25
1/11/75 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Doom Must Die (copyright 1970)
Larry Lieber
Wally Wood / Jean Izzo
12
35
1/11/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives - mind wrenching thrills and chills
12
36
1/11/75 BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - January and February daily calendar with marvel related
events and birthdays
13
1
1/18/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Jason & Alexander are surrounded by gorillas with
clubs
13
2
1/18/75 COMIC 16
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 2: FUGITIVES ON THE
POTA YES
Doug Moench (from idea by Gerry Conway) Mike Ploog
13
18
1/18/75 ARTICLE
2
The Apes On T.V. About the Production - articles and photos behind scenes
making tv show
13
20
1/18/75 AD
1
Beginning Next Issue - Arena
13
21
1/18/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 6 letters by POTA fans
13
22
1/18/75 COMIC 13
THE WONDER OF THE WATCHER (copyright 1968)
Stan Lee / Gene
Colan Syd Shores / Artie Simek
13
35
1/18/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives on sale every week 1/2 page ad / top 1/2 is various small ads such as
Stamp Quiz / He-Man
13
36
1/18/75 BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - March and April daily calendar with marvel related events
and birthdays
14
1
1/25/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - a gorilla hides behind a tree ready to shoot Jason &
Alexander as they run towards him
14
2
1/25/75 COMIC 14
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: FORBIDDEN ZONE OF
FORGOTTEN HORRORS
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / John Costanza
14
16
1/25/75 AD
1
POTA Ad - Lesson from the lawgiver - photo of zaius standing with lawgiver statue
14

17

1/25/75 ARTICLE

1

Stan Lee In London - to promote pota and dracula lives

14
14
Conway
14
14

18
1/25/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 4 fan letters about POTA
19
1/25/75 COMIC 15
ARENA (copyright 1968) adaptation of story by Frederic Brown
John Buscema / Dick Giordana / Tom Orzechkowski / Len Schaktman
34
1/25/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives #14 - don't dare miss this latest spine-chiller!
35
1/25/75 AD COMIC
1
The Airfix Gang - comic strip about making airfix plane models

Gerry

14
36
1/25/75 BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous
Fantastic Four treasury
15
1
2/01/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Jason and Alexander overlook gorillas racing out
of a burning hut
15
2
2/01/75 COMIC 12
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: LICK THE SKY
CRIMSON
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / John Costanza
15
14
2/01/75 ARTICLE
10
Journey To the Planet of the Apes (by Chris Claremont) photos and story about
making the tv series and the cast
15
24
2/01/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 4 fan letters about POTA
15
25
2/01/75 COMIC 10
TALES OF THE WATCHER The Coming Of The Krills (copyright 1973)
Stan Lee Gene Colan / Paul Reinman / Sam Rosen
15
35
2/01/75 AD
1
Free Karate jiu-jitsu course
15
36
2/01/75 BACK COVER 1
Color photo pinup POTA - 2 of Urko's gorillas with horses on look out for the
astronauts
16
1
2/08/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Jason and Alexander are trapped between gorillas
and mutants
16
2
2/08/75 COMIC 10
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: MUTANT-PITS
YES
Doug
Moench Mike Ploog / Frank Chiaramonte
16
12
2/08/75 ARTICLE
4
McDowall: The Man Behind The Mask (by Samuel James Maronie) life story
and pictures of Roddy
16
16
2/08/75 AD
1
Everyones talking about Marvel - article about stan and his characters
16
ape

17

2/08/75 AD

1

Competition Fans Unite its prize winning time - contest rules - drawing of a organutan

16

18
2/08/75 COMIC 10
TALES OF THE WATCHER The Terror Of Tim Boo Ba (copyright 1968)
Stan Lee Howard Purcell / Paul Reinman / Herb Cooper
16
28
2/08/75 COMIC 6
DAY AFTER THE DAY THE MARTIANS CAME (original story copyright 1967
Harlan Ellison for Dangerous Visions)
Gerry Conway Ralph Reese
16
34
2/08/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 4 fan letters about POTA
16
35
2/08/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
16
36
2/08/75 BACK COVER 1
Color photo pinup POTA - Virdon looks down at sick gorilla - shot from the
Cure featuring gorillas and humans
17
1
2/15/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Jason has fallen to the ground and is about to be
trampled by gorilla and mutant animal
17
2
2/15/75 AD
1
Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury
17

3
2/15/75 COMIC 15
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: THE ABOMINATION ARENA YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / Frank Chiaramonte
18
2/15/75 ARTICLE
5
Michael Wilson: The other Apes Writer (by David Johnson) - life story and

17
photos
17
23
2/15/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 5 fan letters about POTA
17
24
2/15/75 COMIC 5
TALES OF THE WATCHER I The Gargoyle (copyright 1968)
Stan
Lee
Howard Purcell / Dan Adkins / Jean Izzo
17
29
2/15/75 AD
1
More Lucky Winners - marvel contest winners
17
30
2/15/75 COMIC 5
TALES OF THE WATCHER I The Gargoyle (copyright 1968)
Stan
Lee
Howard Purcell / Dan Adkins / Jean Izzo
17
35
2/15/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
17
36
2/15/75 BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - September and October daily calendar with marvel related
events and birthdays
18
1
2/22/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Death Lurks Abroad The Riverboat Named Simian
- Jason and Alexander and others try to escape on a raft while being shot at
18
2
2/22/75 PINUP 1
POTA Pinup Terror On The Planet Of The Apes - Mark Lenard as General Urko on
horseback pointing forward
18
3
2/22/75 COMIC 9
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: A RIVERBOAT NAMED SIMIAN
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / Heck / Chairmonte / Vohland / Hannigan / Joe Rosen
18
12
2/22/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 5 fan letters about POTA
18
13
2/22/75 COMIC 7
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
18
20
2/22/75 AD
1
Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury
18
21
2/22/75 COMIC 7
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
18
28
2/22/75 AD
1
Silver Surfer X-Men Conan are coming - more news next week / and other small ads
including He-Man
18
29
2/22/75 COMIC 6
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
18
35
2/22/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
18
36
2/22/75 BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - Patch and Dr. Monster comic strip for Blobs Blowups
19
1
3/01/75 COVER 1
soldier) and Jason tries to stop him
19
2
3/01/75 PINUP 1

POTA Pinup from the tv series - Mark Lenard as General Urko

19

3
3/01/75 COMIC 15
Doug Moench
18
3/01/75 AD
1

TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: GUNPOWDER JULIUS

TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: GUNPOWDER JULIUS

19
19

19
3/01/75 COMIC 4
Doug Moench
23
3/01/75 LETTERS
24
3/01/75 ARTICLE

19

25

Silver Surfer / X-Men / Conan - now appearing 2 new marvel weeklies

19
19

3/01/75 AD

1

19
26
3/01/75 ARTICLE
Arthur P Jacobs directing the movies

Color Illustration - original UK art - Alexander threatens to kill the Lawgiver (gorilla

YES

Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury

1
1

9

YES

Apes Forum - 6 fan letters about POTA
The Apes On T.V. - a profile of Booth Colman - bio and pictures

The Man Who Sold The Planet of the Apes (by Gary Gerani) - article on

19
19

35
36

3/01/75 AD
1
Dracula Lives - have you seen this latest spine-chiller?
3/01/75 BACK COVER 1
Color pinup photo of Booth Colman as Dr Zaius in tv series

20
1
3/08/75 COVER 1
until every human dies"
20
2
3/08/75 PINUP 1
center of Ape City
20
3
3/08/75 COMIC 10
Mooney / Charlotte Jetter
20
13
3/08/75 LETTERS
20
14
3/08/75 AD
1
surfer drawing
20
15
3/08/75 COMIC 5
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
20
3/08/75 AD
1
20
Thomas
20
20
Thomas
20

21
3/08/75 COMIC
Adkins / Mooney
22
3/08/75 AD
23
3/08/75 COMIC
Adkins / Mooney
26
3/08/75 AD

Color Illustration - original UK art - a gorilla solder army marches forward "onwards
POTA Pinup from first movie - Charlton Heston knocks gorilla off horse with a stick in
EVOLUTION'S NIGHTMARE

YES

Doug Moench

Ed Hannigan / Jim

1
Apes Forum - 4 fan letters about POTA
Marvel - this is the age of the super-heroes - a personal message from stan lee / silver
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt

Enter - the Hyborian Age - a personal message from Stan Lee - his name is Conan

1

BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt

Roy

1
3

Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt

Roy

1

The Superheroes are here - Silver surfer and the x-men / savage sword of conan

20
27
3/08/75 COMIC 3
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
30
3/08/75 AD
1

BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt

20
31
3/08/75 COMIC 1
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
32
3/08/75 AD
1
avengers
20
32
3/08/75 AD
1

BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt

20
33
3/08/75 COMIC 2
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
35
3/08/75 AD
1

BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt

20

36

12

3/15/75 ARTICLE

22
22

Roy

3 more triumphs from marvel - now on sale - mighty world of marvel / spider-man /
Planet of the Apes - 30 x 20 inches poster from tv series 35pence
Roy

Planet of the Apes Belts - galen and zaius - 1.49 each - order form
Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

Color Illustration - original UK art - a gorilla solder uses sword to fight giant mutant
POTA Pinup - 2 apes on horse coach
DEATH LIES AT THE MOUNTAIN OF MADNESS

YES

Doug Moench

1

The Airfix Gang - comic strip about making airfix plane models

5

Interview with Dan Striepeke (by Samual James Maronie) interview and

17
3/15/75 COMIC 19
KILLDOZER (based on story by Theodore Sturgeon copyright 1973)
Gerry
Dick Ayers / Ernie Chua / Artie Simek / Sandy Klinger
36
3/15/75 BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

22
1
3/22/75 COVER 1
skulls to beat on black human
22
2
3/22/75 COMIC 8
22
10
3/22/75 ARTICLE
22
22

Roy

Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury

3/08/75 BACK COVER 1

21
1
3/15/75 COVER 1
dragon
21
2
3/15/75 PINUP 1
21
3
3/15/75 COMIC 8
Ed Hannigan / Jim Mooney
21
11
3/15/75 AD COMIC
21
pictures
21
Conway
21

Roy

26
3/22/75
27
3/22/75
Roy Thomas
35
3/22/75
36
3/22/75

Color Illustration - original UK art - Evolutions Nightmare - mutant gorilla uses human
WHAT FOOLS YE BE! YES
Doug Moench Ed Hannigan / Jim Mooney
16
Urko Unleashed - interview and pictures of Mark Lenard (by Chris Claremont)

AD
1
Free Karate jiu-jitsu course
COMIC 8
DIG ME NO GRAVE (based on story by Robert E Howard - copyright 1973)
Gil Kane / Tom Palmer
AD
1
here's Castlemaster / Dracula Lives on sale every week
BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

23

1

3/29/75 COVER 1

Color Illustration - original UK art - human Ape-slayer attacks a group of gorillas

23

2
3/29/75 COMIC 8
PROLOGUE: FUTURE IMPERFECT
YES
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Neal Adams / Frank Monte
23
10
3/29/75 ARTICLE
6
Ape For A Day (by Samuel James Maronie) article and picture about the
makeup process
23
16
3/29/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 5 fan letters about POTA
23
17
3/29/75 AD
1
here's Castlemaster / Dracula Lives on sale every week
23
18
3/29/75 COMIC 12
HE THAT HATH WINGS (based on Edmonton Hamilton's tale) (copyright 1973)
Gil Kane
Gil Kane / Mike Esposito
23
30
3/29/75 COMIC 5
ENTER: THE MACHINE AGE
Sid Check
23
35
3/29/75 AD
1
Planet of the Apes Belts - galen and zaius - 1.49 each - order form
23

36

3/29/75 BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

24
1
4/05/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - human gladiator is in sword fight in arena with
gorilla
24
2
4/05/75 COMIC 8
THE BIRTH OF APESLAYER
YES
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Howie
Chaykin / Frank Monte
24
10
4/05/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 3 fan letters about POTA
24
11
4/05/75 COMIC 7
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY Earth Shall Overcome
Arnold Drake
Gene Colan / Mike Esposito / Herb Cooper
24
18
4/05/75 AD
1
Silver Surfer / X-Men / Conan - now appearing 2 new marvel weeklies
24
24
24
24

19
4/05/75 COMIC 11
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY Earth Shall Overcome
Arnold Drake
Gene Colan / Mike Esposito / Herb Cooper
30
4/05/75 AD
1
Mystery Horror Suspense Dracula Lives #24 its out now
31
4/05/75 COMIC 5
SECRET OF THE BLACK PLANET (early 1960s sci-fi)
36
4/05/75 BACK COVER 1
Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

25

1

25
2
McLaughlin
25
12
25
13
25

22

25

23

25

28

25

29

25
25
sale

35
36

4/12/75 COVER 1

Color Illustration - original UK art - human apeslayer fights off gorillas with a sword

4/12/75 COMIC 10

SIRENS OF 7TH AVE

YES

Gerry Conway

Howard Chaykin / Frank

4/12/75 LETTERS
1
Apes Forum - 5 fan letters about POTA
4/12/75 COMIC 9
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
4/12/75 ARTICLE
1
POTA Fan Page - Fan club info for James Naughton and Ron Harper
4/12/75 COMIC 5
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
4/12/75 PINUP 1
POTA Pinup - Galen played by Roddy McDowall in the tv series
4/12/75 COMIC 6
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
4/12/75 AD
1
Mystery Horror Suspense Dracula Lives #24 its out now
4/12/75 BACK COVER 1
Color Illustration ad for Thor Special - Marvel Treasury Edition #3 now on

INDEX TO ISSUES #1-25 - SORTED BY CATEGORY
ISSUE # PAGE # COVER DATE TYPE # PAGES
COMIC TITLE POTA STORY WRITER
ARTIST
20
32
3/08/75 AD
1
3 more triumphs from marvel - now on sale - mighty world of marvel / spider-man /
avengers
4
24
11/16/74 AD
1
Action - in the mighty marvel tradition - 3 more triumpths from marvel (mighty world
of marvel / spider-man / avengers)
2
2
11/02/74 AD
1
Ad for Free Karate course
13
20
1/18/75 AD
1
Beginning Next Issue - Arena
3
25
11/09/74 AD
1
Bold Bright Beautiful 1975 Annuals (marvel / avengers / spider-man)
5

14

11/23/74 AD

1

Bold Bright Beautiful 1975 Annuals (marvel / avengers / spider-man)

16
ape
19
6
7
12
11
14
2

17

2/08/75 AD

1

Competition Fans Unite its prize winning time - contest rules - drawing of a organutan

35
24
35
35
35
34
35

3/01/75 AD
11/30/74 AD
12/07/74 AD
1/11/75 AD
1/04/75 AD
1/25/75 AD
11/02/74 AD

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Dracula Lives - have you seen this latest spine-chiller?
Dracula Lives - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives #11 - have you seen this latest spine-chiller ?
Dracula Lives #14 - don't dare miss this latest spine-chiller!
Dracula Lives #2 - mystery suspense horror / latest issue out now

4
5
16
17
18
20
3

35
35
35
35
35
22
35

11/16/74 AD
11/23/74 AD
2/08/75 AD
2/15/75 AD
2/22/75 AD
3/08/75 AD
11/09/74 AD

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives #3 - mind wrenching thrills and chills
Dracula Lives #3 - mystery suspense horror / latest issue out now

13
35
1/18/75 AD
Stamp Quiz / He-Man
20
20
3/08/75 AD

1

Dracula Lives on sale every week 1/2 page ad / top 1/2 is various small ads such as

1

Enter - the Hyborian Age - a personal message from Stan Lee - his name is Conan

16

16

2/08/75 AD

1

Everyones talking about Marvel - article about stan and his characters

15
22
10

35
26
25

2/01/75 AD
3/22/75 AD
12/28/74 AD

1
1
1

Free Karate jiu-jitsu course
Free Karate jiu-jitsu course
Go Badge Mad with Marvel - marvel character badges for sale

22
35
23
17
20
14
surfer drawing
11
13

3/22/75 AD
3/29/75 AD
3/08/75 AD

1
1
1

here's Castlemaster / Dracula Lives on sale every week
here's Castlemaster / Dracula Lives on sale every week
Marvel - this is the age of the super-heroes - a personal message from stan lee / silver

1/04/75 AD

1

Marvel editorial column - a batty barrage of bombastic banter and bare-faced babble

17

2

2/15/75 AD

1

Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury

18

20

2/22/75 AD

1

Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury

19

18

3/01/75 AD

1

Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury

20

30

3/08/75 AD

1

Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous Fantastic Four treasury

1
28
6
23
avengers)
7
14
avengers)
8
35
avengers)
17
29
24
30
25
35
1
35
5
24
avengers)
20
32

10/26/74 AD
11/30/74 AD

1
1

Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now
Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now (spider-man / mighty world of marvel /

12/07/74 AD

1

Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now (spider-man / mighty world of marvel /

12/14/74 AD

1

Mighty Marvel Triple Action on sale now (spider-man / mighty world of marvel /

2/15/75 AD
4/05/75 AD
4/12/75 AD
10/26/74 AD
11/23/74 AD

1
1
1
1
1

More Lucky Winners - marvel contest winners
Mystery Horror Suspense Dracula Lives #24 its out now
Mystery Horror Suspense Dracula Lives #24 its out now
Next week: one panel drawing from issue #2
Now On Sale more winners from mighty marvel (mighty world of marvel / spider-man /

3/08/75 AD

1

Planet of the Apes - 30 x 20 inches poster from tv series 35pence

1
20

2
35

10/26/74 AD
3/08/75 AD

1
1

Planet of the Apes - Stan Lee welcoming you to POTA series
Planet of the Apes Belts - galen and zaius - 1.49 each - order form

23

35

3/29/75 AD

1

Planet of the Apes Belts - galen and zaius - 1.49 each - order form

2

24

11/02/74 AD

1

Play Charades with Marvel and win a colour TV - illustration of apes

3

13

11/09/74 AD

1

Play Charades with Marvel and win a colour TV - illustration of apes

4

13

11/16/74 AD

1

Play Charades with Marvel and win a colour TV - illustration of apes

6

35

11/30/74 AD

1

POTA - Next week...taylor's fateful meeting with landon / order your copy now

14

16

1/25/75 AD

1

POTA Ad - Lesson from the lawgiver - photo of zaius standing with lawgiver statue

4

2

11/16/74 AD

1

Save over 36 pounds now - genuine memory pocket calculator - shoppertunities ltd.

5

2

11/23/74 AD

1

Save over 36 pounds now - genuine memory pocket calculator - shoppertunities ltd.

19

25

3/01/75 AD

1

Silver Surfer / X-Men / Conan - now appearing 2 new marvel weeklies

24

18

4/05/75 AD

1

Silver Surfer / X-Men / Conan - now appearing 2 new marvel weeklies

18
28
2/22/75 AD
including He-Man
1
27
10/26/74 AD

1

Silver Surfer X-Men Conan are coming - more news next week / and other small ads

1

Stick on super patch now (hulk iron man conan thing silver surfer)

20

26

3/08/75 AD

1

The Superheroes are here - Silver surfer and the x-men / savage sword of conan

2

13

11/02/74 AD

1

Welcome to the wonderful world of marvel madness now on sale

3

24

11/09/74 AD

1

Welcome to the wonderful world of marvel madness now on sale

12

16

1/11/75 AD COMIC

1

The Airfix Gang - comic strip about making airfix plane models

14

35

1/25/75 AD COMIC

1

The Airfix Gang - comic strip about making airfix plane models

21

11

3/15/75 AD COMIC

1

The Airfix Gang - comic strip about making airfix plane models

6

Ape For A Day (by Samuel James Maronie) article and picture about the

5

FACE OF THE APE explanation of creation of movie and makeup and the

5

Interview with Dan Striepeke (by Samual James Maronie) interview and

10

Journey To the Planet of the Apes (by Chris Claremont) photos and story about

4

McDowall: The Man Behind The Mask (by Samuel James Maronie) life story

5

Michael Wilson: The other Apes Writer (by David Johnson) - life story and

1

POTA Fan Page - Fan club info for James Naughton and Ron Harper

23
10
3/29/75 ARTICLE
makeup process
1
14
10/26/74 ARTICLE
main stars
Ed Lawrence
21
12
3/15/75 ARTICLE
pictures
15
14
2/01/75 ARTICLE
making the tv series and the cast
16
12
2/08/75 ARTICLE
and pictures of Roddy
17
18
2/15/75 ARTICLE
photos
25
22
4/12/75 ARTICLE
12

13

1/11/75 ARTICLE

3

Rod Serling Recalls - interview and photos from first movie

14

17

1/25/75 ARTICLE

1

Stan Lee In London - to promote pota and dracula lives

19

24

3/01/75 ARTICLE

1

The Apes On T.V. - a profile of Booth Colman - bio and pictures

10
12
12/28/74 ARTICLE
for Marvel UK comics on bottom
11
12
1/04/75 ARTICLE
General Urko
8
12
12/14/74 ARTICLE

2

The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about James Naughton in tv series / ad

1

The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about Mark Lenard in tv series as

2

The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about Roddy McDowall as Galen

1

The Apes On T.V. - article and photos about Ron Harper in tv series

9
13
12/21/74 ARTICLE
(photography by Ian Vaughn)

13
18
1/18/75 ARTICLE
making tv show
12
18
1/11/75 ARTICLE
and set illustrations
19
26
3/01/75 ARTICLE
Arthur P Jacobs directing the movies
22
10
3/22/75 ARTICLE
4
36
bag treasury
6
36
bag treasury
7
36
bag treasury
8
36
bag treasury
1
36
2
36
code
20
36
21

2

The Apes On T.V. About the Production - articles and photos behind scenes

7

The City Of The Apes - article about the sets for the first movie with photos

9

The Man Who Sold The Planet of the Apes (by Gary Gerani) - article on

16

Urko Unleashed - interview and pictures of Mark Lenard (by Chris Claremont)

11/16/74 BACK COVER 1

Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grab-

11/30/74 BACK COVER 1

Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grab-

12/07/74 BACK COVER 1

Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grab-

12/14/74 BACK COVER 1

Color ad - another giant 100 page spectacular - Giant Superhero Holiday Grab-

10/26/74 BACK COVER 1
11/02/74 BACK COVER 1

Color Ad for Dracula Lives #1
Color Ad for Remember the 5th - Standard Fireworks - follow the firework

3/08/75 BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

36

3/15/75 BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

22

36

3/22/75 BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

23

36

3/29/75 BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

24

36

4/05/75 BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - at last it's time to join FOOM - foom room - order form

12
36
1/11/75
events and birthdays
13
36
1/18/75
and birthdays
14
36
1/25/75
Fantastic Four treasury
18
36
2/22/75

BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - January and February daily calendar with marvel related

BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - March and April daily calendar with marvel related events

BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - Mighty Marvel Action in a giant colour special - Fabulous

BACK COVER 1

Color illustration - Patch and Dr. Monster comic strip for Blobs Blowups

17
36
2/15/75 BACK COVER
events and birthdays
25
36
4/12/75 BACK COVER
sale
15
36
2/01/75 BACK COVER
astronauts
5
36
11/23/74 BACK COVER
9
36
12/21/74 BACK COVER

1

Color illustration - September and October daily calendar with marvel related

1

Color Illustration ad for Thor Special - Marvel Treasury Edition #3 now on

1

Color photo pinup POTA - 2 of Urko's gorillas with horses on look out for the

1
1

Color photo pinup POTA - Dr Zaius face closeup
Color photo pinup POTA - Galen Virdon and Burke from tv series

3

36

11/09/74 BACK COVER 1

Color photo pinup POTA - Marcus - gorilla head of security on horseback

11
series
10

36

1/04/75 BACK COVER 1

Color photo pinup POTA - Mark Lenard as General Urko gorilla - from tv

36

12/28/74 BACK COVER 1

Color photo pinup POTA - Virdon and Burke sitting - from tv series

16
36
2/08/75 BACK COVER 1
Cure featuring gorillas and humans
19
36
3/01/75 BACK COVER 1
14
Conway
20
Thomas
20
Thomas

Color photo pinup POTA - Virdon looks down at sick gorilla - shot from the
Color pinup photo of Booth Colman as Dr Zaius in tv series

19
1/25/75 COMIC 15
ARENA (copyright 1968) adaptation of story by Frederic Brown
John Buscema / Dick Giordana / Tom Orzechkowski / Len Schaktman
15
3/08/75 COMIC 5
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Adkins / Mooney
21
3/08/75 COMIC 1
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Adkins / Mooney

Gerry
Roy
Roy

20
23
3/08/75 COMIC 3
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
27
3/08/75 COMIC 3
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
31
3/08/75 COMIC 1
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
20
33
3/08/75 COMIC 2
BLACK DESTROYER (adapted from sci-fi story by AE Van Vogt
Roy
Thomas Adkins / Mooney
16
28
2/08/75 COMIC 6
DAY AFTER THE DAY THE MARTIANS CAME (original story copyright 1967
Harlan Ellison for Dangerous Visions)
Gerry Conway Ralph Reese
21
3
3/15/75 COMIC 8
DEATH LIES AT THE MOUNTAIN OF MADNESS
YES
Doug Moench
Ed Hannigan / Jim Mooney
22
27
3/22/75 COMIC 8
DIG ME NO GRAVE (based on story by Robert E Howard - copyright 1973)
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Tom Palmer
9
25
12/21/74 COMIC 11
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE - The Dread Alliance (with Valeria)
(copyright 1969)
Larry Leiber / Roy Thomas
Larry Leiber / Frank Giacoia / Vince Colletta / Sam Rosen
12
25
1/11/75 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Doom Must Die (copyright 1970)
Larry Lieber
Wally Wood / Jean Izzo
11
25
1/04/75 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Revolution (copyright 1970)
Roy Thomas
Wally Wood / Jean Izzo
8
25
12/14/74 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE This Man...This Demon (fights Fantastic
Four) (copyright 1969)
Larry Lieber / Roy Thomas
Larry Lieber / Frank Giacoia / Vince Colletta / Sam Rosen
10
26
12/28/74 COMIC 10
DOCTOR DOOM MASTER OF MENACE Unto You Is Born The Doomsman
(copyright 1969)
Roy Thomas
Wally Wood / Artie Simek
25
13
4/12/75 COMIC 9
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
25
23
4/12/75 COMIC 5
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
25
29
4/12/75 COMIC 6
DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE (adapted from novel by Robert Louis Stevenson)
Ron Goulart
Win Mortimer / Jean Izzo
23
30
3/29/75 COMIC 5
ENTER: THE MACHINE AGE
Sid Check
20
3
3/08/75 COMIC 10
EVOLUTION'S NIGHTMARE
YES
Doug Moench Ed Hannigan / Jim
Mooney / Charlotte Jetter
18
13
2/22/75 COMIC 7
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
18
21
2/22/75 COMIC 7
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
18
29
2/22/75 COMIC 6
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER (copyright 1973) adapted from s-fi classic by Harry
Bates
Roy Thomas
Ross Andru / Wayne Howard / John Costanza / Len Schaktman
24
11
4/05/75 COMIC 7
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY Earth Shall Overcome
Arnold Drake
Gene Colan / Mike Esposito / Herb Cooper
24
19
4/05/75 COMIC 11
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY Earth Shall Overcome
Arnold Drake
Gene Colan / Mike Esposito / Herb Cooper
2
14
11/02/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS based on Lt. Gullivar Jones by Edwin L
Arnold
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Bill Everett / Jon Costa
3
14
11/09/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS River Of The Dead (copyright 1971)
Roy Thomas
Gil Kane / Sam Grainger
5
25
11/23/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS The Long Road To Nowhere
George Alec Effinger
Wayne Boring / Jim Mooney / Gil Kane
7
15
12/07/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS Two Worlds To Win (copyright 1972?)
George Alec Effinger
Gray Morrow / Artie Simek
4
25
11/16/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS Wasteland On A Weirdling World
(copyright 1971)
George Effinger / Gerry Conway Ross Andru / Sam Grainger / Jean Izzo
6
25
11/30/74 COMIC 10
GULLIVAR JONES WARRIOR OF MARS What Price Victory? (copyright 1969)
George Alec Effinger
Gray Morrow / Sam Rosen
23
18
3/29/75 COMIC 12
HE THAT HATH WINGS (based on Edmonton Hamilton's tale) (copyright 1973)
Gil Kane
Gil Kane / Mike Esposito
11
14
1/04/75 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE HIDDEN JUNGLE To Die In Fire (copyright 1971)
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Barry Smith / Sal Buscema / Artie Simek
4
14
11/16/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Back To The Savage Land
Gerry
Conway Barry Smith / Sam Grainger / Artie Simek
8
15
12/14/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Deluge (copyright 1971?)
Roy Thomas

Herb Trimpe / Artie Simek
26
11/09/74 COMIC 9
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Frenzy On The Fortieth Floor (copyright 1970)
Roy Thomas
Jack Kirby / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
6
13
11/30/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Rampage (copyright 1970)
Gerard
Conway Barry Smith / Frank Giacoia / Mike Stevens
9
14
12/21/74 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE The Battle Of New Britannia (copyright 1971?)
Roy Thomas / Gary Friedrich
Herb Trimpe / Tom Sutton / Artie Simek
5
15
11/23/74 COMIC 9
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE The Sun God (copyright 1970)
Gerard
Conway Barry Smith / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
10
14
12/28/74 COMIC 11
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE To End In Flame (copyright 1971)
Roy
Thomas / Gerry Conway Barry Smith / Sal Buscema / Art Simek
7
25
12/07/74 COMIC 10
KA-ZAR LORD OF THE JUNGLE Ware The Winds Of Death (copyright 1971?)
Gerry Conway Barry Smith / Bill Everett / Artie Simek
21
17
3/15/75 COMIC 19
KILLDOZER (based on story by Theodore Sturgeon copyright 1973)
Gerry
Conway Dick Ayers / Ernie Chua / Artie Simek / Sandy Klinger
1
3
10/26/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
1
19
10/26/74 COMIC 8
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
1
29
10/26/74 COMIC 6
PLANET OF THE APES - 1st movie adaptation
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
10
2
12/28/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 10: THE SECRET
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
11
2
1/04/75 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 11: EARTH SHATTERING CONCLUSION
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / John Costa
2
3
11/02/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 2: WORLD OF CAPTIVE HUMANS
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito
3
2
11/09/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: IN THE COMPOUND
YES
Doug
Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito
4
3
11/16/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 4: MANHUNT YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito
5
3
11/23/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 5: CAPTURE! YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
6
2
11/30/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 6: TRIAL
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
7
2
12/07/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 7: THE DEFENCE
YES
Doug Moench
George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
8
2
12/14/74 COMIC 10
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 8: INTO THE FORBIDDEN ZONE
YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
9
2
12/21/74 COMIC 11
PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 9: CHAOS IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE YES
Doug Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito / Dave Hunt
2
25
11/02/74 COMIC 10
POWER OF KA-ZAA featuring Kraven The Hunter (copyright 1970)
Roy
Thomas Jack Kirby / Sam Grainger / Sam Rosen
23
2
3/29/75 COMIC 8
PROLOGUE: FUTURE IMPERFECT
YES
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Neal Adams / Frank Monte
24
31
4/05/75 COMIC 5
SECRET OF THE BLACK PLANET (early 1960s sci-fi)
25
2
4/12/75 COMIC 10
SIRENS OF 7TH AVE YES
Gerry Conway Howard Chaykin / Frank
McLaughlin
17
24
2/15/75 COMIC 5
TALES OF THE WATCHER I The Gargoyle (copyright 1968)
Stan
Lee
Howard Purcell / Dan Adkins / Jean Izzo
17
30
2/15/75 COMIC 5
TALES OF THE WATCHER I The Gargoyle (copyright 1968)
Stan
Lee
Howard Purcell / Dan Adkins / Jean Izzo
15
25
2/01/75 COMIC 10
TALES OF THE WATCHER The Coming Of The Krills (copyright 1973)
Stan Lee Gene Colan / Paul Reinman / Sam Rosen
16
18
2/08/75 COMIC 10
TALES OF THE WATCHER The Terror Of Tim Boo Ba (copyright 1968)
Stan Lee Howard Purcell / Paul Reinman / Herb Cooper
12
2
1/11/75 COMIC 11
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 1: THE LAWGIVER YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog
13
2
1/18/75 COMIC 16
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 2: FUGITIVES ON THE
POTA YES
Doug Moench (from idea by Gerry Conway) Mike Ploog
14
2
1/25/75 COMIC 14
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: FORBIDDEN ZONE OF
FORGOTTEN HORRORS
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / John Costanza
3

15
2
2/01/75 COMIC 12
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES CHAPTER 3: LICK THE SKY
CRIMSON
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / John Costanza
18
3
2/22/75 COMIC 9
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: A RIVERBOAT NAMED SIMIAN
YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / Heck / Chairmonte / Vohland / Hannigan / Joe Rosen
19
3
3/01/75 COMIC 15
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: GUNPOWDER JULIUS
YES
Doug Moench
19
19
3/01/75 COMIC 4
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: GUNPOWDER JULIUS
YES
Doug Moench
16
2
2/08/75 COMIC 10
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: MUTANT-PITS
YES
Doug
Moench Mike Ploog / Frank Chiaramonte
17
3
2/15/75 COMIC 15
TERROR ON THE PLANET OF THE APES: THE ABOMINATION ARENA YES
Doug Moench Mike Ploog / Frank Chiaramonte
24
2
4/05/75 COMIC 8
THE BIRTH OF APESLAYER
YES
Roy Thomas / Gerry Conway
Howie
Chaykin / Frank Monte
13
22
1/18/75 COMIC 13
THE WONDER OF THE WATCHER (copyright 1968)
Stan Lee / Gene
Colan Syd Shores / Artie Simek
22
2
3/22/75 COMIC 8
WHAT FOOLS YE BE! YES
Doug Moench Ed Hannigan / Jim Mooney
2
1
11/02/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - "World of Hunted Humans" - 2 humans hide
behind rocks hunted by army of gorillas with guns
14
1
1/25/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - a gorilla hides behind a tree ready to shoot Jason &
Alexander as they run towards him
20
1
3/08/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - a gorilla solder army marches forward "onwards
until every human dies"
21
1
3/15/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - a gorilla solder uses sword to fight giant mutant
dragon
19
1
3/01/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Alexander threatens to kill the Lawgiver (gorilla
soldier) and Jason tries to stop him
18
1
2/22/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Death Lurks Abroad The Riverboat Named Simian
- Jason and Alexander and others try to escape on a raft while being shot at
9
1
12/21/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Escape From Ape City - Taylor and Nova ride off
on horseback chased by gorillas
22
1
3/22/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Evolutions Nightmare - mutant gorilla uses human
skulls to beat on black human
12
1
1/11/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Gorillas with masks on horseback shoot at humans
/ drawing of Rod Serling on cover
6
1
11/30/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Guards shoot water hose at Taylor while they grab
hold of Nova
7
1
12/07/74 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - Guards take away Taylor as he is sentenced to
death in trial
23
1
3/29/75 COVER 1
Color Illustration - original UK art - human Ape-slayer attacks a group of gorillas
25

1

4/12/75 COVER 1

1
1
10/26/74 COVER 1
Moench George Tuska / Mike Esposito
24
1
4/05/75 COVER 1
gorilla
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Color Illustration - original UK art - human apeslayer fights off gorillas with a sword
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Apes Forum - 3 fan letters about POTA
Apes Forum - 4 fan letters about POTA
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POTA Pinup Alan Virdon (Ron Harper) from the tv series
POTA Pinup from first movie - Charlton Heston knocks gorilla off horse with a stick in
POTA Pinup from the tv series - Mark Lenard as General Urko
POTA Pinup General Urko from the tv series
POTA Pinup Terror On The Planet Of The Apes - Mark Lenard as General Urko on
1

BOUND IN GIANT POSTER - artwork of #1 UK cover enlarged

PLANET OF THE APES ENCYCLOPEDIA: THE GLADIATORS
Breakdown of the storyline and scenes - A-Z reference of all characters and items from the classic 1974 TV episode
1
TV Show Opening Credits (same for all TV episodes) Astronauts Virdon and Burke are in their space craft as their ship is
thrown into the future. The
scene transposes to the future world of Apes with
footage of the astronauts on the run
from gorillas with a shot of Galen. Earth time and Ship time match dates at August 19th 1988. The latest date shown for the
earth time clock is June 14th 3085. Credits read: Roddy McDowall, Ron Harper,
James Naughton
2
Galen, Virdon and Burke make their way through a rocky area and sit down to take a rest (no dialogue)
3
General Urko is having a talk with gorilla soldier Jason pointing out on a map on the wall of the area
where he
figures Galen, Virdon, and Burke must
be traveling. Urko tells Jason to go speak to every Prefect in every ape garrison in
the area and give them descriptions of Virdon and Burke. They are
to arrest any strange human in the area and then get back
in touch with Urko. Urko tells Jason to bring them back alive (unless they try to escape).
He expects and would like the
astronauts to try and escape.
4
Galen brings some opper fruit out of the woods for Virdon and Burke to eat. Burke says it tastes good and describes its
qualities while Virdon is
daydreaming about the magnetic disc. Virdon gives Galen and Burke a speech about the magnetic
disc and its importance. He has hope that they
can find a computer somewhere that could let them read the data on the
disc. Burke is very skeptical and pessimistic about the possibility. They hear
the sound of a struggle and they all get up to run
towards the noises.
5
The 3 hide behind bushes as they watch 2 human men in a severe fight. Burke sees one man getting trampled on so he
jumps in to assist. Only to
have both men gang up on him. Virdon then runs in to try and help Burke. Galen
watches on upset and confused. During the fight the magnetic disc
gets dropped on the ground. Galen hears a horse coming
and calls for Pete and Alan to come along.
6
They all run off as Prefect Barlow arrives on horseback to speak to Tolar and his son Dalton. Barlow asks them about
their training and whether Dalton is ready to fight in the battle that he is in charge of. Tolar tells Barlow about the strange
humans that attacked them. Barlow tells them they are
probably just a bunch of outlaws passing through the territories. He
will have a bunch of patrols to watch out for them.
7
As they run off Virdon realizes that he has dropped the magnetic disc and quickly decides to run back for it. Burke says
its not worth the risk. But Virdon runs back so the frustrated Burke and Galen turn back also.
8
Prefect Barlow tells Dalton that he hopes he will make him proud. Tolar says he will. As the prefect gets ready to leave
he notices a strange item on
the ground (Virdon’s magnetic disc) and puts in his pocket to take as a souvenir. As he rides
off Tolar and Dalton run off behind him on foot back into
the town of Kamak. Virdon, Burke and Galen watch behind the
bushes. Virdon says he is getting the magnetic disc back somehow. Burke gives him
a lecture saying even if they found
someone to read the disc they would still have to then build a spaceship, reverse the procedure and then there was still no
guarantee they could even get back to the 20th century . But Virdon says it still gives him hope and he can’t give it up.
9
Gorilla soldier Jason stops a man riding a wagon. The man is riding a wagon pulled by cow/bull. He
gives Jason
directions and gives him some water.
He tells Jason that it is about a ½ day ride to the nearest village, Kamak. He should
get there by morning. Very few soldiers come this way. Jason
rides off at full speed.
10
In the nearest village called Kamak, Galen recognizes the prefects house and states that the man on the horse who took
the magnetic disc was wearing
a prefect insignia. They hide behind a wagon in the prefects yard. Galen tells them he will go
in alone because he has a better chance of talking to the
prefect since he is also a chimpanzee. Galen goes to the prefects
house and gives 5 quick knocks at the door. Prefect Barlow answers and Galen goes in for a visit.
11
Virdon and Burke wait hiding behind the wagon in the yard but hear horses approach.
12
Galen tells Barlow that he lost his horse and walked for miles and was happy to find the village Kamak. He had been in
the area doing scientific exploration searching for artifacts of past civilizations. Barlow offers him a drink and pores two drinks
for them. Barlow states he thinks he will like
Galen a lot after Galen cracks a joke. Barlow criticizes gorillas. Galen tries
to pick up the magnetic disc off of Barlow’s desk but can’t reach it. Barlow
tells Galen he has been the prefect for 25 years.
Galen tells him he doesn’t look old enough. They drink a toast to companionship.
13
A gorilla is out in the yard with his horse and is tying it up with many other horses. Virdon and Burke gather large stones
to help ambush him.
14
Barlow shows Galen some things made by humans and compliments that some of them are talented
even
artistically. He tells Galen his theory that if you put 50 humans in a room with plenty of pots and brushes and enough time and
eventually they will copy every masterpiece ever created. Barlow
holds up the magnetic disc and wonders if it could be an
artifact like Galen is looking for. Galen said he’d have to examine it. But Barlow says it couldn’t be cause its too new. Barlow
says that some of their ancestors must have been very advanced at metal works. He shows Galen a golf club
that he found
that was made so well but was terrible for use as a weapon. Barlow notices Galen is eager to see the magnetic disc but Galen
says its due to curiosity. Barlow asks Galen to stay for the night.
15
Virdon and Burke have knocked out a gorilla soldier and Virdon drags his body out of sight. They take the gorillas gun
and prepare to take some horses.
16
Barlow prepares a room for Galen but hears the noise of horses.
17
Virdon and Burke start walking 2 horses as they are surrounded by 5 gorilla soldiers and Prefect Barlow and Galen.
Barlow says the 2 humans are not from his village and that he never has this sort of trouble. He realizes they must be the 2
fugitives that Tolar saw. He tells the gorillas to put them in
the cage. As they are taken away Barlow tells Galen he has a
comfortable hut for him to stay in.
18
Jason has stopped in the mountains near a lake to rest and eat some fruit. Then he rides on
19
Burke and Virdon are found sleeping in the floor in a cage. Virdon wakes up to noises from other humans to find the cage
guarded by a gorilla and a large group of humans staring into the cage. Virdon asks out questions but none of the humans reply at
all. Tolar and Dalton arrive and push their way
through the crowd directly to the cage. Burke asks Tolar what is going to
happen and Tolar simply throws some dirt in his face. Burke gets angry but
Tolar and Dalton walk away.
20
Inside the home of Barlow, he shows Galen some of his old books he had found. Galen questions Barlow about what will

happen with the humans captured the night before. Barlow wonders why he cares and says Galen sounds like a revolutionary.
Barlow gives him a lecture about how humans
are the only animal that create war and revolution among their own people.
Barlow takes him to show what will happen to the 2 humans.
21
Barlow and Galen walk up to the cage where Virdon and Burke are kept prisoner. The guard chooses Burke to be the
one selected for the upcoming
fight. The guard orders Burke out of the cage and Virdon is left behind locked up.
22
Tolar and Dalton practice fighting skills as Barlow and Galen approach. Barlow asks Dalton if he is ready to fight. Dalton
says he is not ready and Barlow is not impressed. So Tolar tells Barlow that Dalton’s stomach is not well today.
23
A human blows a horn to signify the start of the fight in the arena. Many humans gather. Galen and Barlow approach
the arena to watch “the games”.
Barlow criticizes Dalton for not appreciating the games and being manly like his father. A
drummer plays drum rolls as Barlow and Galen enter and
seat themselves at the top seats specially designated for the
prefect. Barlow says the humans watching are all tense as they wait to see blood. Its
human nature. Barlow runs the games
to let man let go of his hostility by watching one human kill another. The winner gets to live out his life in a peaceful manner. The
horn is blown once again and Barlow stands to give welcome speech to the humans of Kamak. He introduces the greatest
fighter of Kamak, Tolar. Tolar comes out wearing furs. The humans clap and cheer. Barlow then introduces the
challenger. Burke is brought out by
two gorillas. The crowd is loud. Galen is shocked. The drum rolls begin again as
the 2 fighters are positioned side by side. Tolar’s son Dalton is in
the audience and looks quite worried. Tolar takes off his
furs and hits Burke in the chest. Burke is taken by surprise and is thrown to the ground. The
crowd cheers. Barlow tells
Galen the humans cheer like children. Tolar and Burke fight on.
24
Jason, the gorilla rides into the town of Kamak. He goes straight to the home of the prefect. He knocks and then barges
in to find nobody home.
Outside he hears cheers, so he rides towards the games.
25
Tolar and Burke continue their battle in the arena to cheers from the human crowd. As Burke seems to be winning,
Dalton continues his worry of
watching his father get defeated knowing that death is approaching. The crowd is now
cheering for Burke. Burke defeats Tolar who now lays on the ground knocked out. The crowd chants “sword” and Barlow throws
down a sword which the winner is supposed to use to kill the loser. Burke walks up
and holds the sword near Tolar’s throat.
Tolar looks up knowing he is defeated. The crowd keeps yelling “kill him“. Jason wanders into the arena and
Galen
recognizes him. Burke will not kill Tolar so he throws the sword to the ground. The audience is angry and gather in the arena to
hit and yell
at Burke. The gorilla guards try to break it up. Jason talks to Barlow to update him on Urko’s news. Barlow
notices that Galen has gone to help Burke escape from the crowd. A gorilla fires his rifle and orders all the humans out of the
arena. Dalton looks down at his father lying on the ground defeated
but still alive.
26
Burke and Galen escape from the arena and town into the wilderness.
27
In the prefects house, Jason and Barlow are talking as a gorilla comes in to notify them that the streets are cleared and
no major problems but one
gorilla did get hurt. Barlow is holding the magnetic disc while Jason gives him a lecture about
using fists to govern the area and not with games.
28
Dalton looking saddened pours some water from the well outside of his house. He takes it in to offer to his father, Tolar,
who is lying emotionless on his
bed. Tolar gives a negative speech about how he is a dead man still breathing and can’t
understand
why Burke didn’t use the sword. Dalton tries to
cheer him up.
29
In the jail cell, Jason pushes Virdon around during his questioning. Barlow is there. Barlow tells Jason not to treat him
that way and Jason states he
won’t be prefect anymore once he makes his report.
30
Burke and Galen run up to Dalton’s house. They knock and Dalton lets them in. Burke introduces Galen as a friend.
Dalton is surprised as Galen
shakes his hand. They ask for the help of Tolar. Tolar will not help and gets angry but Dalton
stops him before he does anything. Dalton says he will
help.
31
Back at the prefects house, Jason is writing his report. Barlow tells Jason that he has studied human behavior and knows
how it controls human’s hostility and anger. Jason finally takes Barlow’s side as he realizes the humans want a death and he
can use it to kill Virdon.
32
Dalton and Burke are talking in Dalton’s home. Burke explains that humans used to be powerful but
used war and
killing to end all that. He said he had no reason to kill Tolar. He explained that back in his time not all humans felt the same
way about killing.
Dalton asks Galen if he understands.
Galen says he never understood killing. Galen and Burke
go hide in a back room as they
hear a horse approaching. Prefect Barlow arrives to check
on Tolar. Tolar says he feels
ashamed and disgraced. Barlow tells him not to worry. Tolar begins to tell the prefect about Burke and Galen but Dalton
stops him and tells the prefect about how worried his father is about being disgraced. Barlow says it will be all forgotten
because there will be a new
game later that evening and Dalton will find the friend of the man that disgraced Tolar. Barlow
tells him that there must be no error, there will be a death. Barlow leaves as Dalton is very worried but his father Tolar looks
optimistic.
33
Barlow goes to talk to Virdon still in the cage. Barlow asks Virdon about the time he was from and if life was better then.
Virdon explains they came to
the town to get the magnetic disk. Barlow wishes that Galen would have just asked for it.
Barlow can not give up the disk or let them free for fear of
losing his power and home.
34
Burke and Galen hiding behind a rock look towards the cage as Barlow leaves and Virdon is left caged and guarded by
two gorillas. They want to help
Virdon escape, so Burke runs back to Daltons home to ask for help but no one is there.
35
Dalton is crouching down in front of his mothers grave. Tolar arrives and they talk about what his mother would have
expected. Tolar says his mother would never have noticed him if not for the games. Dalton is worried and asks how many men
his father has killed. Tolar does not tell him. He just states he has killed as many as the number of games he has fought.
36
Dalton goes to Barlow to ask him why he has to kill. Dalton says he will not fight and he must teach the other humans
that the games are wrong.
Barlow panics and calls for a guard.
37
Tolar is back at home and has a huge argument with Burke over killing. Galen runs in to tell Tolar that Dalton has been
arrested for refusing to fight in
the games.
38
Two gorillas watch over the cage as Tolar arrives. From up top of the cage Burke and Galen jump down onto the two
guards to knock them down.
Tolar joins in and they knock them out. They help Virdon and Dalton escape. All five are on
the run as one gorilla starts shooting at them. As they all
run Jason and Barlow approach. Jason orders them to stop. Tolar
runs towards him and is shot in the chest by Jason. Tolar runs forward to attack
Jason. The gorilla with the rifle plans to
shoot but Barlow tells him not to shoot. Jason is shot by his own gun during the struggle. Both Jason and Tolar lay dead in the
street. The one gorilla with the rifle says he could have stopped it but Barlow says you could see that Jason died a hero. The

street begins to fill humans.
39
Burke, Virdon, Galen and Dalton run off out of town. They hide behind a tree when they hear a horse approaching.
Dalton decides to go out and
confront Barlow who is alone on horseback. Barlow tells Dalton that his father Tolar has died
and that the games have been ended. Barlow gives him
the magnetic disc to give to Burke, Virdon and Galen.
40
The four continue to run off. Dalton points a direction over a hill for the 3 fugitives to take. They invite Dalton to come
along but he decides not to.
Dalton leaves and the three run off.
41
TV Show Closing Credits - text appearing overtop image of gorilla on horseback holding gun in background
A-Z
ALL REFERENCES IN "THE GLADIATORS"
3085 JUNE 14 - Date that clock stopped at in ship
1988 AUGUST 19 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future (seen in the opening credits)
1974 - Copyright year for "The Gladiators" TV episode
A BETTER WAY - Chapter 15 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
ABORT MISSION - Reads on computer in ship before it crashes as it rushes into the future (in opening credits)
A FIGHT - Chapter 3 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
ALBIN, ANDY - Actor, plays the role of ‘MAN” in “The Gladiators”
AMPTP - used for creation of episode “The Gladiators” logo given in final credits
APE GARRISON - Urko sends his guard to speak to every prefect in every ape garrison. Every stranger is to be arrested on
sight. Once they have proof they are supposed to send information straight back to Urko and capture them alive. Jason goes to
speak to Prefect Barlow in the village of Kamar.
ARENA, THE - Chapter 7 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
ASTRONAUTS - Name of humans who had landed on planet ten years earlier and were killed by the gorillas to cover up, Virdon
and Burke are the 2 human astronauts that travel with Galen. Urko says these astronauts are a “threat” and must be caught
AUGUST 19 1988 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future (seen in the opening credits)
BACON, ARCH - Art Director for “The Gladiators”
BARLOW - prefect, chimp elder of village Kamar, north of San Francisco. He is in charge of the fight that Tolar’s son must battle
in. Virdon, Burke and Galen run off as Prefect Barlow arrives on horseback to speak to Tolar and his son Dalton. He asks them
about their training and whether Dalton is ready to fight in the battle that he is in charge of. Tolar tells Barlow about the strange
humans that attacked them. Barlow tells them they are probably just a bunch of outlaws passing through the territories. He will
have a bunch of patrols to watch out for them. Barlow tells Dalton that he hopes he will make him proud. Tolar says he will. As
the prefect gets ready to leave he notices a strange item on the ground (Virdon’s magnetic disc) and puts in his pocket to take as a
souvenir. As he rides off Tolar and Dalton run off behind him on foot. Virdon, Burke and Galen watch behind the bushes. In the
nearest village called Kamak, Galen recognizes the prefects house and states that the man on the horse who took the magnetic
disc was wearing a prefect insignia. They hide behind a wagon in the prefects yard. Galen tells them he will go in alone because
he has a better chance of talking to the prefect since he is also a chimpanzee. Galen goes to the prefects house and gives 5
quick knocks at the door. Prefect Barlow answers and Galen goes in for a visit. Galen tells Barlow that he lost his horse and
walked for miles and was happy to find the village Kamak. He had been in the area doing scientific exploration searching for
artifacts of past civilizations. Barlow offers him a drink and pores two drinks for them. Barlow states he thinks he will like Galen a
lot after Galen cracks a joke. Barlow criticizes gorillas. Galen tries to pick up the magnetic disc off of Barlow’s desk but can’t
reach it. Barlow tells Galen he has been the prefect for 25 years. Galen tells him he doesn’t look old enough. They drink a toast
to companionship. Barlow shows Galen some things made by humans and compliments that some of them are talented even
artistically. He tells Galen his theory that if you put 50 humans in a room with plenty of pots and brushes and enough time and
eventually they will copy every masterpiece ever created. Barlow holds up the magnetic disc and wonders if it could be an artifact
like Galen is looking for. Galen said he’d have to examine it. But Barlow says it couldn’t be cause its too new. Barlow says that
some of their ancestors must have been very advanced at metal works. He shows Galen a golf club that he found that was made
so well but was terrible for use as a weapon. Barlow notices Galen is eager to see the magnetic disc but Galen says its due to
curiosity. Barlow asks Galen to stay for the night. Barlow prepares a room for Galen but hears the noise of horses. Virdon and
Burke start walking 2 horses as they are surrounded by 5 gorilla soldiers and Prefect Barlow and Galen. Barlow says the 2
humans are not from his village and that he never has this sort of trouble. He realizes they must be the 2 fugitives that Tolar saw.
He tells the gorillas to put them in the cage. As they are taken away Barlow tells Galen he has a comfortable hut for him to stay
in. Inside the home of Barlow, he shows Galen some of his old books he had found. Galen questions Barlow about what will
happen with the humans captured the night before. Barlow wonders why he cares and says Galen sounds like a revolutionary.
Barlow gives him a lecture about how humans are the only animal that create war and revolution among their own people. Barlow
takes him to show what will happen to the 2 humans. Barlow and Galen walk up to the cage where Virdon and Burke are kept
prisoner. The guard chooses Burke to be the one
selected for the upcoming fight. The guard orders Burke out of the cage and
Virdon is left behind locked up. Tolar and Dalton practice fighting skills as Barlow and Galen approach. Barlow asks Dalton if he
is ready to fight. Dalton says he is not ready and Barlow is not impressed. So Tolar tells Barlow that Dalton’s stomach is not well
today. A human blows a horn to signify the start of the fight in the arena. Many humans gather. Galen and Barlow approach the
arena to watch “the games”. Barlow criticizes Dalton for not appreciating the games and being manly like his father. A drummer
plays drum rolls as Barlow and Galen enter and seat themselves at the top seats specially designated for the prefect. Barlow says
the humans watching are all tense as they wait to see blood. Its human nature. Barlow runs the games to let man let go of his
hostility by watching one human kill another. The winner gets to live out his life in a peaceful manner. The horn is blown once
again and Barlow stands to give welcome speech to the humans of Kamak. He introduces the greatest fighter of Kamak, Tolar.
Barlow then introduces the challenger. Burke is brought out by 2 gorillas. Barlow tells Galen the humans cheer like children.
Tolar and Burke fight on. Burke defeats Tolar who now lays on the ground knocked out. The crowd chants “sword” and Barlow
throws down a sword which the winner is supposed to use to kill the loser. Burke walks up and holds the sword near Tolar’s throat.
Tolar looks up knowing he is defeated. The crowd keeps yelling “kill him“. Jason wanders into the arena and Galen recognizes
him. Burke will not kill Tolar so he throws the sword to the ground. The audience is angry and gather in the arena to hit and yell at
Burke. The gorilla guards try to break it up. Jason talks to Barlow to update him on Urko’s news. Barlow notices that Galen has
gone to help Burke escape from the crowd. In the prefects house, Jason and Barlow are talking as a gorilla comes in to notify

them that the streets are cleared and no major problems but one gorilla did get hurt. Barlow is holding the magnetic disc while
Jason gives him a lecture about using fists to govern the area and not with games. In the jail cell, Jason pushes Virdon around
during his questioning. Barlow is there. Barlow tells Jason not to treat him that way and Jason states he won’t be prefect anymore
once he makes his report. Back at the prefects house, Jason is writing his report. Barlow tells Jason that he has studied human
behavior and knows how it controls human’s hostility and anger. Jason finally takes Barlow’s side as he realizes the humans want
a death and he can use it to kill Virdon. Galen and Burke go hide in a back room at Daltons house as they hear a horse
approaching. Prefect Barlow arrives to check on Tolar. Tolar says he feels ashamed and disgraced. Barlow tells him not to
worry. Tolar begins to tell the prefect about Burke and Galen but Dalton stops him and tells the prefect about how worried his
father is about being disgraced. Barlow says it will be all forgotten because there will be a new game later that evening and Dalton
will find the friend of the man that disgraced Tolar. Barlow tells him that there must be no error, there will be a death. Barlow
leaves as Dalton is very worried but his father Tolar looks optimistic. Barlow goes to talk to Virdon still in the cage. Barlow asks
Virdon about the time he was from and if life was better then. Virdon explains they came to the town to get the magnetic disk.
Barlow wishes that Galen would have just asked for it. Barlow can not give up the disk or let them free for fear of losing his power
and home. Dalton goes to Barlow to ask him why he has to kill. Dalton says he will not fight and he must teach the other humans
that the games are wrong. Barlow panics and calls for a guard. Dalton is arrested and locked up with Virdon. They escape and
Burke, Virdon, Galen, Dalton and Tolar are on the run. They approach Jason and Barlow approach. Jason orders them to stop.
Tolar runs towards him and is shot in the chest by Jason. Tolar runs forward to attack Jason. The gorilla with the rifle plans to
shoot but Barlow tells him not to shoot. Jason is shot by his own gun during the struggle. Both Jason and Tolar lay dead in the
street. The one gorilla with the rifle says he could have stopped it but Barlow says you could see that Jason died a hero. The
street begins to fill humans. Burke, Virdon, Galen and Dalton run off out of town. They hide behind a tree when they hear a horse
approaching. Dalton decides to go out and confront Barlow who is alone on horseback. Barlow tells Dalton that his father Tolar
has died and that the games have been ended. Barlow gives him the magnetic disc to give to Burke, Virdon and Galen.
BOULLE, PIERRE - original creator of POTA, “The Gladiators” based upon characters created
BURKE, Pete - young astronaut, brown hair, white male one of 2 human astronauts. He travels with astronaut Virdon and
renegade chimp Galen. Galen brings some opper fruit for him to try. Burke says it tastes good and describes its qualities while
Virdon is daydreaming about the magnetic disc. Virdon gives Galen and Burke a speech about the magnetic disc and its
importance. He has hope that they can find a computer somewhere that could let them read the data on the disc. Burke is very
skeptical and pessimistic about the possibility. They hear the sound of a struggle and they all get up to run towards the noises.
Tolar and Dalton are practicing their fighting skills when Virdon, Burke and Galen hear them and come to the rescue assuming that
they are in a real fight. Burke runs in and starts to attack Tolar. Dalton then gangs up to fight Burke. Virdon then runs in to help
Burke. Galen watches on and is very confused and upset. Galen hears a horse coming and calls for Pete and Allen to come
along which ends the fight. They all run off as Prefect Barlow arrives on horseback to speak to Tolar and his son Dalton. As they
run off Virdon realizes that he has dropped the magnetic disc and quickly decides to run back for it. Burke says its not worth the
risk. But Virdon runs back so the frustrated Burke and Galen turn back also. Prefect Barlow tells Dalton that he hopes he will
make him proud. Tolar says he will. As the prefect gets ready to leave he notices a strange item on the ground (Virdon’s
magnetic disc) and puts in his pocket to take as a souvenir. As he rides off Tolar and Dalton run off behind him on foot. Virdon,
Burke and Galen watch behind the bushes. Virdon says he is getting the magnetic disc back somehow. Burke gives him a lecture
saying even if they found someone to read the disc they would still have to then build a spaceship and then there was no
guarantee they could even get back to the 20th century . But Virdon says it still gives him hope and he can’t give it up. In the
nearest village called Kamak, Galen recognizes the prefects house and states that the man on the horse who took the magnetic
disc was wearing a prefect insignia. They hide behind a wagon in the prefects yard. Galen tells them he will go in alone because
he has a better chance of talking to the prefect since he is also a chimpanzee. Virdon and Burke wait hiding behind the wagon in
the yard but hear horses approach. Galen goes in to speak to the prefect. A gorilla is out in the yard with his horse and is tying it
up with many other horses. Virdon and Burke gather large stones to help ambush him. Virdon and Burke have knocked out a
gorilla soldier and Virdon drags his body out of sight. They take the gorillas gun and prepare to take some horses. Virdon and
Burke start walking 2 horses as they are surrounded by 5 gorilla soldiers and Prefect Barlow and Galen. Barlow says the 2
humans are not from his village and that he never has this sort of trouble. He realizes they must be the 2 fugitives that Tolar saw.
He tells the gorillas to put them in the cage. As they are taken away Barlow tells Galen he has a comfortable hut for him to stay
in. Burke and Virdon are found sleeping in the floor in a cage. Virdon wakes up to noises from other humans to find the cage
guarded by a gorilla and a large group of humans staring into the cage. Virdon asks out questions but none of the humans reply at
all. Tolar and Dalton arrive and push their way through the crowd directly to the cage. Burke asks Tolar what is going to happen
and Tolar simply throws some dirt in his face. Burke gets angry but Tolar and Dalton walk away. Barlow and Galen walk up to the
cage where Virdon and Burke are kept prisoner. The guard chooses Burke to be the one selected for the upcoming fight. The
guard orders Burke out of the cage and Virdon is left behind locked up. In the arena Galen and Barlow sit a top to watch the
upcoming fight called the games. Barlow introduces the champion fighter Tolar who comes out wearing furs. The humans clap
and cheer. Barlow then introduces the challenger. Burke is brought out by two gorillas. The crowd is loud. Galen is shocked.
The drum rolls begin again as the 2 fighters are positioned side by side. Tolar’s son Dalton is in the audience and looks quite
worried. Tolar takes off his furs and hits Burke in the chest. Burke is taken by surprise and is thrown to the ground. The crowd
cheers. Barlow tells Galen the humans cheer like children. Tolar and Burke fight on. As Burke seems to be winning, Dalton
continues his worry of watching his father get defeated knowing that death is approaching. The crowd is now cheering for Burke.
Burke defeats Tolar who now lays on the ground knocked out. The crowd chants “sword” and Barlow throws down a sword which
the winner is supposed to use to kill the loser. Burke walks up and holds the sword near Tolar’s throat. Tolar looks up knowing he
is defeated. The crowd keeps yelling “kill him“. Jason wanders into the arena and Galen recognizes him. Burke will not kill Tolar
so he throws the sword to the ground. The audience is angry and gather in the arena to hit and yell at Burke. The gorilla guards
try to break it up. Jason talks to Barlow to update him on Urko’s news. Barlow notices that Galen has gone to help Burke escape
from the crowd. A gorilla fires his rifle and orders all the humans out of the arena. Dalton looks down at his father lying on the
ground defeated but still alive. Burke and Galen escape from the arena and town into the wilderness. Burke and Galen run up to
Dalton’s house. They knock and Dalton lets them in. Burke introduces Galen as a friend. Dalton is surprised as Galen shakes his
hand. They ask for the help of Tolar. Tolar will not help and gets angry but Dalton stops him before he does anything. Dalton
says he will help.
Dalton and Burke are talking in Dalton’s home. Burke explains that humans used to be powerful but
used war and killing to

end all that. He said he had no reason to kill Tolar. He explained that back in his time not all humans felt the same way about
killing. Dalton asks Galen if he understands. Galen says he never understood killing. Galen and Burke go hide in a back room
as they hear a horse approaching. Prefect Barlow arrives to check on Tolar. Burke and Galen hiding behind a rock look towards
the cage as Barlow leaves and Virdon is left caged and guarded by two gorillas. They want to help Virdon escape, so Burke runs
back to Daltons home to ask for help but no one is there. Later Tolar is back at home and has a huge argument with Burke over
killing. Galen runs in to tell Tolar that Dalton has been arrested for refusing to fight in the games. Two gorillas watch over the
cage as Tolar arrives. From up top of the cage Burke and Galen jump down onto the two guards to knock them down. Tolar joins
in and they knock them out. They help Virdon and Dalton escape. All five are on the run as one gorilla starts shooting at them.
As they all run Jason and Barlow approach. Jason orders them to stop. Tolar runs towards him and is shot in the chest by Jason.
Jason runs forward to attack Jason. The gorilla with the rifle plans to shoot but Barlow tells him not to shoot. Jason is shot by his
own gun during the struggle. Both Jason and Tolar lay dead in the street. The one gorilla with the rifle says he could have
stopped it but Barlow says you could see that Jason died a hero. The street begins to fill humans. Burke, Virdon, Galen and
Dalton run off out of town. They hide behind a tree when they hear a horse approaching. Dalton decides to go out and confront
Barlow who is alone on horseback. Barlow tells Dalton that his father Tolar has died and that the games have been ended.
Barlow gives him the magnetic disc to give to Burke, Virdon and Galen. The four continue to run off. Dalton points a direction over
a hill for the 3 fugitives to take. They invite Dalton to come along but he decides not to. Dalton leaves and the three run off.
BURKE‘S MERCY - Chapter 8 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
CAPTURED - Chapter 6 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
CHIEF OF SECURITY - Urko's position as head gorilla in the government of Central City, he works with Zaius, he wants to kill the
human astronauts
DALTON - human fighter, son of Tolar. Tolar and Dalton are practicing their fighting skills when Virdon, Burke and Galen hear
them and come to the rescue assuming that they are in a real fight. Burke runs in and starts to attack Tolar. Dalton then gangs
up to fight Burke. Virdon then runs in to help Burke. Galen hears a horse coming and calls for Pete and Allen to come along
which ends the fight. They all run off as Prefect Barlow arrives on horseback to speak to Tolar and his son Dalton. Barlow asks
them about their training and whether Dalton is ready to fight in the battle that he is in charge of. Tolar tells Barlow about the
strange humans that attacked them. Barlow tells them they are probably just a bunch of outlaws passing through the terror ties.
Prefect Barlow tells Dalton that he hopes he will make him proud. Tolar says he will. As the prefect gets ready to leave he notices
a strange item on the ground (Virdon’s magnetic disc) and puts in his pocket to take as a souvenir. As he rides off Tolar and
Dalton run off behind him on foot. Virdon, Burke and Galen watch behind the bushes. Burke and Virdon are found sleeping in the
floor in a cage. Virdon wakes up to noises from other humans to find the cage guarded by a gorilla and a large group of humans
staring into the cage. Virdon asks out questions but none of the humans reply at all. Tolar and Dalton arrive and push their way
through the crowd directly to the cage. Burke asks Tolar what is going to happen and Tolar simply throws some dirt in his face.
Burke gets angry but Tolar and Dalton walk away. Tolar and Dalton practice fighting skills as Barlow and Galen approach. Barlow
asks Dalton if he is ready to fight. Dalton says he
is not ready and Barlow is not impressed. So Tolar tells Barlow that Dalton’s
stomach is not well today. A human blows a horn to signify the start of the fight in the arena. Many humans gather. Galen and
Barlow approach the arena to watch “the games”. Barlow criticizes Dalton for not appreciating the games and being manly like
his father. A drummer plays drum rolls as Barlow and Galen enter and seat themselves at the top seats specially designated for
the prefect. Barlow says the humans watching are all tense as they wait to see blood. He introduces the greatest fighter of
Kamak, Tolar. Tolar comes out wearing furs. The humans clap and cheer. Barlow then introduces the challenger. Burke is
brought out by 2 gorillas. Dalton is in the audience and looks quite worried. Tolar takes off his furs and hits Burke in the chest.
Burke is taken by surprise and is thrown to the ground. As Burke seems to be winning, Dalton continues his worry of watching his
father get defeated knowing that death is approaching. The crowd chants “sword” and Barlow throws down a sword which the
winner is supposed to use to kill the loser. Burke walks up and holds the sword near Tolar’s throat. Tolar looks up knowing he is
defeated. The crowd keeps yelling “kill him“. Burke will not kill Tolar so he throws the sword to the ground. Dalton looks down at
his father lying on the ground defeated but still alive. Later Dalton looking saddened pours some water from the well outside of his
house. He takes it in to offer to his father, Tolar, who is lying emotionless on his bed. Tolar gives a negative speech about how he
is a dead man still breathing and can’t understand why Burke didn’t use the sword. Dalton tries to cheer him up. Burke and
Galen run up to Dalton’s house. They knock and Dalton lets them in. Burke introduces Galen as a friend. Dalton is surprised as
Galen shakes his hand. They ask for the help of Tolar. Tolar will not help and gets angry but Dalton stops him before he does
anything. Dalton says he will help. Dalton and Burke are talking in Dalton’s home. Burke explains that humans used to be
powerful but used war and killing to end all that. He said he had no reason to kill Tolar. He explained that back in his time not all
humans felt the same way about killing. Dalton asks Galen if he understands. Galen says he never understood killing. Galen
and Burke go hide in a back room as they hear a horse approaching. Prefect Barlow arrives to check on Tolar. Tolar says he
feels ashamed and disgraced. Barlow tells him not to worry. Tolar begins to tell the prefect about Burke and Galen but Dalton
stops him and tells the prefect about how worried his father is about being disgraced. Barlow says it will be all forgotten because
there will be a new game later that evening and Dalton will find the friend of the man that disgraced Tolar. Barlow tells him that
there must be no error, there will be a death. Barlow leaves as Dalton is very worried but his father Tolar looks optimistic. Later
Dalton is crouching down in front of his mothers grave. Tolar arrives and they talk about what his mother would have expected.
Tolar says his mother would never have noticed him if not for the games. Dalton is worried and asks how many men his father has
killed. Tolar does not tell him. He just states he has killed as many as the number of games he has fought. Dalton goes to
Barlow to ask him why he has to kill. Dalton says he will not fight and he must teach the other humans that the games are wrong.
Barlow panics and calls for a guard. Tolar is back at home and has a huge argument with Burke over killing. Galen runs in to tell
Tolar that Dalton has been arrested for refusing to fight in the games. Two gorillas watch over the cage as Tolar arrives. From up
top of the cage Burke and Galen jump down onto the two guards to knock them down. Tolar joins in and they knock them out.
They help Virdon and Dalton escape. All five are on the run as one gorilla starts shooting at them. As they all run Jason and
Barlow approach. Jason orders them to stop. Tolar runs towards him and is shot in the chest by Jason. Burke, Virdon, Galen
and Dalton run off out of town. They hide behind a tree when they hear a horse approaching. Dalton decides to go out and
confront Barlow who is alone on horseback. Barlow tells Dalton that his father Tolar has died and that the games have been
ended. Barlow gives him the magnetic disc to give to Burke, Virdon and Galen. The four continue to run off. Dalton points a
direction over a hill for the 3 fugitives to take. They invite Dalton to come along but he decides not to. Dalton leaves and the three
run off.

DALTON‘S CHOICE - Chapter 13 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
DELUXE - Color for “The Gladiators”
DIMITRI, NICK - Actor, plays the role of “A GORILLA” in “The Gladiators”
DIMSDALE, HOWARD - Executive Story Consultant for “The Gladiators”
DISGRACED - Chapter 9 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
END TITLES - Chapter 16 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
EVANS, MARK - Production Supervisor for “The Gladiators”
FINNERMAN, GERALD PERRY A.S.C. - Director of Photography for “The Gladiators”
FUGITIVES, THE - Chapter 2 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
GALEN - Young adult male chimpanzee. Considered a renegade by other apes. He travels along with the human astronauts
Virdon and Burke. He is wanted by Zaius and Urko. Galen brings some opper fruit out of the woods for Virdon and Burke to eat.
Burke says it tastes good and describes its qualities while Virdon is daydreaming about the magnetic disc. Virdon gives Galen
and Burke a speech about the magnetic disc and its importance. They hear the sound of a struggle and they all get up to run
towards the noises. Tolar and Dalton are practicing their fighting skills when Virdon, Burke and Galen hear them and come to the
rescue assuming that they are in a real fight. Burke runs in and starts to attack Tolar. Dalton then gangs up to fight Burke.
Virdon then runs in to help Burke. Galen watches on and is very confused and upset. Galen hears a horse coming and calls for
Pete and Allen to come along which ends the fight. They all run off as Prefect Barlow arrives on horseback to speak to Tolar and
his son Dalton. As they run off Virdon realizes that he has dropped the magnetic disc and quickly decides to run back for it. Burke
says its not worth the risk. But Virdon runs back so the frustrated Burke and Galen turn back also. Prefect Barlow tells Dalton that
he hopes he will make him proud. Tolar says he will. As the prefect gets ready to leave he notices a strange item on the ground
(Virdon’s magnetic disc) and puts in his pocket to take as a souvenir. As he rides off Tolar and Dalton run off behind him on foot.
Virdon, Burke and Galen watch behind the bushes. Virdon says he is getting the magnetic disc back somehow. In the nearest
village called Kamak, Galen recognizes the prefects house and states that the man on the horse who took the magnetic disc was
wearing a prefect insignia. They hide behind a wagon in the prefects yard. Galen tells them he will go in alone because he has a
better chance of talking to the prefect since he is also a chimpanzee. Galen goes to the prefects house and gives 5 quick knocks
at the door. Prefect Barlow answers and Galen goes in for a visit. Galen tells Barlow that he lost his horse and walked for miles
and was happy to find the village Kamak. He had been in the area doing scientific exploration searching for artifacts of past
civilizations. Barlow offers him a drink and pores two drinks for them. Barlow states he thinks he will like Galen a lot after Galen
cracks a joke. Barlow criticizes gorillas. Galen tries to pick up the magnetic disc off of Barlow’s desk but can’t reach it. Barlow
tells Galen he has been the prefect for 25 years. Galen tells him he doesn’t look old enough. They drink a toast to
companionship. Barlow shows Galen some things made by humans and compliments that some of them are talented even
artistically. He tells Galen his theory that if you put 50 humans in a room with plenty of pots and brushes and enough time and
eventually they will copy every masterpiece ever created. Barlow holds up the magnetic disc and wonders if it could be an artifact
like Galen is looking for. Galen said he’d have to examine it. But Barlow says it couldn’t be cause its too new. Barlow says that
some of their ancestors must have been very advanced at metal works. He shows Galen a golf club
that he found that was
made so well but was terrible for use as a weapon. Barlow notices Galen is eager to see the magnetic disc but Galen says its due
to curiosity. Barlow asks Galen to stay for the night. Barlow prepares a room for Galen but hears the noise of horses. Virdon
and Burke start walking 2 horses as they are surrounded by 5 gorilla soldiers and Prefect Barlow and Galen. Barlow says the 2
humans are not from his village and that he never has this sort of trouble. He realizes they must be the 2 fugitives that Tolar saw.
He tells the gorillas to put them in the cage. As they are taken away Barlow tells Galen he has a comfortable hut for him to stay
in. Inside the home of Barlow, he shows Galen some of his old books he had found. Galen questions Barlow about what will
happen with the humans captured the night before. Barlow wonders why he cares and says Galen sounds like a revolutionary.
Barlow gives him a lecture about how humans are the only animal that create war and revolution among their own people. Barlow
takes him to show what will happen to the 2 humans. Barlow and Galen walk up to the cage where Virdon and Burke are kept
prisoner. The guard chooses Burke to be the one selected for the upcoming fight. The guard orders Burke out of the cage and
Virdon is left behind locked up. Tolar and Dalton practice fighting skills as Barlow and Galen approach. Barlow asks Dalton if he
is ready to fight. Dalton says he is not ready and Barlow is not impressed. So Tolar tells Barlow that Dalton’s stomach is not well
today. A human blows a horn to signify the start of the fight in the arena. Many humans gather. Galen and Barlow approach the
arena to watch “the games”. Barlow criticizes Dalton for not appreciating the games and being manly like his father. A drummer
plays drum rolls as Barlow and Galen enter and seat themselves at the top seats specially designated for the prefect. Barlow says
the humans watching are all tense as they wait to see blood. Its human nature. Barlow runs the games to let man let go of his
hostility by watching one human kill another. The winner gets to live out his life in a peaceful manner. The horn is blown once
again and Barlow stands to give welcome speech to the humans of Kamak. He introduces the greatest fighter of Kamak, Tolar.
Tolar comes out wearing furs. The humans clap and cheer. Barlow then introduces the challenger. Burke is brought out by two
gorillas. The crowd is loud. Galen is shocked. The drum rolls begin again as the 2 fighters are positioned side by side. Tolar’s
son Dalton is in the audience and looks quite worried. Tolar takes off his furs and hits Burke in the chest. Burke is taken by
surprise and is thrown to the ground. The crowd cheers. Barlow tells Galen the humans cheer like children. Tolar and Burke fight
on. Jason wanders into the arena and Galen recognizes him. Burke will not kill Tolar so he throws the sword to the ground. The
audience is angry and gather in the arena to hit and yell at Burke. The gorilla guards try to break it up. Jason talks to Barlow to
update him on Urko’s news. Barlow notices that Galen has gone to help Burke escape from the crowd. A gorilla fires his rifle and
orders all the humans out of the arena. Dalton looks down at his father lying on the ground defeated but still alive. Burke and
Galen escape from the arena and town into the wilderness. Burke and Galen run up to Dalton’s house. They knock and Dalton
lets them in. Burke introduces Galen as a friend. Dalton is surprised as Galen shakes his hand. They ask for the help of Tolar.
Tolar will not help and gets angry but Dalton stops him before he does anything. Dalton says he will help.
Dalton and Burke are talking in Dalton’s home as Galen listens on. Burke explains that humans used to be powerful but
used
war and killing to end all that. He said he
had no reason to kill Tolar. He explained that back in his time not all humans felt the
same way about killing.
Dalton asks Galen if he understands. Galen says he never understood killing. Galen and Burke go
hide in a back room as they
hear a horse approaching. Prefect Barlow arrives to check
on Tolar. Burke and Galen
hiding behind a rock look towards the cage as Barlow leaves and Virdon is left caged and guarded by two gorillas. They want to
help Virdon escape, so Burke runs back to Daltons home to ask for help but no one is there. Later Tolar is back at home and has
a huge argument with Burke over killing. Galen runs in to tell Tolar that Dalton has been arrested for refusing to fight in the games.

Two gorillas watch over the cage as Tolar arrives. From up top of the cage Burke and Galen jump down onto the two guards to
knock them down. Tolar joins in and they knock them out. They help Virdon and Dalton escape. All five are on the run as one
gorilla starts shooting at them. As they all run Jason and Barlow approach. Jason orders them to stop. Tolar runs towards him
and is shot in the chest by Jason. Burke, Virdon, Galen and Dalton run off out of town. They hide behind a tree when they hear a
horse approaching. Dalton decides to go out and confront Barlow who is alone on horseback. Barlow tells Dalton that his father
Tolar has died and that the games have been ended. Barlow gives him the magnetic disc to give to Burke, Virdon and Galen.
The four continue to run off. Dalton points a direction over a hill for the 3 fugitives to take. They invite Dalton to come along but he
decides not to. Dalton leaves and the three run off.
GAMES, THE - A fighting game between two humans. The one who wins the fight is supplied with a sword by Prefect Barlow. The
winner kills the loser. Barlow created the game to control the humans and give them a way to vent their frustration and anger. The
games had always been successful as local fighting hero Tolar always won each game. A human blows a horn to signify the start
of the fight in the arena. Many humans gather. Galen and Barlow approach the arena to watch “the games”. Barlow criticizes
Dalton for not appreciating the games and being manly like his father. A drummer plays drum rolls as Barlow and Galen enter and
seat themselves at the top seats specially designated for the prefect. Barlow says the humans watching are all tense as they wait
to see blood. Its human nature. Barlow runs the games to let man let go of his hostility by watching one human kill another. The
winner gets to live out his life in a peaceful manner. The horn is blown once again and Barlow stands to give welcome speech to
the humans of Kamak. He introduces the greatest fighter of Kamak, Tolar. Tolar comes out wearing furs. The humans clap and
cheer. Barlow then introduces the challenger. Burke is brought out by two gorillas. The crowd is loud. Galen is shocked. The
drum rolls begin again as the 2 fighters are positioned side by side. Tolar’s son Dalton is in the audience and looks quite worried.
Tolar takes off his furs and hits Burke in the chest. Burke is taken by surprise and is thrown to the ground. The crowd cheers.
Barlow tells Galen the humans cheer like children. Tolar and Burke fight on. Tolar and Burke continue their battle in the arena to
cheers from the human crowd. As Burke seems to be winning, Dalton continues his worry of
watching his father get
defeated knowing that death is approaching. The crowd is now cheering for Burke. Burke defeats Tolar who now lays on the
ground knocked out. The crowd chants “sword” and Barlow throws down a sword which the winner is supposed to use to kill the
loser. Burke walks up and holds the sword near Tolar’s throat. Tolar looks up knowing he is defeated. The crowd keeps yelling
“kill him“. Jason wanders into the arena and Galen recognizes him. Burke will not kill Tolar so he throws the sword to the ground.
The audience is angry and gather in the arena to hit and yell at Burke. The gorilla guards try to break it up. Jason talks to Barlow
to update him on Urko’s news. Barlow notices that Galen has gone to help Burke escape from the crowd. A gorilla fires his rifle
and orders all the humans out of the arena. Dalton looks down at his father lying on the ground defeated but still alive.
Burke and Galen escape from the arena and town into the wilderness. In the prefects house, Jason and Barlow are talking as a
gorilla comes in to notify them that the streets are cleared and no major problems but one gorilla did get hurt. Barlow is holding the
magnetic disc while Jason gives him a lecture about using fists to govern the area and not with games. Dalton looking saddened
pours some water from the well outside of his house. He takes it in to offer to his father, Tolar, who is lying emotionless on his
bed. Tolar gives a negative speech about how he is a dead man still breathing and can’t understand why Burke didn’t use the
sword. Dalton tries to cheer him up. Back at the prefects house, Jason is writing his report. Barlow tells Jason that he has
studied human behavior and knows how it controls human’s hostility and anger. Jason finally takes Barlow’s side as he realizes
the humans want a death and he can use it to kill Virdon.
Barlow comes to tell Dalton he will fight in the next game to be held that evening. Dalton will find the friend of the man that
disgraced Tolar. Barlow tells him that there must be no error, there will be a death. Barlow leaves as Dalton is very worried but his
father Tolar looks optimistic. Dalton is crouching down in front of his mothers grave. Tolar arrives and they talk about what his
mother would have expected. Tolar says his mother would never have noticed him if not for the games. Dalton is worried and
asks how many men his father has killed. Tolar does not tell him. He just states he has killed as many as the number of games
he has fought. Dalton goes to Barlow to ask him why he has to kill. Dalton says he will not fight and he must teach the other
humans that the games are wrong. Later Barlow tells Dalton that his father Tolar has died and that the games have been ended.
GLASSMAN, RICHARD - Unit Production Manager for “The Gladiators”
HARPER, RON - Actor, plays the role of ALAN VIRDON in “The Gladiators”
HOYT, JOHN - Actor, plays the role of BARLOW in “The Gladiators”
HIRSCHMAN, HERBERT - Executive Producer for “The Gladiators”
HOUGH, STAN - Producer for “The Gladiators”
HUBERT, AXEL A.C.E. - Film Editor for “The Gladiators”
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS - small gatherings/villages of humans that Urko plans to check through to find Virdon and Burke.
JACK COLE FILM GROUP - Titles designed for “The Gladiators”
JASON - young male gorilla soldier. Works for General Urko. Urko is having a talk with him pointing out on a map on the wall of
the area where he figures Galen, Virdon, and Burke must be traveling. Urko tells Jason to go speak to every Prefect in every ape
garrison in the area and give them descriptions of Virdon and Burke. They
are to arrest any strange human in the area and
then get back in touch with Urko. Urko tells Jason to bring them back alive (unless they try to escape). He expects and would like
the astronauts to try and escape. Jason acknowledges and goes on his mission.
JUNE 14 3085 - Date that clock stopped at in ship, Virdon and Burke discovered the date when they came back to the ship with
Faro
KAMAK - human village, led by prefect Barlow.
LENARD, MARK - Actor, plays the role of URKO in "The Gladiators"
LOOKING FOR HELP - Chapter 10 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
LOST DISC, THE - Chapter 4 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
MAGNETIC DISC - The input flight record of everything that happened on the ship during the flight from takeoff to crash is
recorded on the ships magnetic disc, Virdon has it in his possession and figures it is their only hope for returning home. Burke is
very skeptic. Every detail of their flight is recorded right there. It can tell them when and where and maybe even how they hit that
time warp. If they can run it through a computer they could access that data. Burke states there is no computer to run it through.
During a fight with Dalton and Tolar, Virdon drops the disc. Later the prefect Barlow notices a strange item on the ground (Virdon’s
magnetic disc) and puts in his pocket to take as a souvenir. Virdon says he is getting the magnetic disc back somehow. Burke
gives him a lecture saying even if they found someone to read the disc they would still have to then build a spaceship, reverse the

procedure and then there was
still no guarantee they could even get back to the 20th century . But Virdon says it still gives
him hope and he can’t give it up. At Barlow’s house, Galen tries to pick up the magnetic disc off of Barlow’s desk but can’t reach
it. Later Barlow holds up the magnetic disc and wonders if it could be an artifact like Galen is looking for. Galen said he’d have
to examine it. But Barlow says it couldn’t be cause its too new. Barlow says that some of their ancestors must have been very
advanced at metal works. He shows Galen a golf club that he found that was made so well but was terrible for use as a weapon.
Galen mentions the magnetic disc is made of the same materials as the golf club. Barlow notices Galen is eager to see the
magnetic disc but Galen says its due to curiosity. Later in the cage prison, Virdon explains to Barlow they came to the town to get
the magnetic disk. Barlow wishes that Galen would have just asked for it. Barlow can not give up the disk or let them free for fear
of losing his power and home. Later Barlow tells Dalton that his father Tolar has died and that the games have been ended.
Barlow gives him the magnetic disc to give to Burke, Virdon and Galen.
MAIN TITLES - Chapter 1 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
MAN - human male (age 50’s) riding wagon pulled by cow/bull. He gives gorilla Jason directions and gives him some water.
MANDELIK, GIL - Assistant Director for “The Gladiators”
MAP - General Urko has a large map of the Unites States on his wall. He points out the area around San Francisco on the west
coast of the country. He is having a talk with gorilla soldier Jason pointing out on a map on the wall of the area where he figures
Galen, Virdon, and Burke must be traveling. Urko tells Jason to go speak to every Prefect in every ape garrison in the area and
give them descriptions of Virdon and Burke.
McDOUGALL, DON - Director for “The Gladiators”
McDOWALL, RODDY - Actor, plays the role of GALEN in “The Gladiators”
NAUGHTON, JAMES - Actor, plays the role of PETE BURKE in “The Gladiators”
NEED TO KILL, THE - Chapter 11 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
NEWMAN, LIONEL - Music Supervision for “The Gladiators”
OPPER - unique fruit. Galen finds some of these fruit in the forest and brings them to Virdon and Burke so they can eat. Burke
tries it and says its “good”. He describes it as “looks like a bomb, feels like a banana, tastes like an orange. He says it must be a
mutation but its tropical. Found north of San Francisco where they used to eat apples and pears.
PACIFIST - Burke explains to Dalton that some humans were pacifics and did not want to take part in any war or killing. Dalton
says his mother must have beena pacificst. Dalton’s mother did not approve of killing anyone. Later Dalton goes to his mothers
grave and asks his father what she would have him do now that he must fight in the games and kill.
PAIGE, MARVIN - Casting for “The Gladiators”
PREFECT - Ape in charge of a certain area/village/settlement. Prefect watches over and speaks for his townspeople. Urko sends
his guard to speak to every prefect and give the description of Virdon and Burke. Every stranger is to be arrested on sight. The
Prefect of the human village of Kamar is Barlow. He uses his power to run the humans and he created the games to help deal with
human emotions and anger and fighting. Jason threatens Barlow that he will lose his position as prefect but Barlow gets to keep it
in the end.
PREFECT, THE - Chapter 5 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
RCA PHOTOPHONE - Sound Recording for “The Gladiators”
REISS, STUART A. - Set Decorator for “The Gladiators”
RENELLA, PAT - Actor, plays the role of JASON in “The Gladiators”
RUBY, JOE - Story Consultant along with Ken Spears for “The Gladiators”
SAN FRANCISCO - Burke estimates they are presently located just north of San Francisco. Galen brings Burke some unique fruit
to eat. He says the fruit must be a mutation but its tropical. Found north of San Francisco where they used to eat apples and
pears.
SCHIFRIN, LALO - Music for “The Gladiators”
SETTLEMENTS - Virdon asks Galen if there are any settlements in the area. Galen does not know the area too well. They land
up wandering to the nearby village of Kamar, run by prefect Barlow.
SHIPTIME - The clock of the ship reads the time based on actual time going by in the ship, the date stays August 19 1988 even
when they fly into the future
SILVER, JOSEPH A.C.E. - Post Production Supervisor for “The Gladiators”
SINGER, MARC - Actor, plays the role of DALTON in “The Gladiators”
SMITH, WILLIAM - Actor, plays the role of TOLAR in “The Gladiators”
STEIN, RON - Actor, plays the role of 1ST GORILLA in “The Gladiators”
STADER, JIM - Actor, plays the role of 2ND GORILLA in “The Gladiators”
STRIEPEKE, DAN - Makeup Artist for “The Gladiators”
TELEVISION CODE - code approved for “The Gladiators” with logo given in final credits
THERE WILL BE A DEATH - Chapter 12 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
TOLAR - Human fighter, father of Dalton. Tolar and Dalton are practicing their fighting skills when Virdon, Burke and Galen hear
them and come to the rescue assuming that they are in a real fight. Burke runs in and starts to attack Tolar. Dalton then gangs
up to fight Burke. Virdon then runs in to help Burke. Galen hears a horse coming and calls for Pete and Allen to come along
which ends the fight. They all run off as Prefect Barlow arrives on horseback to speak to Tolar and his son Dalton. Barlow asks
them about their training and whether Dalton is ready to fight in the battle that he is in charge of. Tolar tells Barlow about the
strange humans that attacked them. Barlow tells them they are probably just a bunch of outlaws passing through the territories.
Prefect Barlow tells Dalton that he hopes he will make him proud. Tolar says he will. As Barlow rides off Tolar and Dalton run off
behind him on foot. Later Burke and Virdon are found sleeping in the floor in a cage. Virdon wakes up to noises from other
humans to find the cage guarded by a gorilla and a large group of humans staring into the cage. Virdon asks out questions but
none of the humans reply at all. Tolar and Dalton arrive and push their way through the crowd directly to the cage. Burke asks
Tolar what is going to happen and Tolar simply throws some dirt in his face. Burke gets angry but Tolar and Dalton walk away.
Later Tolar and Dalton practice fighting skills as Barlow and Galen approach. Barlow asks Dalton if he is ready to fight. Dalton
says he is not ready and Barlow is not impressed. So Tolar tells Barlow that Dalton’s stomach is not well today. A human blows
a horn to signify the start of the fight in the arena. Many humans gather. Galen and Barlow approach the arena to watch “the

games”. Barlow criticizes Dalton for not appreciating the games and being manly like his father. A drummer plays drum rolls as
Barlow and Galen enter and seat themselves at the top seats specially designated for the prefect. Barlow says the humans
watching are all tense as they wait to see blood. Its human nature. Barlow runs the games to let man let go of his hostility by
watching one human kill another. The winner gets to live out his life in a peaceful manner. The horn is blown once again and
Barlow stands to give welcome speech to the humans of Kamak. He introduces the greatest fighter of Kamak, Tolar. Tolar
comes out wearing furs. The humans clap and cheer. Barlow then introduces the challenger. Burke is brought out by
two
gorillas. The crowd is loud. The drum rolls begin again as the 2 fighters are positioned side by side. Tolar’s son Dalton is in the
audience and looks quite worried. Tolar takes off his furs and hits Burke in the chest. Burke is taken by surprise and is thrown to
the ground. The crowd cheers. Barlow tells Galen the humans cheer like children. Tolar and Burke fight on. Tolar and Burke
continue their battle in the arena to cheers from the human crowd. As Burke seems to be winning, Dalton continues his worry of
watching his father get defeated knowing that death is approaching. The crowd is now cheering for Burke. Burke defeats Tolar
who now lays on the ground knocked out. The crowd chants “sword” and Barlow throws down a sword which the winner is
supposed to use to kill the loser. Burke walks up and holds the sword near Tolar’s throat. Tolar looks up knowing he is defeated.
The crowd keeps yelling “kill him“. Jason wanders into the arena and Galen recognizes him. Burke will not kill Tolar so he throws
the sword to the ground. The audience is angry and gather in the arena to hit and yell at Burke. The gorilla guards try to break it
up. Jason talks to Barlow to update him on Urko’s news. Barlow notices that Galen has gone to help Burke escape from the
crowd. A gorilla fires his rifle and orders all the humans out of the arena. Dalton looks down at his father lying on the ground
defeated but still alive. Dalton looking saddened pours some water from the well outside of his house. He takes it in to offer to his
father, Tolar, who is lying emotionless on his bed. Tolar gives a negative speech about how he is a dead man still breathing and
can’t understand why Burke didn’t use the sword. Dalton tries to cheer him up. Burke and Galen run up to Dalton’s house. They
knock and Dalton lets them in. Burke introduces Galen as a friend. Dalton is surprised as Galen shakes his hand. They ask for
the help of Tolar. Tolar will not help and gets angry but Dalton stops him before he does anything. Dalton says he will help. Later
Prefect Barlow arrives to check on Tolar. Tolar says he feels ashamed and disgraced. Barlow tells him not to worry. Tolar begins
to tell the prefect about Burke and Galen but Dalton stops him and tells the prefect about how worried his father is about being
disgraced. Barlow says it will be all forgotten because there will be a new game later that evening and Dalton will find the friend of
the man that disgraced Tolar. Barlow tells him that there must be no error, there will be a death. Barlow leaves as Dalton is very
worried but his father Tolar looks optimistic. Later Dalton is crouching down in front of his mothers grave. Tolar arrives and they
talk about what his mother would have expected. Tolar says his mother would never have noticed him if not for the games. Dalton
is worried and asks how many men his father has killed. Tolar does not tell him. He just states he has killed as many as the
number of games he has fought. Later Tolar is back at home and has a huge argument with Burke over killing. Galen runs in to
tell Tolar that Dalton has been arrested for refusing to fight in the games. Two gorillas watch over the cage as Tolar arrives. From
up top of the cage Burke and Galen jump down onto the two guards to knock them down.
Tolar joins in and they knock
them out. They help Virdon and Dalton escape. All five are on the run as one gorilla starts shooting at them. As they all run
Jason and Barlow approach. Jason orders them to stop. Tolar runs towards him and is shot in the chest by Jason. Tolar runs
forward to attack Jason. The gorilla with the rifle plans to shoot but Barlow tells him not to shoot. Jason is shot by his own gun
during the struggle. Both Jason and Tolar lay dead in the street. The one gorilla with the rifle says he could have stopped it but
Barlow says you could see that Jason died a hero. The
street begins to fill humans. Later Barlow tells Dalton that his father
Tolar has died and that the games have been ended.
TOLAR‘S SACRIFICE - Chapter 14 on DVD for "The Gladiators"
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX - Opening credits show 20th Century Fox logo, Copyright holder for "The Gladiators” All Rights
Reserved
URKO - Chief of Security, male gorilla, works with Zaius. He is on a personal manhunt for the 2 astronauts Virdon and Burke and
renegade chimp Galen. He is having a talk with gorilla soldier Jason pointing out on a map on the wall of the area where he
figures Galen, Virdon, and Burke must be traveling. Urko tells Jason to go speak to every Prefect in every ape garrison in the
area and give them descriptions of Virdon and Burke. They are to arrest any strange human in the area and then get back in
touch with Urko. Urko tells Jason to bring them back alive (unless they try to escape). He expects and would like the astronauts
to try and escape.
VIRDON, Alan - older astronaut, blonde hair, white male, one of 2 human astronauts. He travels with astronaut Burke and
renegade chimp Galen. Virdon sits thinking about the magnetic disc and his only way back home. He is too busy daydreaming to
notice Galen and Burke discussing eating Opper fruit. Virdon gives Galen and Burke a speech about the magnetic disc and its
importance. He has hope that they can find a computer somewhere that could let them read the data on the disc. They hear the
sound of a struggle and they all get up to run towards the noises. Tolar and Dalton are practicing their fighting skills when Virdon,
Burke and Galen hear them and come to the rescue assuming that they are in a real fight. Burke runs in and starts to attack Tolar.
Dalton then gangs up to fight Burke. Virdon then runs in to help Burke. Galen watches on and is very confused and upset. Galen
hears a horse coming and calls for Pete and Allen to come along which ends the fight. They all run off as Prefect Barlow arrives
on horseback to speak to Tolar and his son Dalton. As they run off Virdon realizes that he has dropped the magnetic disc and
quickly decides to run back for it. Burke says its not worth the risk. But Virdon runs back so the frustrated Burke and Galen turn
back also. Prefect Barlow tells Dalton that he hopes he will make him proud. Tolar says he will. As the prefect gets ready to leave
he notices a strange item on the ground (Virdon’s magnetic disc) and puts in his pocket to take as a souvenir. As he rides off
Tolar and Dalton run off behind him on foot. Virdon, Burke and Galen watch behind the bushes. Virdon says he is getting the
magnetic disc back somehow. Burke gives him a lecture saying even if they found someone to read the disc they would still have
to then build a spaceship, reverse the procedure and then there was still no guarantee they could even get back to the 20th century
. But Virdon says it still gives him hope and he can’t give it up. In the nearest village called Kamak, Galen recognizes the
prefects house and states that the man on the horse who took the magnetic disc was wearing a prefect insignia. They hide behind
a wagon in the prefects yard. Galen tells them he will go in alone because he has a better chance of talking to the prefect since
he is also a chimpanzee. Galen goes to the prefects house and gives 5 quick knocks at the door. Prefect Barlow answers and
Galen goes in for a visit. Virdon and Burke wait hiding behind the wagon in the yard but hear horses approach. A gorilla is out in
the yard with his horse and is tying it up with many other horses. Virdon and Burke gather large stones to help ambush him.
Virdon and Burke have knocked out a gorilla soldier and Virdon drags his body out of sight. They take the gorillas gun and
prepare to take some horses. Virdon and Burke start walking 2 horses as they are surrounded by 5 gorilla soldiers and Prefect
Barlow and Galen. Barlow says the 2 humans are not from his village and that he never has this sort of trouble. He realizes they

must be the 2 fugitives that Tolar saw. He tells the gorillas to put them in the cage. Later Burke and Virdon are found sleeping in
the floor in a cage. Virdon wakes up to noises from other humans to find the cage guarded by a gorilla and a
large group of
humans staring into the cage. Virdon asks out questions but none of the humans reply at all. Tolar and Dalton arrive and push
their way through the crowd directly to the cage. Burke asks Tolar what is going to happen and Tolar simply throws some dirt in
his face. Burke gets angry but Tolar and Dalton walk away. Barlow and Galen walk up to the cage where Virdon and Burke are
kept prisoner. The guard chooses Burke to be the one selected for the upcoming fight. The guard orders Burke out of the cage
and Virdon is left behind locked up. Later in the jail cell, Jason pushes Virdon around during his questioning. Barlow is there.
Barlow tells Jason not to treat him that way and Jason states he
won’t be prefect anymore once he makes his report.
Later Barlow goes to talk to Virdon still in the cage. Barlow asks Virdon about the time he was from and if life was better then.
Virdon explains they came to the town to get the magnetic disk. Barlow wishes that Galen would have just asked for it. Barlow
can not give up the disk or let them free for fear of
losing his power and home. Burke and Galen hiding behind a rock look
towards the cage as Barlow leaves and Virdon is left caged and guarded by two gorillas. They want to help Virdon escape, so
Burke runs back to Daltons home to ask for help but no one is there. Two gorillas watch over the cage as Tolar arrives. From up
top of the cage Burke and Galen jump down onto the two guards to knock them down. Tolar joins in and they knock them out.
They help Virdon and Dalton escape. All five are on the run as one gorilla starts shooting at them. As they all run Jason and
Barlow approach. Jason orders them to stop. Tolar runs towards him and is shot in the chest by Jason. Tolar runs forward to
attack Jason. The gorilla with the rifle plans to shoot but Barlow tells him not to shoot. Jason is shot by his own gun during the
struggle. Both Jason and Tolar lay dead in the street. Burke, Virdon, Galen and Dalton run off out of town. They hide behind a
tree when they hear a horse approaching. Dalton decides to go out and confront Barlow who is alone on horseback. Barlow tells
Dalton that his father Tolar has died and that the games have been ended. Barlow gives him the magnetic disc to give to Burke,
Virdon and Galen. The four continue to run off. Dalton points a direction over a hill for the 3 fugitives to take. They invite Dalton to
come along but he decides not to. Dalton leaves and the three run off.
WALLACE, ART - Writer for “The Gladiators”
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HO 9-1251 UP 1-0030
CLOSE SHOT
THOMAS AND ZIRA
at the elevator door.
He steps aside to let her enter then turns
expectantly. She holds out a key to him.
ZIRA:
Your apartment number is thirteen B, Mr. Thomas. Can you find
it yourself?
Thomas looks down at the key, slowly reaches for it.
THOMAS:
Yeah. (a pause) You don’t care for a...for a night cap
or anything? Or some sad songs. slightly off key?
CLOSE SHOT
ZIRA
ZIRA:
The call I received, Mr. Thomas, earlier this evening - (a pause)
it was in response to an earlier inquiry of mine.
THOMAS:
So?
ZIRA: (with an enigmatic smile, points to his key) There will be no need
for
your having to spend the night at the zoo, Mr. Thomas.
EXTREMELY TIGHT CLOSE SHOT
THE TWO OF THEM
As they stare at one another. Thomas looks down at the key and nods,
turns goes into the elevator. The doors close and we hear the whirring
SOUND of its ascent.
ANOTHER ANGLE ZIRA
As she turns away from the elevator, walks very slowly across the lobby.
A night clerk at the desk comes out from parted curtains behind the desk,
nods, smiling towards her.
NIGHT CLERK:
Evening Doctor.
ZIRA:
Good evening.
NIGHT CLERK: Get him back all right?
ZIRA: (nods; softly) Yes.
NIGHT CLERK: (looking toward the elevator)
Must be a…funny kind
of job. I mean…running around with an animal all over the place.
Harmless, is he? Are they sure he’s harmless?
(another pause) Wouldn’t suddenly get wild on you, would he?
SHOT
ZIRA
By the doors. She shakes her head.
ZIRA:
(her voice very soft) Not wild. Only lonely.
The CAMERA PANS OVER TO the floor indicator over the elevator
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. THOMAS’ APARTMENT
NIGHT
There is a long, extremely modern, sunken living room facing a sliding
glass door which leads to a balcony overlooking the city. The front door
has been left open and the only light in the room comes from the hall.
Thomas stands on the balcony staring out at the night and the distant
lights of the city surrounding him. He takes a deep breath, turns, moves
back into the living room, stops abruptly and starts.
PAN ACROSS THE ROOM TO A:
SHOT
A STEEL CHAIN HOOKED AROUND A DOORKNOB
A SLOW PAN DOWN the length of the chain until we’re looking at a
shrouded figure in the darkness with a glint of a metal collar.
ANOTHER ANGLE FAVORING THOMAS
As he approaches, looks at the chain, follows it with his eyes.
SHOT
NOVA
As, in inching away from him, she moves into a shaft of light from the
open door. She remains flattened against the wall, shrinking away from
him. Thomas moves over to the chain, unwinds it from the door, holds it
in his hand, stares at her.
ANOTHER ANGLE
NOVA
She studies him with fear-ridden eyes, looking up and down at his
clothing, then in a sudden spasm of panic she bolts away from the wall, is
caught up by the chain and in a jarring, painful violence is pulled down to
the floor. Thomas stands over her, extends his hand. She remains on her
knees, opens her mouth, bares her teeth. Thomas drops the length of
chain alongside of her, again reaches down. She makes a move as if to
bite him. He grabs her face in both his hands and in the process draws
her up to her feet. She remains rigid, her face in a tight, taut mask.
THOMAS:
(in a very low tone)
As of right now…as of this minute…we’re no longer a
couple of scared animals temporarily off a leash. (a
pause
as he searches her face)
Do you understand? We’re human beings.

He turns away from her, walks across the room, opens up a dresser
drawer, takes out a robe, carries it back over to her, lets it drop alongside
of her.
THOMAS:
(continuing - now his voices takes on a kind of firm
gentlessness)
Put it on. Put it on, Nova, and be
a
human being.
He turns abruptly. The CAMERA FOLLOWS HIM across the room to the
balcony
CUT TO:
EXT. BALCONY
NIGHT
He stands there, his back to the sliding glass door, staring out at the night,
listening to the sporadic and distant traffic NOISES. Far distant chimes
ring twice; then there is the SOUND of the chain dragging from inside the
living room. He turns very slowly.
SHOT
ACROSS HIS SHOULDER
NOVA
Standing on the other side of the glass. She has put on the robe. He
walks into the living room, looks down at her, feeling an acme of
tenderness. She goes rigid again as he reaches for the collar around her
neck, manipulates it, then parts it and takes it off of her. The two of them
stand there close together. He bends down, kisses her cheek.
THOMAS:
Now my dear…now you’re a woman. Now you’re
what
you’re supposed to be.
The CAMERA PANS DOWN both of t heir bodies as they stand close
together. The collar drops to the floor, rolls a few feet off and comes to a
stop.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. THOMAS’ APARTMENT
SHOT ACROSS A COFFEE TABLE
DAY
On which stands a tea pot with dainty demi-tasse cups. Across the room,
sitting in stiff discomfiture, is Dr Zaius and alongside of him, Zira. Dr.
Zaius, with a quick look around the room, pulls out a pocket watch, opens
and shuts it, puts it back, then looks with impatient expectancy at Zira.
DR. ZAIUS
Well?
ZIRA:
(with a half smile) He left word that they were taking a walk.
That
we should just sit and be comfortable.
DR ZAIUS:
“They” are taking a walk, and we should just sit
comfortably. In the past four or five weeks, Dr. Zira,
Mr.
Thomas has proven himself remarkably adaptable.
He
goes from the floor of a cage to the giver of social
teas.
And who shall pour? His mate - late of the jungle?
He shakes his head with impatient anger, takes out his pocket watch
again, studies it, then rises as he snaps it shut, returns it to his vest
pocket.
DR ZAIUS:
(continuing) And if you persist in the masquerade
amenities
- then convey my apologies to the
“gentleman” and tell him
I’m flying out to the north tonight
by helicopter. Explain to
him that we have an
archaeological expedition there and
my services are
required.
ZIRA:
They should be right back DR ZAIUS:
(reaching for his hat and gloves) Indeed they should.
But
there’s every likelihood that they’ve been held up.
Something unforeseen, Dr. Zira. Perhaps a luscious
coconut on a top branch. Or perhaps our…our “host”
has
to pick some nits out of hiis mate’s hair.
He starts to turn toward the door just as it opens. WHIP PAN OVER to
Thomas who steps aside to let Nova enter. She is dressed in a simple
dress, her hair pulled back in a bun. Her face, sans any kind of makeup,
is radiant - if nervous.
ZIRA:
(with real warmth) Good afternoon, Mr. Thomas.
THOMAS:
How are you, Dr Zira? Dr. Zaius? Forgive us for
being
late.
ZIRA:
Enjoy your walk?
THOMAS:
Very much.
He takes Nova’s arm and leads her into the room.
THOMAS: (continuing - lightly)
Rather an historical afternoon.
Several
moments went by when nobody even looked at us. I
think
we’re starting to blend with the scenery.
There now ensues a total silence.
SERIES OF CLOSEUP CUTS
Zira’s face, then Dr. Zaius, then Nova and finally, Thomas.
The CAMERA PULLS BACK as Thomas turns to Nova.
THOMAS:
(very gently) Nova, my dear. Would you pour the tea?
CLOSE SHOT
DR. ZAIUS
DR. ZAIUS:
(he makes a wry face; under his breath) Oh my dear
God CLOSE SHOT
NOVA
As she goes over to the tea pot, pours two cups - her hand shaking
perceptively as she picks them up, turns, carries them over to Zira and Dr.
Zaius.
CLOSE SHOT
THOMAS
There is no question but that tension shows on his face.
CLOSE SHOT
NOVA
DR ZAIUS IN B.G.

She wets her lips.
CLOSE SHOT
THOMAS
His mouth moves, uttering silent words.
CLOSE SHOT
NOVA
NOVA: (hesitantly, with an archaic foreign stiffness, but nonetheless with
absolute clarity)

CLOSE SHOT
KEEPER
Who stares back at him, meeting the look.
THOMAS:
Treat him gently…patiently…he won’t be biting
anymore.
KEEPER:
(shrugs) Nobody’s mistreating him.
THOMAS:
(taking a step toward the cage) I’ll be back tomorrow,
Paul.
Would…you…care…for…lemon…or…cream…Doctor?
He turns, starts to walk away, stops at the SOUND of BANGING on the
CLOSE SHOT
ZIRA
bars, turns.
She positively beams.
SHOT
KEEPER THOMAS’ P.O.V.
ZIRA:
Lemon, Nova, thank you.
He’s banging on the cage, holds up a banana.
Nova turns towards Dr. Zaius, handing him a cup.
KEEPER:
Speak, boy. Let’s hear you speak.
NOVA:
And…you…Doctor?
SHOT
LAFEVER
THROUGH THE BARS
CLOSE SHOT
DR. ZAIUS
For a moment there is confusion and for just a fragment of a moment
He stares at her, bug-eyed, reaches for the cup, touches it briefly then lets there is rejection, but then some instinct takes over. He rises, lets out a
it fall, smashing to the floor. Oblivious to the broken cup, he continues to
GROWL. The keeper CHUCKLES, throws the banana into the cage, then
stare at her.
turns to look toward Thomas.
DR. ZAIUS:
I’ll be damned!
SHOT
THOMAS
Nova turns, her face frightened, tears beginning to show. Thomas
As he turns, retraces his steps over to the keeper, grabs him by his shirt
hurriedly moves to her side.
front.
THOMAS:
No harm done, my dear. Pour Dr. Zaius another cup. THOMAS:
(his voice tense and low)
Now hear this. The
He kneels down to start to pick up the broken pieces of crockery.
next
time you give him food - put it on a plate. You
ANGLE SHOT
LOOKING UP AT DR. ZAIUS
THOMAS
understand?
Because in a couple of weeks - you’ll be
P.O.V.
calling him
“Mister”.
DR. ZAIUS:
(his voice tight) Tell me, Mr. Thomas. What other
He flings him against the cage door then turns abruptly and walks out.
tricks
does your mate do?
DISSOLVE TO:
CLOSE SHOT
ZIRA
EXT. ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIGGINGS
DAY
Who whirls around toward Dr. Zaius in silent but meaningful
SWEEPING, PANORAMIC SHOT
A CAMP
remonstrance; then she looks, with abject apology, toward Thomas who
With tents, Quonsets, etc. - several vehicles bearing signs which read:
smiles reassuringly at her. The smile fades as he turns toward Dr. Zaius.
“FOURTH NORTHERN ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPEDITION”. There is a
THOMAS:
Dr. Zaius. According to your anthropology, it’s taken
stockpile of various artifacts, potteries, etc., much scurrying activity with
you
something close to five thousand years to learn to
various “scientists”. On a knoll several hundred yards away from the main
walk
upright. This woman has learned to speak in five
camp, in what is obviously the site of the major digging, we see a
weeks. I
think you’d better go back to your books. (without
bulldozer and other groups of apes surrounding it. The CAMERA
giving
him a chance to respond, he turns toward Nova;
CONTINUES ITS PAN ACROSS THE AREA, TAKING IN A SHOT OF
gently)
Pour the Doctor another cup, my dear. And make
THE HELICOPTER as it lands, then:
allowances for him. His hands and fingers aren’t as
LONG SHOT
DR. ZAIUS
agile
as ours.
As he gets out of the helicopter, crouches over in a run underneath the
CLOSER ANGLE ZIRA
swinging blades of the helicopter, over to a group of waiting apes close to
Who nods in silent assent.
a jeep. He gets in the jeep as it starts off, heading toward the knoll.
DISSOLVE TO:
CUT TO:
INT. ANIMAL HOSPITAL WARD
NIGHT
EXT. KNOLL
DAY
LONG SHOT
DOWN A ROW OF CAGES
A large excavation where we see several apes and gorillas - many with
Where we see different bandaged and incapacitated animals including a
pick axes and other digging tools - as they dig energetically into the
smattering of humans. The heavy door at the far end of the corridor
ground. Several stand around one particular spot where what appears to
opens. A “keeper” enters, followed by Thomas. In the semi-light the two
be an end of a wooden box protruding from the ground. They continue to
figures cast giant shadows across ceiling and wall. They walk down the
dig around it until finally the box is extricated. It is long and rectangular.
length of the long aisle to a cage at the end closest TO THE CAMERA.
CUT TO:
CLOSE SHOT
THE CAGE
ANOTHER ANGLE
THE JEEP
We can see the silhouette of Lafever inside. The keeper rubs the sleep
As it pulls to a stop. One of the apes near the box leaves the group, walks
out of his eyes, points to Lafever, GRUNTS a question mark.
over toward the jeep. He wears khaki and a pith helmet. He wipes his
THOMAS:
(sardonically) You got a language? Ask me, don’t
face, takes off the pith helmet.
grunt it
at me.
CORNELIUS:
(his tone is respectful)
Glad you came, Doctor.
KEEPER:
(a little sheepishly) This what you wanted to see?
This
is the area right here.
THOMAS:
This is who I wanted to see. Open it up, will you?
ANOTHER ANGLE
DR ZAIUS
The keeper unlocks the cage. Lafever immediately leaves his straw pallet, As he gets out of the jeep, moves to the top of the knoll and stares down
comes to the cage door. He takes a long studying look at Thomas and
toward the box and the group of apes who part to allow him to see it.
there is a glint of recognition. He opens his mouth as if to speak but no
DR. ZAIUS:
(somewhat shortly) Interesting. Open it up yet?
sound comes. Thomas holds out both his hands.
CORNELIUS:
We’re about to.
THOMAS: (cont.) Lafever? It’s Thomas. Do you understand? Do you
MOVING SHOT
WITH THEM
recognize me now?
As they move over to the box.
CLOSE SHOT
LAFEVER
CORNELIUS:
(as they walk) The whole place has proven a gold
He blinks, nods slowly, his lips move; then he very slowly raises his hand, mine.
Much as we thought. Pottery, dishes, what appears to
points to his throat, shakes his head. Thomas comes in closer to him.
be
the remnant of a map. There’s no question but we’ve
THOMAS:
(cont.) It’s trauma, Paul. You can’t speak because
uncovered what was a village or a town…or even the
you’ve
literally been frightened to death. But you will speak.
outskirts of a city.
I’m
having you removed to a real hospital. And you’re
They reach the box. Cornelius makes a motion for one of the apes with a
going to
get better. Understand? We’ll have you speaking
crowbar to pry it open.
again…and out of here.
ANGLE SHOT
LOOKING OVER THE BOX COVER
TOWARD
Lafever nods, backs into the cell again. The keeper precipitously closes
THE FACES
OF THE ONLOOKERS
the cage door, is about to lock it. Thomas grabs his arm.
FAVORING CORNELIUS AND DR. ZAIUS
THOMAS:
There’s no need to lock it. He wasn’t supposed to be CORNELIUS:
What would you say, Doctor?
caged in the first place.
CLOSE SHOT
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KEEPER:
He wasn’t supposed to be but he had to be. He bit
As he stares.
the morning guard on the arm - almost to the bone.
ANOTHER ANGLE
THOMAS:
They told me he was to be taken to a hospital.
LOOKING TOWARD THE INTERIOR OF THE BOX
KEEPER:
(stifling a smile)
When he stops biting, he’ll
There lies what is obviously a human skeleton.
propably go to a hospital. In the meantime, he’s going to have to stay
GROUP SHOT
FAVORING DR. ZAIUS
here with the rest of the animals.
DR. ZAIUS
(acidly) Are you asking to know what it is? Mr.
CLOSE SHOT
THOMAS
Cornelius?
Reacting to the line.
CORNELIUS:
I’m asking you to verify what appears fairly obvious.

